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Precarious Empowerments analyzes sexual labor in ‘tinted cafes,’ spaces hidden from 
public view where women dance for their male clients and clandestinely perform sexual services. 
Drawing from an embodied ethnographic account of the everyday lives of five coffee shops that 
fit into the lower status ‘tinted cafes’ where sexual labor is common, this thesis examines sex 
workers’ experiences at the intersection of class, racial, and gender hierarchies. From an 
intersectional perspective, my study examines how inequalities based on class, gender, race, 
nationality, and body capital are reproduced and contested by sex workers. Based on the multiple 
facets of the precariousness marking sex workers’ experiences, beyond socioeconomic 
marginalization, it asks; how are inequalities reproduced through women’s embodied labor? 
How do women negotiate inequalities and exclusion?  
  In intertextuality with the literature on sexualized and emotional labor in the global 
South, this thesis explores sex work as a service that embodies gendered, transnational social 
structures, but also as a practice that represents sex workers’ resourcefulness and resilience. 
Moving away from conceptualizations of sexual labor as a totalizing patriarchal oppression per 
se, it conceives sexual labor as situated and operating relationally with other forms of exclusion. 
Interweaving an ethnographic narrative with a theoretical and a historical 
 v 
contextualization, Precarious empowerments reveals how differences in terms of class, gender, 
race, and nationality are integral to the daily practices and the consumption of sexual services in 
‘tinted’ coffee shops. Women’s empowerment gains value when seen in opposition to hegemonic 
power relations and the social and symbolic dimensions of the precarity marking working-class 
women’s lives. Sex workers’ narratives point to the strategies, arrangements, and resources they 
rely on to improve their socioeconomic status, how they face stigma, and the tactics used to 
navigate a context simultaneously marked by precariousness and condemning the work they 
perform. Understanding how sex workers experience this precarity, due to the criminalization 
and the stigmatization of their labor, highlights the need for a radical transformation in how sex 
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Figure 1. Map resembling an incomplete female body, with its sex located at the center of the 
image, evoking how, in colonial representations, women’s bodies were depicted as part of 
nature, but sexualized, signifying the land beyond the occupied territories. Source: McClintock, 




Figure 2. Theodoor Galle’s The Discovery of America. Source: McClintock, Ann. 1995. Imperial 














Thursday, July 25, 2014 at 5:30 pm. 
 
I walk into one of the many coffee shops along 10 de Julio, a street characterized by its 
concentration of car repair shops, hardware stores, and businesses selling all sorts of auto 
parts. At first, it is difficult to see what’s going on inside because it’s so dark, with only a 
few neon lights moving across the space. Four good-looking women, about eighteen to 
twenty years old, are standing in the middle of the dance floor, wearing high heels and G-
string bikinis. I feel completely intimidated by their nakedness since there is no 
possibility for me to blend into this workspace. A couple of men walk in and the women 
welcome them, charmingly calling them “mi amor” [my love]. The men walk directly 
towards them and also start to flirt. A client starts rubbing his body against one of the 
workers within ten seconds. After asking for the manager, the woman serving coffee 
behind the counter tells me that he’s not in and that she doesn’t know when he would be 
coming back. I leave to avoid scaring away the clientele, feeling defeated.  
 
From miniskirts to G-strings: The sexualization of Santiago’s coffee shops 
In the historical center of Santiago, Chile, there are nearly two hundred coffee shops 
where primarily male workers drink coffee during weekday office hours, served by women 
dressed in very sexualized apparel. The popular name for these spaces, café con piernas [coffee 
or cafe with legs], references the display of women’s bodies on elevated platforms, across open 
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bar counters, exposed to the gaze of their customers. The mixing of coffee consumption and 
women selling emotional and bodily services has become widely known throughout the country 
and celebrated by foreigners who, amazed by the idiosyncratic character of cafes, write about 
their experiences in personal online blogs and travel guides. Usually designed with mirrored 
walls for workers’ bodies to always be watched by their clientele, the spatial design of coffee 
shops facilitates the direct view of their breasts, legs, and buttocks. Sometimes, women’s legs are 
displayed as signage that can be seen from the street or the hallway of a commercial arcade.  
The first ‘bar cafe,’ Café Haiti, opened in Santiago’s foundational center in 1948, near 
the buildings of ministries, courthouses, banks, shopping stores, and other services, offering 
espresso in a city where, at the time, instant coffee was the norm, while also providing the 
amiable service of young workers. Although today many women patronize Café Haiti, the 
franchise initially catered exclusively to men who went to drink coffee at the bar, chat with the 
baristas, read a paper, or meet a colleague.1 It became a successful business, and many other 
similar coffee shops opened throughout the city center, fitting well into the neighborhood’s 
mixed-use and social practices, because of its bohemian ambiance and late nightlife. After the 
1930s, wealthy and middle-class families progressively started to flee the inner-city to live in the 
peripheries. Most of Santiago’s historical core residential buildings turned into offices and 
businesses. Santiago’s 1939 Urban Plan opened new streets and interior parks in the inner city, 
subdividing blocks to introduce new gardens and light. It promoted interior commercial arcades 
across entire blocks, constituting a pedestrian network through Santiago’s northern historical 
district. Inspired by Parisian commercial arcades, the privately-owned passages hosted small 
boutiques and other small businesses, creating a parallel new mode of walking through the 
                                                        
1 Although the presence of female customers has never been forbidden, until today, the oldest branches of Cafe Haiti 
have bathrooms for male customers only. 
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historical center and duplicating the public shopping storefronts while maintaining the one 110 
by 110 yards typical Spanish block. Today, seventy-two galerías extend over 6000 yards of 
varied business storefronts, 62 percent of which were built between 1930 and 1960. 
The Centro is presently Santiago’s most socially-diverse area because it brings together 
residents, daily commuters, and visitors from different parts of the city and many international 
tourists. It integrates everyday social and cultural activities, businesses, offices, and 
governmental buildings, but residential use is minimal, and thus, most of the stores and 
entertainment close at night. Facilitating social exchanges and interactions lies in an urban 
landscape that prioritizes pedestrian flows and integrates old and new historical periods, city 
norms, architectural styles, and traditions. Several high-rise mirrored buildings of banks and 
insurance companies, representations of Santiago entering the category “global city,” stand side 
by side with French neoclassical buildings, significant modernist interventions, and a few 
colonial remains. Cars run very slowly through the narrow cobblestone streets surrounding Plaza 
de Armas, where jigsaw walking is frequent, and vendors stand over sidewalks offering their 
products. A diverse crowd shares the road, generally aware of their surroundings and personal 
belongings since pedestrian flows’ density facilitates street muggings. Despite most financial 
activities moving to ‘Sanhattan,’ an upper-class neighborhood with a concentration of upscale 
offices and commerce, the stock market continues to operate in its 1917 neo-renaissance-style 
building downtown, like many banks and other types of companies do. These exclusive uses 
contribute to the area’s social diversity, turning it into a terrain where different social classes 
share public space in a city defined by socio-spatial segregation. 
With the rise of supermarkets and department stores, the boutiques and similar small 
classy businesses in commercial arcades experienced a setback. Despite being recognized as a 
public asset, many commercial arcades lost most of their users and became physically and 
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economically deteriorated. Many were replaced with other types of establishments, such as 
simple services, hair salons, clandestine movie theaters, and coffee shops, becoming the most 
typical environment for expanding the sexual-affective economies. At the beginning of the 
1990s, together with the country’s return to democracy, many businesses replaced miniskirts 
with bikinis, eroticized the services offered, and darkened their storefront windows to keep 
performances away from public view. This process was gradual, and as businesses became 
successful, new coffee shops opened in many of the decayed commercial arcades, taking 
advantage of their strategic location and low-priced rents. 
There is a consensus that the first business to transform social practices in coffee shops 
was the well-known Barón Rojo, opened in 1994 by a local entrepreneur who sought to create a 
“meeting space for business executives and celebrities of the arts scene, giving Chilean beauty a 
protagonist role.”2 Located close to the neoclassical Municipal theater, the business’ innovations 
included hiring young women to serve espresso in underwear or bikinis, and the introduction of 
the “millionaire minute,” a one-minute topless performance happening at random times. The 
business became well known – today it presents itself as the world’s most famous café con 
piernas – and following its success, many other businesses sexualized their services, and many 
new ones opened in interior arcades and underground commercial spaces around the city center. 
During their boom, at the end of the 1990s and into the early 2000s, there were more than two 
hundred cafés con piernas in downtown Santiago, and different versions of them emerged in 
peripheral working-class neighborhoods and cities throughout the country (Rajević 2000).  
The transformation of coffee shops was gradual; after some coffee shops began 
sexualizing their practices, clients pressured for similar services in the competition, and this shift 
was economically beneficial to both business owners and workers. However, because of the 
                                                        
2 Café Barón Rojo. Retrieved September 6, 2019 (http://cafebaronrojo.tripod.com/). 
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illegal status of these businesses, this process has experienced many setbacks over the years due 
to prosecution from police and municipal inspectors.3 Throughout this process, different types of 
coffee shops have coexisted. Café Haiti, Café Caribe, and similar franchises of the more 
respectable ‘bar’ coffee shops are still very popular in Santiago’s historical district, but now 
coexist with the more sexualized scene. Coffee shops vary in terms of social status, workers’ 
cultural and social capital, aesthetic, ambiance, and the services performed within. While ‘bar 
cafes’ have transparent storefronts and workers are separated from their clients by a bar counter, 
the ‘tinted cafes’ have opaque or reflective tinted windows to avoid the display of almost-naked 
women’s close exchanges with customers. Whereas some women drink espresso in the higher-
status ‘bar cafes,’ where activities unfold in public view and workers keep a distance from their 
clients, typically, no female clients walk into the lower-class businesses where erotic dancing 
and sexual services are performed. But these distinctions are not sharply defined and are not well 
known outside the sphere of coffee shops. Intermediate categories complicate the stratification of 
coffee shops: cafés de media pierna [‘half-leg’ cafes], for example, are distinguished by their 
good-looking, young baristas wearing mini-skirts. They wait tables without any close physical 
exchanges with their customers, but may use their job as a platform for meeting clients after 
work. In the more elegant central commercial arcades, refined cafés con piernas with dark 
storefronts are common, often women wear elegant sequined bikinis, but they stand behind a 
counter and do not have any close bodily contact with clients while at work. In these high-end 
cafes, workers offer good conversation and amiable company – the performance of being in love 
with their clients  – even if it lasts only fifteen minutes (Godoy 2011). In the world of cafes, the 
term ‘tinted cafes’ also operates as a marker of difference, pointing to lower-status businesses 
                                                        
3 Despite sexual labor not being penalized directly, it is prosecuted through several legal mechanisms that punish the 




where sexual services are commonly performed. The storefronts of these cafes usually display 
images of women’s sexualized bodies, evocative of foreign scenarios, such as Caribbean beaches 
or similar paradise-like spaces of leisure. Their interior spaces are very dark, music blasts, and 
clients can touch women’s bodies in exchange for tips and coffee or soda consumption. The 
more precarious ‘tinted cafes’ are more cheaply built and workers may offer quick sexual 
services by a dark corner within the main salon, in bathrooms, or small backrooms disguised as 
storages or locker rooms.    
Drawing from an ethnographic account of the everyday life of ‘tinted cafes,’ my research 
examines workers’ embodied labor at the intersection of class, racial, gender, and sexual 
hierarchies. Focusing on five coffee shops that fit into the lower status ‘tinted cafes’ – coffee 
shops where sex work is regularly practiced – my study examines the power relations as 
expressed in women’s experience of sexual labor, from an intersectional perspective. In this 
thesis, I look at the practices and negotiations women rely on to improve their socioeconomic 
status, the ways in which they perform bodily labor, cope with stigma, and strategize to navigate 
a context simultaneously marked by precariousness and which condemns the labor they perform. 
My study uncovers the tensions between social structures, cultural norms, and workers’ agencies 
and illuminates these common, invisibilized relations through close ethnographic accounts. 
Based on intersectional analysis of the inequalities marking sex workers’ experiences, including 
but not limited to socioeconomic marginalization, my research asks, how are inequalities 
reproduced through women’s embodied labor? How do women negotiate inequalities and 
exclusion?  
Sexual labor at the intersection of prevailing inequalities 
Like any other workspace, ‘tinted cafes’ are historically situated, embedded within 
broader social structures, and always undergoing transformations. They also constitute a space 
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for the daily production of identities, where notions of gender, race, and sexuality are reproduced 
through everyday practices (McDowell 2009). Since the ways in which class, gender, race, 
ethnicity, body weight and physical appearance play a significant role in who is employed in 
what sorts of jobs (2009), examining how these links emerge in the field illustrates the 
consequences of the social division of labor and labor conditions in Chile today for working-
class women. ‘Tinted cafes’ are, as any other space where embodied service labor is performed, 
a significant site to study and illuminate how sex workers experience the many divisions across 
Chilean society. 
The emergence of sexual labor in coffee shops needs to be situated within a context 
marked by profound social inequalities and a highly unequal and precarious labor market. Since 
being employed in Chile does not signify a real opportunity to overcome poverty and often does 
not even cover the most basic needs of a family,4 a significant sector of the population depends 
on informal jobs, street vending, and other economies that do not provide any stability nor social 
protection. Within this landscape, women are in a more vulnerable position than men since they 
tend to access the most unstable jobs in the division of labor and do not have the same 
opportunities as men in terms of wages.5 Also, because traditional gender roles defining women 
as mothers and caretakers are still prevalent today, women undertake most of the unpaid 
domestic work, multiplying their workload and responsibilities. Immigrant women are at a 
further disadvantage since their arrival situates them in foreign social hierarchies, which do not 
always coincide with their previous experiences of gender, race, and class (Mora 2008). With the 
fast increase of South-South migration that the country has undergone during the past two 
                                                        
4 The current minimum wage (CLP 276.000 since January 2018) is way below the poverty line for an average home 
of four, which in June 2018 reached CLP 422.767 (Durán and Kremerman 2018).   
5 Women’s employment rate is only 48.9% when compared to 71.6% for men. The average income of the main 
occupation for women is CLP 441,691 and for men, CLP 574,424, presenting a difference of CLP 132,733. This 
wage gap can be seen at different ages, reaching its peak in the group of ages between 55 and 64 years old 
(Ministerio de Desarrollo Social 2017). 
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decades, immigrants have become a focus of prejudice and institutionalized exclusion. Not 
surprisingly, a significant amount of migration research has focused on social segregation and 
racist, xenophobic, and discriminatory practices during the past two decades. 
Similarly to other service jobs, in ‘tinted cafes,’ an attractive body, as maintained by a 
demanding practice of self-care, becomes an essential attribute for sex workers because their 
labor depends on corporeal exchanges. In embodied service jobs, workers have to comply to 
idealized notions of the body: usually slender, fit, young-looking, and white, as well as pay 
attention to style, looks, and presentation of the self to look appropriate for work. These 
attributes determine how workers will be valued and compensated (McDowell 2009). Research 
on sexual labor has relied on the term “body capital” to refer to all different aspects involved in 
producing an attractive appearance: apparent age, clothing, hairstyle, make-up, as well as 
investments to accumulate body capital, such as cosmetic surgeries. Some authors have argued 
that sex workers use their bodies as ‘assets’ that allow them to sell sexual services and to work as 
entrepreneurs of body capital (Bernstein 2007; Hoang 2015; Hofmann 2010). 
Like in other sexual markets, in ‘tinted cafes,’ emotions and bodily performances are part 
of the exchanges between clients and workers and determine workers’ body capital, situating 
them within a hierarchy of bodies that operates in relation to inequalities based on class, gender, 
race, and nationality. Racial and ethnic minorities, workers with disabilities and with non-
normative sexualities are at a disadvantage in labor markets, usually concentrating into the more 
precarious sector, without access to better jobs (McDowell 2009). From an intersectional 
approach, coexisting inequalities at the workplace cannot be understood separately and are 
embedded in the material context of place and space.6 Sexual and gender difference are produced 
                                                        
6 Crenshaw points to the intersectional location of women of color and their absence from mainstream feminist and 
antiracist discourses. The problem with identity politics, she argues, is that it often overlooks differences within 
groups and “the violence that many women experience is soften shaped by other dimensions of their identities, such 
as ‘race’ and class” (1989:1242). 
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through practices unfolding in specific places, which are socially constructed and historically 
specific, and the experience of sex and gender differs for every individual. A subject is 
constituted in gender, suggests De Lauretis, “though not by sexual difference alone, but rather 
across languages and cultural representations; a subject engendered in the experiencing of race 
and class, as well as sexual relations; a subject, therefore, not unified but rather multiple and not 
so much divided as contradicted” (De Lauretis 1987: 2). Thus, workplace identities concerning 
class, gender, race, sexuality, or body capital, are not singular but multiple and contradictory; the 
site of resistance as well as conformity to norms at work (McDowell 2009). However, despite the 
relational, fluid, and diverse character of women’s identities in ‘tinted cafes’ and every 
individual dealing with exclusion differently, the stigma falling on sex workers’ bodies and labor 
is a common challenge for anyone who practices sexual labor in Chile.  
Illuminating sexual labor in Santiago’s ‘tinted cafes’ 
In recent years, a significant amount of ethnographic research has focused on sex tourism, 
in the context of the transformations of sexual markets under neoliberalism in Latin America  
(Brennan 2004a; Cabezas 2011; Freeman 2000; Hofmann 2010; Rivers-Moore 2010, 2012; 
Williams 2013). Similar to other forms of care and emotional work, sex work has been 
positioned within the global division of labor, where women dominate the lowest-status jobs in 
regards to wages and authority. This highly racialized and gendered division of labor is sustained 
by social structures that define women’s labor as valueless and which have been detrimental to 
withstand accumulation under global capitalism (Mills 2003). Research on sexual markets 
throughout the global South has explored how gender inequalities intersect with other sources of 
discrimination and have tended to present sex workers from the global South as affordable, 
exotic women performing sexual and affective services for clients from the global North (Hoang 
2011, 2015). But as postcolonial feminists have claimed, the representation of a marginalized 
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group as a unified category of oppressed victims politically disempowers them by replicating 
First-Third World relationships, defined by structural domination (Mohanty 1988). In order to 
avoid overlooking the agency of sex workers, researchers have challenged binary analyses 
arguing that not all sex workers are poor and exploited, moving away from stigmatization and 
exclusion to instead focus on the diversity of client-worker relations and the ways sex tourism 
can create new opportunities for love, solidarity, and friendship (Brennan 2004a; Cabezas 2011; 
Rivers-Moore 2010, 2012). Some studies have turned their attention to the stratification of sexual 
markets according to workers’ and clients’ dissimilar access to social, cultural, and bodily capital 
(Hoang 2011, 2015; Rivers-Moore 2010). Others have pointed to the heterogeneity and 
ambiguity in relationships where the exchange of money is combined with other forms of 
material support, intimacy, care, and sometimes the aspiration for an opportunity to emigrate 
North, highlighting the many ways workers and clients negotiate money, love, security, desire, 
and sexual pleasure (Brennan 2004a; Cabezas 2011; Rivers-Moore 2010; Williams 2013). 
Contrary to the practices addressed by the literature above, the sexual services women 
sell in ‘tinted cafes’ initially targeted a local clientele, which over time, has become more diverse 
with the arrival of immigrant workers, as well as the broader increase in migration from other 
Latin American countries.7 Thus, the links between sexual practices and the transnational 
political and economic landscape are very different, as are how gender, race, and nationality are 
experienced in this setting. Because the embodied labor women perform in Santiago’s ‘tinted 
cafes’ is not intended for ‘tourists from abroad’ it escapes the South/North dichotomy that 
distinguishes workers from clients and characterizes most research addressing sexual labor in the 
region. The fast increase of immigrant workers in ‘tinted cafes’ and, more recently, Black clients, 
                                                        
7 Although most clients are from Chile, some are Latin American immigrants, mostly from Colombia, Peru, Haiti, 
the Dominican Republic, and Venezuela. Today, many travel guides promote higher status cafes where women 
serve coffee in bikinis without offering sex services, but only a few tourists go to the ‘tinted cafes.’ During 
fieldwork, I met only three tourists from the global North who were seeking sexual services. 
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present new complexities within the analysis of social hierarchies. These transformations, and 
how they have affected worker-client relationships, point to the interlacing of race and sexuality 
as a marker of difference at the workplace.  
Although sexual labor manifests differently in every context, researchers have agreed that 
despite the prevalent stigmatization of sex work, its economic compensation may allow sex 
workers to improve their social status, challenging the precept that sexual labor in the global 
South only provides for workers’ most basic subsistence (Brennan 2004a; Hoang 2011, 2015; 
Hofmann 2010; Rivers-Moore 2010). These findings have led to some depictions of sex workers 
as successful “entrepreneurs” due to their ability to manage their body capital strategically, with 
ambition, discipline, and resilience, and because of their engagement in an independent 
enterprise and consumption practices (Hofmann 2010; Rivers-Moore 2010). Following the 
literature on entrepreneurial selves in late capitalism, the self-made entrepreneur is the optimal 
neoliberal subject, working independently and competing with each other, and depending 
entirely on a market without any regulation by the state (Freeman 2000; Rivers-Moore 2010). In 
the context of economic need, mobility, and commercialization, women’s sexual labor has been 
framed as a social mobility strategy that can contribute to leveling social and economic 
inequalities (Hofmann 2010). 
While it is critical to highlight the many ways that sexual labor empowers workers, and 
the many different forms in which client-worker relationships develop, portraying women who 
work in Santiago’s ‘tinted cafes’ as “corporeal entrepreneurs” (Hofmann 2010) would render 
opaque the intersection of inequalities marking the context where such empowerment emerges 
and within which sex workers must navigate in order to improve their socioeconomic position. 
Examining the precarious character of women’s social status is necessary not only to understand 
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the value of their agency better but also to hold the state and society accountable for a precarity8 
that encompasses more than economic scarcity. Paying attention to sex workers’ experiences of 
economic struggle, consumption, and debt allows us to visualize some of the social and cultural 
consequences of neoliberalism on the Chilean working class. Sex workers’ accounts point to the 
social and cultural context where their embodied labor takes place, revealing hegemonic power 
relationships and the ways in which class, gender, race, and nationality are embodied through 
everyday practices in the workplace. The uniquely surreptitious manner that sex work operates in 
‘tinted cafes,’ disguised behind a dark façade and avoiding the law, highlights the ambiguous 
character of the legal framework prosecuting sex workers in Chile and how the absence of state 
recognition contributes to workers’ multifaceted experience of precarity. Understanding how sex 
workers live with the stigma associated with this type of labor highlights the urgent necessity for 
a radical transformation in the way sex work is addressed by the Chilean state and society. This 
is, I believe, the most critical cause to which my research will contribute.       
Following the feminist epistemological proposal that an objective vision comes from the 
interpretation of partial perspectives, situated knowledge, and politics of difference (Haraway 
1988), I engaged in a grounded ethnography, spending time and doing everyday activities with 
sex workers, slowly building a network of informants. Embracing the feminist move towards the 
recognition of sexual difference brought me to design a methodological framework that 
incorporates the body as a mediating element of knowledge, an essential part of the analysis, and 
a prerequisite for “the right to know” (Alcoff 1996: 14). An embodied approach accounts for 
                                                        
8 The meaning of precarity has changed over time and may refer to the labor process, the labor market, a mode of 
social control, a social condition, or an emerging class. In combination, it denotes the dematerialization of labor and 
associated social transformations, implicitly critiquing the insecurity installed by global capitalism (Doogan 2015). I 
employ the term to highlight the uncertainty and instability experienced by sex workers, beyond working conditions 
to encompass the effects of intersecting inequalities and the symbolic dimension of their labor. While structural 
processes significantly determine the precarious working and living conditions women experience, “precarious 
positions do not share the same and common social conditions in their lives;” thus, my understanding of precarity 
moves away from the ‘precariat’ as a unified category (Melin and Blom 2015: 41).  
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individuals’ experiences of class, gender, race, nationality, and sex, focusing on bodies rather 
than flows (Dunn 2010). It takes into consideration the role of language in the construction of 
social spaces and the material and symbolic significance of the built environment (Low 2009). 
Thus, this project acknowledges the implications of its embodied, gendered, and politicized 
viewpoint, embedded in the material context of a specific place and space (Duncan 1996) and 
does not intend to represent all ‘tinted cafes’ or ‘tinted cafe workers’ in Santiago.  
A situated, feminist perspective demands an acknowledgment of the history of 
colonization and the building of the nation-state, and the relation between these historical 
processes and racial identity formations in the persistent structures of inequality and exploitation 
(Alcoff 1996). Furthermore, it requires us to consider our relative privilege and its impact on the 
knowledge we produce. Acknowledging my privileged position in relation to the social location 
of women who participate in this study is necessary, since all production of knowledge on the 
Other will inevitably be defined by power. Because it matters who is producing such knowledge, 
our position as critical thinkers in front of our subject of study cannot be disregarded (Alcoff 
1998). Taking my relative social location into consideration at times made me question my 
ability to adequately capture sex workers’ experience, aware that addressing such contradictions 
is the only possible strategy to avoid creating new forms of marginalization (1998). The role of 
our ethics, beliefs, stereotypes, or one’s inability to comprehend someone else’s experiences, 
product of barriers of understanding, may define processes of knowledge-making defined by 
unfairness (Fricker 2010). Thus, considering how these may be limiting my ability to see and 
understand, or have distanced myself from participants because such limits and my performance 
of class, gender, sexuality, and ethnicity, needs to be addressed. My field notes reflect an 
evolution from feeling out of place towards a sense of feeling welcome, and even at times, being 
part of a community, and this transition can be read in the unfolding of this text.  
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Relying on interpretive qualitative methods, I frequented five ‘tinted cafes’ near 
Santiago’s foundational center, two of which are owned and managed by one family, while 
workers themselves collectively supervise the other three. Since I was introduced to a business 
owner by a family contact, convenience snowballing strategy became my best sampling option. 
Because a trusted source recommended me, Lissette9 welcomed me in her two stores, situated a 
few feet away from each other in a busy commercial gallery, and introduced me to her family 
and employees. Over time, I met up with workers’ friends, neighboring business owners, and a 
few clients. A year later, when three of her employees opened their own business, I started 
visiting them in a nearby commercial gallery and continued building a network of informants, 
most of whom were predominantly Chilean.  
During two years of fieldwork, I observed participants in my selected research sites, 
paying attention to the interactions among workers, between workers and clients, and the rituals 
and norms of the workspace. I engaged in quotidian activities and conversations with business 
owners, workers, and managers while waiting for clients to arrive. I talked to women about their 
routines at work, what they like to do and what they do not, what they have accomplished, and 
how their job affects other spheres of their lives all the while making jokes, laughing, dancing, 
and talking nonsense. The women taught me the tricks employed to avoid fines and closings and 
about strategies to make their job more efficient. Sometimes, I did short errands for managers 
and workers (such as watching the cash register, adding money to cell phone pay-as-you-go 
accounts, delivering messages to neighboring businesses, translating for foreign clients, or 
buying food, treats or cleaning supplies). While spending time in cafes, I took notes on my 
phone10 and based on my quick notes, I later wrote more extensive fieldnotes, aiming for vivid 
                                                        
9 I use pseudonyms for the names of all participants and businesses to protect their anonymity.  
10 Using my phone as opposed to a notebook worked better in the darkness of ‘tinted cafes’ and was also less 
conspicuous because workers and administrators spend a lot of time on their phones. 
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descriptions of conversations and events, sometimes relying on audio recordings, which were 
always made with the consent of participants.11 I also conducted ten in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews with workers at ‘regular’ coffee shops and diners around the city center. This was my 
initial data collection strategy to learn about women’s experiences practicing embodied labor but 
soon after I began interviewing sex workers more formally, it became evident that it was not the 
adequate strategy for data collection. Workers and managers usually “did not have the time” or 
would agree to be interviewed but later would not show up to the agreed meeting place. 
Additionally, formal interviews, in some cases, established too much distance between my 
interlocutors and myself, and informal conversations turned out much more successful in 
avoiding such separation.12 Sporadically, I partook in social activities with workers outside of the 
workplace, such as cooking meals, going out dancing, and family celebrations. Lastly, this work 
is also informed by some informal conversations with workers and administrators during less 
frequent visits to many other ‘tinted cafes’ throughout the center of Santiago, undertaken since 
2014.  
Although my primary interest is focused on sex workers’ experience, I also examine 
clients’ accounts to illustrate the gender-based inequalities, dominant gender roles, and sexual 
norms that define the context where women’s embodied labor takes place. Additionally, 
contrasting sex workers’ narratives with clients’ allows me to find inconsistencies and 
ambiguities in how they understand their relationships, underlining the dynamic character of 
power relations in this setting. Initially, I read through public online forums, in which 
anonymous users write about their know-how as sex consumers in ‘tinted cafes.’ However, the 
extreme bluntness and violent tone of those narratives underscored their reliability as 
                                                        
11 Although occasionally helpful for the accuracy of citations, recording with audio was not feasible most of the 
time, due to the characteristic loudness of ‘tinted cafes’ and the wandering character of interviewees? and informal 
conversations.    
12 All interviews were conducted in Spanish, and the author has cited translated excerpts.  
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representative data to be considered and inspired me to try to talk to clients directly. To recruit 
clients for interviews, I posted ads in grocery stores and information boards near the field, calling 
for ‘frequent consumers’ willing to share their experiences. Despite these fliers not lasting more 
than three days, I received nearly twenty calls and texts from clients, which resulted in twelve in-
depth, semi-structured interviews conducted at central ‘bar cafes’ and diners. Over time, some 
workers introduced me to their closest clients, two of which acceded to be interviewed and a 
third client, Pelao [bald], who I have seen repeatedly over the years while spending time with 
workers.   
To analyze my data, I used qualitative coding with the help of NVivo, focusing on 
workers’ accounts of labor conditions, how they experience inequalities, and expressions of 
empowerment. I wrote memos and assigned categories to excerpts of fieldnotes and 
transcriptions, which changed over time as new categories and subcategories emerged from the 
reviewed data. During this process, categories, their relationships and organization were 
subjected to reorganization and theoretical interpretation, as proposed by grounded theory 
methods. This approach also necessitates the understanding that all collected data, its analysis, 
and findings have been shaped by how I have approached ‘tinted cafes,’ getting involved and 
building rapport with participants over time (Charmaz 2014). In writing this text, I aimed to 
create a close and multilayered portrait of the social practices and prioritized maintaining the 
compelling character of actors’ narratives and their specific use of language, as much as 
translation has allowed me, retaining actors’ use of slang and colloquial forms of discourse.  
Dissertation organization 
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2, “Sexual labor in a neoliberal, 
transnational context,” introduces the world of ‘tinted cafes’ while locating five research sites in 
two central commercial arcades, describing social practices, norms, everyday customs, and 
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spatial arrangements at the workspace. Interweaving a brief outline of precarious labor 
conditions in Chile today with actors’ personal stories of how they came to work in ‘tinted 
cafes,’ it sets the socio-political landscape where sex workers live and work. Through women’s 
accounts of struggle and the strategies employed, it looks at their embodied labor as an 
instrument for social mobility in a context of precarity. Moving away from depictions of sex 
workers as neoliberal entrepreneurs of body capital, this chapter explores sexual labor as part of 
a network of social actors in which different informal arrangements and forms of organization 
support each other. It also highlights how the short-term, informal, and unstable nature of labor, 
threatens the fragile social status that sex workers are able to attain with the support of their 
embodied labor. 
Chapter 3, “Mothers and whores,” analyzes the prevalent system of norms that produces 
gender inequality, and dictates gender roles, women’s bodies and sexualities. While examining 
how sex workers’ bodies and labor are stigmatized and how stigma is reinforced through 
everyday narratives and practices in the workplace, the chapter situates women’s experiences of 
class, racial, and sexual categories in the history of colonialism and the building of the nation-
state, from a post/decolonial perspective. Departing from masculine representations of ‘tinted 
café’ workers, as presented through online forums and interviews with clients, I outline the 
history of social categories and boundaries operating as markers of difference to show how they 
have been socially constructed and, at the same time, track the persistent set of social norms that 
define gender and sexuality, and the impact they have on the lives of sex workers today.  
Chapter 4, “Difference and desire: Racialized sexualities in ‘tinted cafes,’” builds upon 
the previous chapter to examine how racial and ethnic difference is reproduced with the 
dissemination of stereotypes and discriminatory practices against immigrants. From a 
sociohistorical definition of race, it situates the production of racial and ethnic categories in the 
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building of the Nation, together with distinctions based on class, gender, and sexuality. Drawing 
from clients’ representations of immigrant bodies and sex workers’ discourses about Black 
clients, this chapter explore the complex interlacing of racial, ethnic, and sexual difference in the 
context of a sexual market undergoing fast transformations with the arrival of Latin American 
immigrants. Following these recent changes at the workplace, this chapter explores how racial 
and ethnic difference, together with the commodification of sexuality, complexify inequalities 
for immigrant sex workers. 
Chapter 5, “Embodied labor: working with the body and emotions” revisits women’s 
strategies to make their work more efficient and how they manage to bypass social and symbolic 
norms that stigmatize their bodies and occupation. Building upon the literature on theories of the 
body and embodied service labor, it looks at sexual labor as a form of agency, most immediately 
because economic independence gives sex workers a sense of pride and self-worth, but also 
because women’s performances demonstrate clever ways they can counteract power relations. 
Comparing sex workers’ experiences with clients’ accounts, as presented in previous chapters, 
underlines the incongruities between male hegemonic representations and the way women 
understand their labor and their relationships with their clients. Women’s experience of sexual 
labor complicates the ways that power is deployed and unfolds in the workplace, highlighting the 
never-ending tension between social inequalities and women’s resourcefulness and resilience.  
A Discussion section closes this thesis, reflecting on the experience of fieldwork and how 
my positioning and methods affected the course of this research and my findings. It looks at the 
contradictions and paradoxes brought up by the definition of women’s embodied labor as a form 
of empowerment, since the rise in social status that workers can achieve is never secure in a 
context of neoliberal individualism, competition, and precarity. Following the impact of recent 
significant social events on the lives of participants, specifically, Chile’s October 2019 social 
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explosion and the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic, the precarious character of sex workers’ social 
status in a neoliberal context undergoing crisis is dramatically exemplified. Based on the 
demands of organized sex workers and my findings, the absence of a legal instrument emerges as 
the central source of the precariousness affecting those who practice sexual labor. Subsequently, 
here I highlight the urgent need for a law that gives sexual labor recognition, and consider why 
the state, feminist organizations, and elected officials are not addressing sexual labor as part of 
their agendas. 
Although the accounts of clients are needed to understand who sustains these businesses 
and to ground the power structures and hegemonic representations described throughout this 
research, in this thesis I am mostly concerned with sex workers’ experiences. This decision, as 
well as the small number of research sites involved, both limit and open up possibilities for the 
course of this study. It is also significant how failure and chance have played a central role in the 
recruiting of participants and research sites, as well as the interviewing strategies employed. 
After many unsuccessful visits to numerous ‘tinted cafes’ in Santiago, between 2014-2015, I met 
an old family friend at my father’s funeral and after hearing about my research, she offered to 
introduce me to Lissette, a business owner. Meeting Lissette gave me access to her two ‘tinted 
cafes’ in the city center, and catalyzed the actual beginning of my fieldwork. Similarly, in front 
of the failure of my interviewing strategies employed, I realized that informal exchanges with 
workers within the activities of everyday life were the most adequate and least intrusive method 
for data collection. This allowed me to portray in my writing workers’ intimate accounts, their 
reliance on humor, and their creative deployment of language. 
Without the inspiration of feminist epistemologies, theories of embodiment, and 
post/decolonial feminisms, this thesis would not be possible. Decolonial readings of power in the 
Americas have turned my attention to the building of the Nation as an inseparable event from the 
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installment of hierarchies of class, gender, race, and sexualities. Post/decolonial understandings 
of power have also made me question my positioning in front of my interlocutors, and how this 
might affect my ability to understand their experience. Since knowledge must not only be 
grounded in specific contexts, but also has to be conscious of its limits, possibilities, and 
temporality (Narayan 2004), a reflexive, self-conscious voice is present in this text. Feminist 
epistemologies not only presented me with an opportunity to bring my personal life to the field 
and vice versa, but also to explore a form of writing that moves away from the distant, 
observational writing I have been habituated to. Without undertaking a situated ethnography and 
building long-lasting relationships with some of my interlocutors, it would not have been 
possible to communicate sex workers’ accounts in this honest and intimate mode. More 
significantly, in the context of Chile’s extremely segregated society, these relationships become 
immensely valuable: the women I met through this research have expanded my vision, helped 





Sexual labor in a neoliberal, transnational context 
 
A workday in Café Lissette 
In a spiraling commercial gallery near Plaza de Armas, Santiago’s foundational square, 
varied businesses coexist: a loud video game arcade, a pharmacy, a hot dog eatery, many nail 
and waxing salons, beauty parlors, a tattoo shop, clothing and hair extension stores, a cannabis 
cultivation store, a strip club, a Santeria store, an electronics repair shop, and several ‘tinted 
cafes.’ The different types of stores attract a diverse clientele who circulate up and down the 
hallway, window-shopping, consuming, and making deals. The first time I arrived at Café 
Lissette, located one floor below ground level, three young girls were sitting on the floor in front 
of the storefront, dressed in jeans, sneakers, and tight tank tops. They were waiting for Mónica, 
the business manager, who was expected to arrive imminently. A few minutes past 11 a.m. she 
showed up, and after kissing the girls and me on the cheek,1 unlocked the door and turned on the 
lights. I was surprised to see how small and modest the coffee shop was, only about ninety 
square feet, surrounded by narrow counters, with a cash register by the storefront, a bulky 
jukebox, an old refrigerator, and a bar across the center of the space. There was a small and 
decaying bathroom in the back, next to a tiny vestibule with improvised lockers for the workers’ 
and a small kitchen counter, separated from the main space with a curtain made out of pieces of 
black fabric. Its walls were covered with mirrors, and its black ceiling was decorated with 
fluorescent stars, hanging strips of paper and butterflies made out of cardboard. After cleaning up 
and having breakfast, the girls took their work clothes out of their lockers – fluorescent neon G-
string bikinis and high heels – and changed in the main space.  
                                                        
1 Kissing strangers on the cheek is usual in Chile, across social classes, similar to the handshake in the United States.  
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When Lissette (the owner) arrived, later in the afternoon, I introduced myself, and she 
welcomed me warmly. Lissette -- a 45-year old woman and mother of four children, ages 10 to 
28 -- opened her first coffee shop in 2001, after being fired and needing to reinvent herself, 
obtaining a settlement compensation that helped her get started. She opened her second a few 
years later when the opportunity to rent a nearby space emerged. She has been a fighter all her 
life, she told me. Before starting in the ‘tinted cafe’ business, she worked as a motel manager, 
but her boss was in debt with moneylenders and had to flee the country. Later, she was the 
manager of an empanada factory and supervisor for a local chain store that went bankrupt. She 
has had to be very smart and take advantage of any opportunities that arise. She and Mónica, her 
sister, manage the morning shifts, from 11 am to 4 pm, and her mother and close friend cover the 
afternoon hours, until 9 pm. When a manager misses work, one of Lissette’s daughters or her 
niece substitutes for her. Workers call her Tía (Auntie) and Marta, her mom, is known as Mami, 
which contributes to the familiar atmosphere among workers and bosses, and certainly did not 
match my expectations about the way ‘tinted cafes’ are organized and managed. It seemed 
considerably less glamourous and smaller when compared to other businesses I visited when 
beginning to undertake my fieldwork. My stereotypes about how an illegal economy operates, 
made me expect a masculine, mafioso-type of relationships running the business and less 
friendly reception, similar to my encounters when dropping by unknown ‘tinted cafes’ in 
Santiago. Mónica offered me coffee and later handed me an envelope of Nescafé, a popular 
instant coffee, with a Styrofoam cup of hot water. She explained that the coffee machine broke a 
while ago, but coffee is the least important aspect of their business because clients do not come 
looking for that commodity. “If we don’t have neither coffee or tea, the girls end up selling 
whatever they want. Very few clients leave because of the coffee.” While Mónica describes their 
rules at work, the girls sweep the floors and clean the bathroom thoroughly.  
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“Girls sell a soda or a coffee to their clients, and with that purchase, they sell their 
company. They ask their clients: ‘would you buy me a juice?’ When we started this 
business, girls would drink the juices but ended up bloated, and if they had coffee, they 
could not sleep at night, and could not drink sodas because they have to watch their 
figure. A ‘juice’ usually lasts for a song, during which, they dance, perrean; they seduce 
and shine.”2 
The workday begins with everyone getting ready, working on their looks. Cindy and 
Debora pass around a hairdryer and Andrea, one of the youngest workers, is straightening her 
hair. She has the body of a fashion model, plus a tattoo above her hip and braces, which helps to 
emphasize her schoolgirl appearance. A young client wearing a baseball cap and a backpack 
walks in, and Andrea welcomes him with a “Hey, come in. What can I get you, love?” guiding 
him to the refrigerator in the corner. Mónica turns off the lights to get the mood going on, and I 
quickly move to the tiny vestibule by the entry door, in between the door and a black curtain that 
gives this space some privacy. This spot is where workers sit looking out for potential clients, 
calling them with a “Ven, amor” [come here, love] or by knocking on the window. Darling 
invites me to pull out a stool and sit next to her. Debora joins us, sitting by the door, looking out 
for possible customers to invite in. When I ask them about their fees, Debora explains to me that 
there are different prices for touching different body parts, adding that you have to be clever to 
know how to get the money out of your clients. 
“While he is touching you, you have to be charging him. If the dude grabs your tits when 
you are dancing, and soon after you feel he has his hand down there, you ask him ‘would 
                                                        
2 Perrean, a made-up verb derived from ‘dog,’ [‘dogging’] is frequently employed to signal sensuous dancing, 
aggressive flirting or the provision of sexual services. A ‘juice’ costs $2000 (about 3-4 USD) of which half stays in 
the cashier, and the other half goes to the worker. The more clients want to touch and obtain, the more ‘juices’ they 
have to pay, but these are fictitious and signal a previously agreed fee. Business owners pay a minimal income, and 
most of the workers’ earnings derive from their clients’ consumptions and tips. When ‘privates’ (services involving 
intercourse) occur in the bathroom, the cashier takes a smaller amount, about a quarter of the total.  
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you buy me another juice, my love?’ If he wants to play, he has to pay for the game. If I 
ask him for another juice and he tells me that I’m going too fast, I say ‘it’s because your 
hands are also moving too fast. As long as you are good to me, I’m good to you.’” 
According to Lissette and her sister, when her cafes first opened, they had transparent 
storefront windows, and their employees served coffee wearing small shorts and tank tops, 
separated from their clients by bar counters. Workers would chat and flirt with clients, but 
always kept a distance. “Clients were the ones who requested that we change and adjust our 
services because ‘doing it’ [performing sexual services] in cafes was the trend.” At the same 
time, Mónica continues explaining, workers were also pressuring for this transformation because 
they saw an opportunity to make more money. Now, they employ three to four women in each 
business (usually referred to as ‘number 21’ and ‘number 24,’ their store numbers within the 
commercial gallery) and workers generally take turns attending to clients, following the order in 
which they arrive. However, if a client comes looking for a specific worker or chooses one, he 
can spend his time with her. “Every ‘tinted cafe’ has its own system,” she adds, “in other places, 
workers fight each other over clients.” This was confirmed by Verónica, a 48-year old worker 
and manager in a neighboring coffee shop, who says that in her place of business she needs to be 
more aggressive at catching clients. “When I see one of my clients I step in and tell my 
coworkers ‘I will attend to him’ because if I don’t, I lose him. Obviously, he will want one of 
those women instead because dudes see a new ass and a new tit and go crazy.”  
A client arrives, seemingly pulled directly out of Wall Street. He is white and blond, in 
his 30s, and wearing a suit. Cindy attends to him, and then go directly to the bathroom for a 
private appointment. I ask Lissette who her clients are, and if it is usual to see these young, 
upper-class3 men at work. “You have everything here: lawyers, dentists, office workers, doctors, 
                                                        
3 I have speculated only based on his appearance. 
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professors, bankers, air force soldiers…but we do not see many construction workers,” and 
Darling interrupts, laughing: “and when construction workers do come, we are having lunch,” 
implying she does not like to attend working-class men. Lissette explains they see everything at 
work; a lot of their clients are computer nerds, some have a lot of money. “One day, a Turkish 
man came here covered with money. He paid with bills of twenty4 and let the girls keep the 
change.” But workers also “have to attend to delinquents sometimes,” which she seems to 
deduce from seeing clients show off piles of money, and “some guys are real perverts,” and 
“then you realize that they all are fathers with a family; their wives are waiting for them with tea 
at home,” continues Mónica. “Before I started, I looked down on these workers because I 
thought they wanted ‘easy money.’ But later I realized that working in ‘tinted cafes’ requires a 
lot of will and patience because, only rarely do you see very attractive clients (churrazos). Most 
times, the girls want to pass and they will look at each other and say ‘who is attending to him?’” 
Clients are diverse not only in terms of class, occupation, physical appearance, and 
educational background, but also in terms of what they are seeking out in ‘tinted cafes.’ Workers 
and managers assure me that you can find a very diverse sample of clients in Café Lissette. 
“People like odd things; here you learn about human nature,” says Mónica. “We even had a 
client who liked to suck girls’ feet!” As Andrea explains: “Some clients do not like to talk, to 
flirt, the perreo; they want to go straight to the point, and it is easier to get the bucks out of them. 
Others like to chat, to dance, and they are not going to fuck right away.” Joselyn does not like 
clients who come to chat. Complaining about one of her clients, she says: “It is so boring! He 
likes to stand by the corner and talk and starts showing you videos on his phone. Then, he pays 
for a few juices and stays much longer. It’s better to make it short; to make them pay for the 
                                                        
4 The 20,000 CLP note (approximately 30 USD) is the biggest banknote in Chilean peso. 
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juices and then, good-bye.” Debora thinks that for some clients, paying for sexual services is a 
necessity, and mentions a man in a wheelchair as an example; but for others, it’s an addiction.  
“Imagine, I have known Hugo for so many years, and he comes twice every week and 
rotates around the ‘tinted cafes’ in this gallery. Hugo invites me to at least 15 juices, plus 
a tip, spends about a hundred bucks, and sometimes he walks out, loops around the 
gallery again and continues spending.”  
Joselyn claims that some of her clients are weird. “We see all sorts of stuff here. There is 
this stuck-up old guy who likes to put lotion in his hands and rub my breasts. He doesn’t even 
kiss you; that is all he does.” Stacy thinks some clients are “totally sick in the head.” She 
explains: “When I was pregnant, men liked to have sex with me. Sick dudes! How is it possible 
that they want that?” Andrea, one of Lissette’s youngest workers, resumes: 
“Clients are sticky, annoying, dirty, nasty. Most of them are old men who are married and 
living a double life. It’s typical; they want to fulfill their fantasies with a girl who is a 
bitch in bed because they don’t have that at home. For me, they are gross and sick in the 
head; that’s why I can’t stand them. Over time, one gets used to it. I have to turn my back 
on them to avoid looking at their faces and talking to them. Here you learn how men 
really are.” 
A big, heavy set client walks in, dressed in jeans and a fluorescent pink shirt, holding a 
motorbike helmet. Debora asks him for some change and walks towards the jukebox to select a 
few songs. She grabs a bottle of coke from the fridge and passes it to her client. He drinks it 
quickly, after which Debora puts him against the wall and starts dancing with him by the small 
kitchen’s entrance. While she is dancing with the client, Eduardo, a short man in his 40s, walks 
in with a shopping cart and starts pulling out thongs and bikini tops. Mónica and Andrea look 
through his merchandise and try on some fluorescent bikinis and lacy underwear over their 
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clothes. This type of scene is very common in the ‘tinted cafes’ I visited. Because workers get 
paid daily in cash, there is a constant flow of vendors and service providers passing through, 
offering all sorts of products and services and collecting payments in small daily installments. 
For example, Mari shoplifts clothing and toiletries in department stores and sells her 
merchandise in the ‘tinted cafes,’ and so does Everlast, the woman who sells stolen athletic 
clothes. Vendors walk into Lissette’s businesses frequently, offering anything from school 
supplies to frozen seafood. There are two Colombian men in their early thirties who lend workers 
money at a twenty percent interest rate and drop by cafes daily to collect payments. This way, 
workers can buy commodities and pay for a lifestyle they could not afford otherwise.  
Most days, Mónica, Lissette’s sister, brings homemade lunches and sells them to her 
employees for a small price. Her food is one of the best deals in the area, and this arrangement 
allows workers to eat an affordable and homemade meal while providing a supplementary 
income for Mónica. Wendy, the hairdresser who works next door, usually wanders through the 
gallery asking for change, food, or alcohol. She lends workers her hairdryer and sometimes 
workers stop by her salon to dry their hair on the way to work. Johnny, Wendy’s coworker, 
usually comes to the cafe asking for hot water and does quick errands for Lissette, like going to 
the bank in exchange for small amounts of cash. He occasionally also gives sexual services to 
men in the bathroom of the salon. Workers frequently send him to buy food, beer,5 treats, or 
sulfur to make sahumerios, part of a syncretic purification ceremony which is meant to get rid of 
bad energies and to bring good business. These precarious economies, informal deals, and modes 
of payment constitute a network of interdependent actors who help individuals pay for their basic 
needs, pay off debt, or advance their social status through consumption. With the constant flow 
                                                        
5 Although alcohol is not allowed in Lissette’s businesses, workers sometimes sip beer, sharing a cup, without the 
owner knowing, but sometimes with the permission of managers. After moving to Sirenas and becoming 
independent, it was usual to find Debora and her coworkers openly drinking while at work.  
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of actors giving life to the cafe, sex work coincides with many other quotidian activities, all at 
once sharing a very small space. Many informal economic exchanges take place in ‘tinted cafes,’ 
highlighting actors’ organizational capacity and their participation in informal deals, many times 
illegal, as a way out of the precarity marking their lives. 
These accounts of everyday life in Café Lissette describe the particular organization and 
norms of the workplace, the codes utilized to regulate the provision of sexual services, and who 
the clients patronizing the business are, as told by workers and managers. Paying attention to 
customs, routines, organizational strategies, and details of the workspace’s ambience offers a 
glimpse into these idiosyncratic sexual and affective economies. Whereas clients are depicted as 
diverse, workers come from low-income backgrounds, attracted by the more favorable 
conditions of this type of work when compared to other precarious occupations in Chile today. 
The following sections lay out the macro-level processes that have produced the precarious labor 
market and more broadly, the material dimension of the precarity women experience, which has 
driven workers to seek work in ‘tinted cafes.’ Neoliberal shifts, an ambiguous legal framework, 
and transnational inequalities are some of the key structural forces that shape sex workers’ 
limited opportunities and position them within conditions of precarity. 
Neoliberalism’s assault on workers 
“These pretty girls come from the hood6 and they need to bring money to their homes. 
Some girls have several kids; some of them have their husbands in jail, and they take 
advantage of the fact that these men have a lot of money to spend. I tell them to be wise, 
to flirt and dance with clients, and to keep them consuming.”7 
                                                        
6 He uses the word pobla, the informal short term for población, a working-class neighborhood.  
7 Business administrator from a strip of coffee shops around Diez de Julio, an area characterized by a concentration 
of male workers in car repair shops, hardware stores, and auto parts dealerships. 
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Chile’s precarious labor market is symptomatic of the economic and social landscape 
resulting from four decades of neoliberal socioeconomic policy, beginning after the 1973 
military coup,8 considered a foundational event in understanding Chilean society and workers’ 
struggles today (Gaudichaud 2015). The reforms introduced at the end of the 1970s radically 
reorganized the nation’s political economy and social life and could not have been implemented 
without the repressive apparatus deployed by the military government (Gárate 2012). The 
military regime led an experiment in neoliberal economics,9 replacing the old state-led 
developmentalist model10 with an open, free-market economy, based on financial capital as the 
nation’s main productive force. This was fostered by the privatization of public assets,11 the 
liberalization of imports, freeing natural resources to private exploitation, cutting down taxes, 
and encouraging foreign investment and free trade by bringing innovative instruments of 
speculative finance (Klein 2008). The economic instability the country experienced after the 
coup allowed for technocrats to push for a drastic reduction of public spending, a program of 
denationalization policies, and fast retrieval of the state from the economic sphere to get rid of 
the bureaucratic inefficiencies that constituted a bottleneck stalling economic growth (Gárate 
2012). The abrupt reduction in public expenditure initiated a financial breakdown which raised 
questions about the capacity of the “natural laws of economics” to restore equilibrium as 
                                                        
8 On September 11, 1973, Pinochet led a military coup to overthrow the democratically elected socialist government 
of Salvador Allende with support from the United States. 
9 Since the 1950s, the United States had attempted to eradicate the developmentalist model growing throughout 
Latin America through an organized transfer of ideology, transforming economic thinking through the formation of 
economists. In 1955, the University of Chicago signed an agreement for academic exchange with the Catholic 
University, supporting the training of more than a hundred Chilean students in Chicago to expand their knowledge 
in neoliberal thinking (Klein 2008). After the military coup, the “Chicago boys,” Pinochet’s technocrats, were set in 
charge of the economic restructuring of the nation.  
10 From 1938 to 1973, the country relied on a model of inward growth, based on industrialization through import-
substitution, which was secured with protectionist policies and the active involvement of the state in the distribution 
of resources (Gárate 2012). 
11 During the first two years after the coup, Pinochet privatized some state-owned firms, including several banks 
(Klein 2008). Later reforms included the privatization of education, healthcare, social security, telecommunications, 
energy, water supply, and public transportation; and the decentralization of education and local governments. 
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promised by neoliberalism’s advocates (Klein 2008). Chile became overrun with cheap imports, 
and many local industries had to close after not being able to compete in the global market. The 
economy contracted by 15 percent, reaching inflation of 374 percent in 1974 and unemployment 
levels, only 3 percent under Allende, reached almost 20 percent in 1975 (Klein 2008). The 
economic catastrophe was used as justification for further and faster restructuring; as in, the only 
possible long-term solution to confront inflation was a “shock treatment,” which instigated more 
radical cuts in government spending and a drastic change in labor relationships to benefit private 
enterprises over workers (Gárate 2012; Klein 2008). Within six months, the government cut its 
expenditures by 27 percent, dismantled all remaining traces of the welfare state, and adopted a 
program of pro-business policies to advance towards “complete free trade” (Klein 2008).12 With 
the removal of trade barriers and the privatization of almost five hundred state-owned 
enterprises, 177,000 industrial jobs were lost between 1973 and 1983 and real incomes dropped 
to 40 percent of what they used to be in 1970 (Klein 2008).  
Installing a free-market economy would not have been possible without the subordination 
of workers to its requirements (Gárate 2012). Since the country’s extraction-based, export model 
does not have the capacity to increase the value of its raw materials (because it depends on the 
global economy) the achievements of the ‘free-market miracle’ and its business class have only 
been possible due to a vast extraction of profits from workers’ labor (Gaudichaud 2015). Thus, 
the submission of workers -- the only source for increasing capital accumulation -- was essential 
for the success of the neoliberal experiment. To take control of workers’ labor power, the regime 
intensified its surveillance over unions, student organizations, and professional boards. The labor 
movement was disassembled violently, relying on the secret police and their selective repression 
                                                        
12 Except for the military, which was significantly increased (Klein 2008) 
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operations which aimed to eliminate opponents and to disseminate terror among the population 
(Gárate 2012; Paley 2008).  
The 1979 Labor Code, which was materialized through a series of decrees over four 
years, altered the labor market and labor relations to suit a flexible open market and to 
subordinate workers and unions, prioritizing business interests (Gárate 2012; Taylor 2006). 
Justified as demand from the competition in a global economy, reforms were intended to help 
businesses by decreasing labor costs, weakening unions, and increasing flexibility in hiring and 
firing, with shattering consequences for workers. The deregulation of the labor market 
institutionalized a new relationship between state, capital, and labor, subjecting workers to 
market forces and their employers. To secure this order, the Code prohibited the unionization of 
public employees and temporary workers and restricted processes of collective bargaining to the 
level of individual firms, not allowing for sectoral and national forms of negotiation (Taylor 
2006; Winn 2006b).  
Post-dictatorship governments (1990-present) have maintained the military regime’s 
market-driven model without any structural transformations, adopting a politics of consensus 
with the political and economic elites in pursuit of economic stability and democratic 
governmentality (Frank 2006). In this negotiated transition, avoiding fiscal risk and 
macroeconomic downturns became the most important goal to prevent chaos and to go back to 
authoritarianism (Aravena and Núñez 2009; Gárate 2012; Paley 2008; Winn 2006b). Center-left 
administrations have pursued social change ‘in the measure of the possible,’ restricted by the 
balance of social forces in Congress and institutions inherited from the dictatorship, including the 
constitution and laws that impede real representation, such as an electoral system that 
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perpetuated political ties between the democratic forces and the right (Garretón 2007).13 Another 
restriction was imposed by the course and rate of capital accumulation after two decades of 
neoliberal policy (Taylor 2006). In this context, a political and social crisis could detonate 
whenever expanded accumulation was stalled and the pressures to guarantee the expanded 
reproduction of capital continued to limit state action.14 Thus, the “real economic miracle” was 
brought on by the democratically-elected, Concertación15 governments: an average growth of 
7.7% per year, the lowering of inflation and unemployment, and significant efforts centered on 
social aid programs, which, in conjunction with growth rates, have decreased absolute poverty 
levels (2006). Celebrated by the IMF and the business sector, the neoliberal model was 
maintained because the center-left coalition did not have sufficient political power nor the 
necessary political will to push for structural transformations, and social movements pressuring 
for change did not gather enough forces until much later in the 2000s.  
Today, the country’s prosperous macroeconomic figures16 hide profound income 
inequalities: while 1 percent of the population captures 35.5 percent of the total income, 50 
percent of the working population makes less than USD 400/month (López Vega, Figueroa 
Benavides, and Gutiérrez C. 2013).17 These unequal conditions are not accidental, but rather the 
result of adjustments intended to repair profit rates and to subordinate workers, and despite a 
                                                        
13 The representation of political sectors has begun to change with the abolition of the binominal electoral system in 
2015 and its replacement with a more representative model, following the d’Hondt law. 
14 This may manifest, for example, as lack of investment, capital flight, slower growth, social unrest, or intense 
fiscal reduction (Taylor 2006). 
15 The center-left coalition created in 1988 to build electoral force and avoid fraud. The triumph of “NO” put an end 
to military rule. The Concertación governed from the return to democracy until the right-wing administration of 
Sebastián Piñera (2010-2014), after which, the coalition was reconfigured, incorporating the communist party and 
giving rise to the Nueva Mayoría, whose presidential candidate, Michelle Bachelet, was elected for a second term in 
2014. 
16 The country's economy grew an average of 5.1% in the period 1995-2015, and its GDP per capita reached almost 
USD 20,000 in 2014 (Gaudichaud 2015). Its growth doubled in 2018, reaching 3.9% and GDP per capita is expected 
to reach USD 30,000 in 2020 (elEconomista.es n.d.). 
17 When income emerging from subsidies, rent, or capital are not considered, poverty levels reach 29.4%, and for 
women, this figure rises to 31.7%. Poverty levels are higher for senior citizens and indigenous communities and 
uneven according to regions. These figures are concealed behind the increase of social subsidies and bonuses and by 
the use of an assigned income attributed to a potential rent (Durán and Kremerman 2018). 
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profound discontent among the working-class (and increasingly among white-collar workers), 
the foundation of the economic model, the appropriation of labor, remains untouched and unions 
and labor relations continue to be undermined (Aravena and Núñez 2009; Gaudichaud 2015). 
The business sector and its adherents have pushed to maintain restrictions placed on unions while 
an anti-unionization culture and political parties have pressured labor leaders to postpone their 
demands to safeguard the democratic transition, losing legitimacy in front of their base (Aravena 
and Núñez 2009; Winn 2006a). Together with this context of unequal labor relationships, 
unemployment, and the decay of jobs quality, other disparities have emerged: significant income 
gaps among wage-earners and different age groups, the exclusion of passive workers, as well as 
gender inequalities and the intensification of disparities between the capital and secondary cities 
and regions (Aravena and Núñez 2009). 
Although the labor movement was rebuilt after 1990, recovering some of its 
organizational and bargaining capacities,18 these changes have always been constricted by the 
limits of Chile’s neoliberal ‘safeguarded democracy,’ limiting the transformation of union 
practices and not always complying with workers’ demands (Aravena and Núñez 2009; Garretón 
2007). Despite workers’ hope that, after the return to democracy, unions would acquire 
significant bargaining power in front of the business sector and the state, labor forces have 
obtained few benefits from the transition’s negotiated democracy. As some unionized workers 
have expressed, they have been used instrumentally by the political elite, obtaining very little in 
the way of improvements in exchange for their support (Bank Muñoz 2018). To this day, labor 
laws that reduce workers’ representation in the processes of collective bargaining and interfere 
                                                        
18 The “rebirth of the workers movement” at the end of the 1990s - beginning of the 2000s, triggered by the 
unregulated externalization of labor, is exemplified by the mobilization of subcontracted workers in the mining 
industry (2007), strikes within the forestry industry (2008), women in the salmon industry (2008), and the long 
mobilization of port union workers (2011-2014). These strikes represent new creative forms of collective action and 
bargaining that facilitated the strengthening of union strategies within other sectors, including hospital, teachers, and 
municipal employees of the public sector (Aravena and Núñez 2009). 
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with their right to strike continue to undermine the workers’ movement. The disarticulation of 
the labor movement, and its unequal position in relation to the private sector, political parties, 
and the state, have left workers with little power to demand better labor conditions (Aravena and 
Núñez 2009). Employment flexibility and subcontracting practices19 have institutionalized 
precarity, have worsened labor conditions in terms of employment stability, regulation of work 
contracts, work hours, safety at work, and the right to collective negotiation. The amount of 
unionized industrial jobs has declined, while insecure, nonunion jobs have been augmented, in 
extremely precarious conditions (Winn 2006a). These circumstances have forced a significant 
sector of people to depend on some type of informal work; today, more than 23% of the 
economically active population is self-employed, and this number increases to 66% when 
considering the entire labor market, and to 76% in rural areas.20  
Within this landscape of profound inequality and lack of work opportunities, women as a 
group are consistently situated in a subordinate position in relation to men in a similar social 
location, but inequalities also operate differently according to specific regions and have changed 
over time (Mora 2013). Women have lower participation in the labor market, make less in wages 
when compared to men who are similarly qualified, and have less participation in the political 
sphere. Women still tend to concentrate in certain occupations considered a good fit, regardless 
of class and cultural capital. Generally associated with the realm of domesticity, these are 
activities that replicate care work and services linked to the sphere of reproduction, and 
consequently, tend to be less valued in relation to men and remain in the lower status positions of 
the occupational hierarchy (Dirección del Trabajo 2015; Mora 2013). Motherhood has interfered 
                                                        
19 Since 2013, 7 out of 10 jobs created have been outsourced; representing 55% of employed men and 79% of 
women (Gaudichaud 2015). 
20 While 5% of employed professionals have a temporary job, this percentage rises to 24% for unskilled workers. 
While 90% of professionals invest in some social security system, only 65% of unskilled workers do, and this figure 
decreases to 15% for self-employed workers in the informal sector (Pérez quoted by Gaudichaud 2015). 
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with women’s promotions at work and across all occupations, men’s income continues to be 
21% higher than women’s (BioBioChile 2019; CNN Chile 2019b, 2019a). Paradoxically, issues 
of gender have been made invisible in public policy and negated as a marker of difference in 
Chile (Mora 2013). 
In the context of Chile’s social and economic transformations and increasing inequalities, 
notions of autonomy, self-reliance and individual choice (promoted by neoliberal ideology) have 
had an effect on the importance of waged-labor in the lives of women since having a paid job is 
an essential source of personal development and independence (Mora 2006). But because free-
market forces are deeply interconnected with preexisting gender and class hierarchies, at the 
same time, the vulnerability of women has increased due to the multiplication of their duties and 
responsibilities (2006). Transnational cultural changes have triggered new expectations for 
women, challenging long, patriarchal patterns of subordination, but these are very resilient and 
difficult to modify (Valdés 2000). Thus, while traditional gender roles and women’s 
responsibilities as mothers and caretakers have not been fundamentally transformed in Chile,21 
female employment has significantly increased, presenting new burdens for women, who 
additionally carry an excessive load of domestic labor, home administration, and child-rearing 
(Mora 2013). 
Why should I break my back for minimum wage? 
    In ‘tinted cafes,’ workers’ narratives pointed to economic need, in the context of 
precarious labor conditions, as their motive for practicing sexual labor. Although individual 
stories differ, most participants had had children at an early age,22 are separated from the fathers 
                                                        
21 Although economic restructuring has impacted notions of what is a conventional family and what are the rights 
and responsibilities of its members, in particular regarding the financial provision of the household, women still are 
the primary caretakers of children and the home, especially for working-class women and older generations (Acosta 
2011; Mora 2006). 
22 Out of the 42 participant workers, only two women in their early 20s have not had any children yet. 
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of their children, receive no child support, and get minimal government aid. A small group go to 
technical schools and pay for their careers with their jobs while sustaining their homes, but many 
have had to quit before finishing. They usually live with their extended families, but not all can 
count on their families for help. Workers I interviewed were generally between 20 and 35 years 
old, but a few were older than 45, and some had begun working in ‘tinted cafes’ before turning 
18. They had all gotten started in this type of work as a way out of their socioeconomic 
marginalization. In some respects, this type of labor provides better conditions when compared 
to other employment available to them. 
Most sex workers I interviewed had had other types of jobs, under unstable and 
sometimes unsafe conditions. Many of them have been connected to illegality or gray market 
jobs, which has marked the conditions of precarity they have experienced. Jocelyn worked 
selling bootleg movies on the street but the cops stole her merchandise many times and she was 
sent to stand trial, until she finally got tired of police harassment. Cindy, a young Peruvian 
woman from Callao, migrated to work as a housecleaner in a northern mining city with a woman 
who ended up exploiting her, assigning her three houses to clean for one small salary. She quit 
and moved to Santiago to look for a job in a ‘tinted cafe,’ aware that she could make good 
money. After one month, she was able to bring her children and to send remittances to her 
mother back home. Chica, her coworker, used to sell drugs out of her home, working for her 
godmother. Vicky studied to be a nursing assistant while working in a supermarket as a 
secretary, but needed more money to pay for tuition and decided to look for a job in a ‘tinted 
cafe.’ She left when she got pregnant and after giving birth, she got a job in a call center; “I 
worked only two days and quit after realizing that they paid only 1 cent for every minute you 
talked! A bugger!” Daniela worked for a cleaning company, but she made very little money, and 
“the schedule was brutal.” She started working in ‘tinted cafes’ to provide for her kid and 
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support her husband while he was in jail and after he was released.23 Andrea worked as a security 
guard’s assistant, as a grocery store clerk, and as a lingerie salesperson, but the salaries are not 
comparable to those earned doing sexual services in a coffee shop. As she stated, “Why should I 
break my back for minimum wage when I can make more than minimum wage in one week 
working here?” 
Most immediately, workers appreciate the economic compensation of ‘tinted cafes,’ 
allowing them to be independent and help their families.24 Verónica, a 48-year old worker and 
manager, explains, “It is uncomfortable to have someone touching you, but I do it for the money. 
Sometimes you can make more than a professional. Here, I’ve found lots of nice things, very 
cool clients who gave me money for my family, my food, to pay for my rent and my debt.” 
Likewise, Debora, a 34-year-old mother of three, is thankful for this job because it has provided 
her children with opportunities she did not have. She separated many years ago, and as many 
other workers also claim, she does not receive any economic support from her ex. Despite these 
difficulties, she was able to buy a subsidized house where she lives with her children, her mother 
and brother, and has been able to invest in building new additions to the original home, to 
accommodate her extended family. Besides being a social mobility strategy, workers value the 
job’s hours and flexibility because they can spend more time with their children, take care of 
them if they are sick, or leave work to do ‘privates’ outside of the cafe, usually at a nearby motel. 
Sandra values her job’s central location and the laid-back atmosphere. She studied business 
administration and worked for a finance office, but her salary was not enough to support her two 
children, her grandmother, and her aunt, all of whom she takes care of. She also spent too many 
                                                        
23 Daniela raised their child by herself and visited her husband throughout his time in jail, bringing him cigarettes 
and other basics. After he was released, he depended on Daniela’s income until he started stealing again.  
24 According to workers’ accounts, they can make up to four times the minimum wage, but their earnings vary 
significantly according to the time of the year (i.e., winter is slower than summer) and also, impressively, day to day. 
However, they do not document their earnings and do not know precisely how much they make. 
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hours commuting to La Dehesa, an upper-class neighborhood east of Santiago. 
“I didn’t like getting up at 7 am and traveling for over two hours to get to a job where you 
make a shitty salary, where you are treated like shit because you are one more employee, 
sitting in an office, looking at some old asshole’s face, I can't take it. I like this work, 
honestly. It’s relaxed, you have a schedule, but it’s more possible to miss work if your 
son gets sick or if you have to do an errand. I will do this until my body can’t be running 
around in underwear.” 
Women’s accounts illustrate the precarity of unskilled and low-skilled jobs in Chile, and 
how practicing sexual labor offers better working conditions for them, in terms of hours, 
flexibility, and economic compensation when compared to the work opportunities available to 
them. By relying on their embodied labor and organizational strategies, women are able to 
modify their material living conditions considerably but, as the next section explores, the social 
status they are able to achieve is always at risk because of neoliberal policies, a culture of 
consumption and debt, and a legal framework that does not recognize sexual labor as work, 
opening up the possibility for its prosecution.    
Empowerment within precarity, precarious empowerments 
Near Santiago’s Central Market, a porn cinema and several ‘tinted cafes’ (some of which 
have been shut down) share a dark and deteriorating commercial gallery from the 1950s. Like 
many other similar cafes, these are located in a central mixed-use zone, sharing the block with 
many different ordinary stores: restaurants, a hardware store, pharmacies, cyber cafes, a small 
office supplies store, grocery stores, boutiques, and stores that sell household products. This 
gallery does not go unnoticed because of the blasting music inside, and it is usual to find 
pedestrians standing by its entrance, staring at workers. There is always movement in the wide 
U-shaped hallway; women get together to chat and smoke while waiting for clients, and many 
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vendors walk by offering their merchandise. These shops have dark storefronts, precarious 
signage, and quasi-explicit names. Dressed in bikinis or tiny dresses, the workers of Café Sirenas 
welcome clients warmly with a “hello my love,” and after requesting some change for the 
jukebox, they offer their clients a soda to drink and ask them for a ‘juice’ to pay for their 
company and time. Debora and her business partners dance sensually for them to the sounds of 
reggaetón, trap, salsa, cumbia, merengue, bachata, pop, or romantic ballads, while offering their 
clients their services. Sometimes, they perform ‘privates’ in the bathroom or on the couch in the 
lounge area downstairs.  
When Debora told me she was leaving Lissette’s to open her own business with two 
coworkers, I was happy for her but also wary of the move because the gallery where Sirenas is 
located seemed run down, dark, and left behind. Debora was tired of working for Lissette, who 
reprimanded her employees about sales going down. In Debora’s view, it was not the workers’ 
fault that the job was so slow and Lissette was not acknowledging that she and her coworkers 
were always “making the bucks.” Debora had hoped that moving would help them counteract the 
bad luck they were going through and allow them to make more money working for themselves. 
Over a year later, Debora told me she likes working independently because she earns more, has 
more flexibility, can choose when to work doing sexual services and when to hang around 
keeping an eye on her business. She can also sip a beer freely while at work. Plus, the new space 
is much bigger, and the workers can do their job a lot more comfortably. At the same time, 
managing has been a challenge, and Debora has had to switch business partners a few times. 
Now she is responsible for the rent even when work is slow and has to assume the costs if the 
business is shut down by inspectors or police.  
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Women do not have work contracts in either Café Lissette or Sirenas.25 Andrea asked 
Lissette for one to access free public daycare but it never materialized, and she continues to take 
her child to an older woman who babysits the 2-year old in her apartment, only a block away 
from the coffee shop. This situation illustrates one aspect of the precarity women experience due 
to the lack of regulation of sexual labor. Even though wages in ‘tinted cafes’ exceed those of the 
working class in general, the lack of contracts denies workers access to social protections like 
subsidized health services, unemployment insurance, compensation for sick days or pregnancy, 
free daycare, and retirement pensions. Moreover, the instability of work and the irregular flow of 
cash payments incite very shortsighted management of resources. Because of the unpredictability 
and fluctuation of the daily cash flow, saving money to start a business is challenging, and 
finding a different type of occupation that pays as much as working in ‘tinted cafes’ is very 
difficult.26 Many expressed their desire to quit, but few go through with it because, in some 
ways, alternative forms of work and wages are worse or unreliable. For example, Andrea was 
saving money to begin a lending business, but her son fell ill, and she had to miss work for 
several weeks, spending all her savings. Stacy started a technical dental career with a lot of hope 
and enthusiasm, but became very disappointed and quit after hearing how low her salary would 
be. Debora would have liked to open a small grocery store out of her home, but fifteen years 
went by while waiting to acquire enough capital.  
Jenny, the woman who sells jewelry in ‘tinted cafes,’ is one of the very few former 
workers I met who has been able to switch trades. She began working as a niña27 in a ‘tinted 
                                                        
25 A document formalizing labor conditions, signed by the employee and the employer, which defines the type of 
services and where they will be offered, and the agreed amount and form of payments. It also specifies the duration 
and design of the work schedule (45 hours/week maximum), and the time allocated for lunch. Dirección del Trabajo. 
Retrieved September 10, 2019 (https://www.dt.gob.cl/portal/1628/w3-article-60800.html). 
26 The challenge to save money is exemplified by many workers’ reliance on the ‘polla,’ an informal savings 
system, which consists of monthly payments that are collected from a group and paid to one of its contributors, 
rotating among them. 
27 The use of the term niña, meaning ‘girl,’ implies attending to clients and selling sexual services.  
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cafe’ seven years ago and wanted to quit her job and start her own business. Since her mother is 
a salesperson in a jewelry store, Jenny brought samples to sell among her coworkers, and found a 
niche in the market. Now, workers pay in daily or weekly installments. Although she does not 
make as much money, she prefers to deal with jewelry because doing sexualized work in cafes 
“was not her thing.” She does not make as much money but feels happier because “she can look 
at people in the eye.” Every day, she walks around downtown visiting the coffee shops in many 
different commercial arcades, sometimes with her two children. She buys her merchandise in a 
central commercial gallery nearby, where stores offer her payment options and good discounts. 
“When business is slow for the girls, it’s bad for everyone. But as long as something sells, I’m 
doing OK.” Joselyn, on the other hand, got tired of working in coffee shops and went back to 
selling drugs from her family home. Based on administrators’ accounts, a few other former 
‘tinted cafe’ workers have been able to save capital and eventually open their own businesses; 
some have even opened their own ‘tinted cafe.’  
Similar to other workers in the transnational service sector, women express aspirations 
for consumption and class mobility (Mills 2003; Rivers-Moore 2010, 2012). Workers’ narratives 
reflect an ingrained culture of consumption and debt, which provides opportunities for 
advancement in perceived class status but adds additional pressure on their lives. Their 
consumption choices and dependence on credit under conditions of economic precarity are 
reflected in the country’s high number of debtors (one of the consequences of a development 
model that has depended on stimulating consumption through debt). Facilitated by the politics of 
individual choice and the unregulated expansion of credit during and after the military regime, 
since the 1980s, big-box supermarkets, shopping malls and chain stores sprawled throughout the 
country (Stillerman 2004). “Chilean citizens earning over a meager $125 per month could apply 
for credit,” allowing working-class and lower middle-class consumers to pay for basic needs and 
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“survive economic downturns,” long-term unemployment, and underemployment, concealing 
social exclusion (Bank Muñoz 2018: 34). The expansion and accessibility of credit has 
transformed the experience of poverty, providing access to commodities and new consumption 
possibilities, but intensifying individuals’ economic struggles in the long term, especially for 
those who do not have stable jobs and wages (Han 2012). 
As the dieciocho (Chile’s Independence Day) was approaching, Daniela was distraught 
because she did not have money to buy new clothing for her family to wear for the holiday 
celebrations as, she said, tradition dictates. I told her I had never heard of such custom, but it did 
not help alleviate her grief. Many social impositions like this compound the pressures put on sex 
workers. To celebrate their children’s birthdays, women frequently hire party decorators and may 
spend up to two weeks’ salary to pay for the event. If they do not have the funds, they take out a 
loan. Many owe money to informal moneylenders; others use Monica’s big store credit card or 
have some consumer credit themselves. When business is very slow, it is usual to see someone 
running to hide in the bathroom after seeing creditors approaching. Informal creditors make 
consumption through debt possible for sex workers, and many times their consumption choices 
are greatly impacted by their perception of gender and family obligations (Stillerman 2004).  
The expansion of credit and the retail sector coincided, according to some authors, with 
the rise of apathy, individualism, and political disengagement. Since before the coup, 
policymakers had envisioned a market economy taking over all spheres of social life as the 
solution to the country’s intense politicization (Stillerman 2006). Furthermore, it has been argued 
that the viability of the economic model itself rests on a disengaged ‘citizen’ who is constrained 
to the family and shopping spaces, who remains distant from political debates and reluctant to 
participate in collective action (Gaudichaud 2015; Moulian 2002). Despite the massive students’ 
movements, workers’ strikes, and women’s mobilization efforts that have occurred since the 
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beginning of the 2000s28 to destabilize this totalizing picture of a demobilized citizenship, in the 
world of ‘tinted cafes’, I was astonished by sex workers’ political disengagement and their lack 
of class consciousness. Most workers declare they do not care which coalition is in power; some 
“do not like to talk about politics,” or vote for the Right, despite conservative sectors constantly 
pushing for the retrieval of the scarce social protections for workers, to benefit themselves and 
the business sector.29   
Another aspect of precarity emerges from the illicit nature of women’s sexual labor. 
‘Tinted cafes’ operate under very ambiguous legislation that treats sex work as an activity that is 
neither legal nor illegal. The Constitution only penalizes ‘prostitution’ when it involves sex 
trafficking, minors, or the use of force. However, the Health Ministry’s Sanitary Code can 
penalize the congregation of sex workers in brothels or ‘Tolerance Houses’ with closings and 
fines. Justified as a way to prevent STD’s, the Code relegates sexual labor to the private sphere 
and clandestine spaces, such as motels, saunas, and ‘tinted cafes.’ Sheltered by the Code and a 
Human Trafficking Law, the police, municipal inspectors, and detectives can conduct random 
raids to search for evidence of sexual labor. Although the Sanitary Code does not punish street 
sex work, some municipalities have developed legal mechanisms to displace sex workers in 
order “to protect moral principles and safeguard the health of residents and sex workers.”30 
                                                        
28 In 2007, subcontracted workers in the copper and forestry industries were able to make the government and public 
opinion tremble with their potent strikes (Aravena and Núñez 2009). Several cycles of students’ manifestations 
demanded improvements and democratization of Chilean educational system. Within the retail sector, Walmart 
workers were able to form a union and, through collective bargaining, significantly improved their contracts and 
working conditions (Bank Muñoz 2018). More recently, feminist mobilizations demanding gender equality, an un-
sexist education, and reproductive rights have gained momentum (DW 2018a, 2018b; El País 2018).  
29 For example, Stacy asked me once what the YES/NO plebiscite was. I could not believe it, since it was the most 
significant event in the country’s recent history, putting an end to Pinochet’s military dictatorship.  
30 For example, Decree 3027 from Las Condes, an upper-class sector in Eastern Santiago, declares that sex work in 
public spaces exposes participants to the contagion of STD’s and associates its practice with violence and the 
consumption of drugs and alcohol. It also establishes that avoiding child prostitution and preserving public spaces as 
places of healthy coexistence are the responsibility of the municipal government and that prostitution in public 
spaces offends decorum and good customs, to the detriment of residents’ living quality. Library of the National 
Congress. Retrieved August, 28 2018 (http://bcn.cl/26nmu). 
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These local regulations associate the practice of sex work with violence and substance abuse, 
perpetuating the stigma around sex work. Authorities exercise their power through arbitrary ID 
checks, harassing sex workers, taking their belongings as evidence, and checking for health 
cards, despite these no longer being obligatory. Meanwhile, sex workers also claim that 
authorities take advantage of their position to request bribes and sexual services (RedTraSex 
2017). 
On the first day I visited Café Lissette, workers’ and managers’ expectations were 
particularly high because one of her businesses had been allowed to reopen after being shut 
down by municipal inspectors seven months earlier, impacting the business dramatically. The 
closing of one of her coffee shops had meant losses for workers, who had to wait significantly 
longer in-between turns, and less profits for the owner. According to Lissette, inspectors had 
found a girl dancing with a client but did not see anything illegal; instead, the business was 
closed down because she refused to pay them off. Cops, municipal inspectors, and the 
investigations police detectives are the main threat for ‘tinted cafes.’ Authorities drop by 
randomly, and if they see ‘illegal’ acts, they can issue a ticket, close the business, and detain 
undocumented immigrant workers. “Cops search refrigerators, toilets, and garbage cans looking 
for condoms and then collect everybody’s ID,” explained Tía Eli, one of the managers. Although 
Lissette does not deny that there is sex work happening in her business, inspectors have never 
caught anyone in the act, she declares. Another employee explains that bribes are common in the 
‘tinted cafe’ industry: “I know many people who give cash to inspectors but end up getting fed 
up, stop paying, and then inspectors talk. They tried to get money from Tía Lissette, but she did 
not want to play their game.”  
Business owners have created many strategies to avoid closings; managers always have to 
be on alert looking out for inspectors and cops. When a client walks in, they usually say, “whose 
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turn is it?” which is the signal for girls to move away from their clients and cover their breasts, in 
case he is a municipal inspector or an undercover police officer. Mónica makes fun of the absurd 
boundaries they must keep to avoid tickets and closings: “Girls are allowed to wear thongs, but 
they must cover their breasts, even if it is only their nipples. They take off their bikini tops to 
seduce their clients but have to put them on right away when inspectors walk in.” Cafe Lissette’s 
managers have walkie-talkies to warn neighboring businesses if authorities drop by. In the 
gallery where Sirenas is, businesses collectively hire a sapo (snitch), someone to stand outside 
and watch out for inspectors and police. Workers tell many stories about flirting with cops or 
distracting them with questions to save a coworker from being caught having sex with a client.  
Overall, the Chilean state does not recognize sex workers as legitimate workers. While it 
does not give them any tributary obligations, it also impedes them from accessing labor laws that 
guarantee adequate working conditions, social security, health systems, and union rights, 
dismissing a form of labor that mobilizes significant resources (RedTraSex 2017). Organized sex 
workers in Chile identify the deregulation of sex work as the source of their precarity, since it 
exposes them to abuse from municipal authorities and police, both in the street and in closed 
spaces. Workers’ narratives posit sex work as a social mobility strategy, but also illustrate how 
fragile and unstable the social status they achieve is in a market-driven, neoliberal context that 
shifts the responsibility of social protections to individuals. In a consumer-oriented society with 
an unregulated credit system, workers confront many challenges that can destabilize their small 
material improvements. Consequently, women’s accounts point to how the unrecognized status 
of their labor contributes to the conditions of precarity marking their lives. 
How ‘tinted cafes’ became transnational  
Although initially a local phenomenon, today many women practicing sex work in ‘tinted 
cafes’ are Latin American immigrants, mostly from Peru, Colombia, and the Dominican 
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Republic. This transformation is symptomatic of the rapid increase of incoming migration that 
the country has experienced since the 1990s, a period that coincides with the return to 
democracy, political stability, and economic growth. Throughout its history as a nation-state, 
Chile has evidenced various migratory movements, but the immigrant population has always 
been low – between 1 percent and 3 percent – and migration has never been seen as a problem by 
the state, especially when it was white, European migration (Stefoni 2011c; Tijoux 2011).31 But 
since the 1990s, the arrival of immigrants has happened at a quicker pace with different 
characteristics and has become the focus of political, social, and media interest (Rojas and 
Vicuña 2019; Stefoni 2011b). This phase has been characterized by a fast increase in the 
international immigrant population, 32 with especially high participation from women (in some 
regions more than others), and the predominance of Latin American nationalities in the 
immigrant population (Stefoni 2011c).33 Despite this, the number of immigrant residents in Chile 
continues to hover around 6.6 percent of the population (INE and DEM 2018).34 The rise of 
South-South migration has been linked to global economic transformations, changes in the 
global division of labor, and significant demand for socially devalued work in developed and 
developing countries (Acosta 2011; Mora 2008). Additionally, anti-immigration policies and 
                                                        
31 Except during the military regime, when the state’s main aim was safeguarding national security. The 1975 Ley de 
Extranjería established more restrictions to avoid the entrance of terrorists threatening national security, 
categorizing foreigners as a menace to the nation-state (Stefoni 2011b, 2011a). During this period, over 200,000 
Chileans were forced into exile, roughly 2 percent of the population in 1973, and the economic crises of 1973-1977 
and 1982-1986 sent hundreds of thousands more to all continents (Wright and Zúñiga 2007). 
32 2017 Census data shows that 66.7 percent of foreign immigrants living in Chile arrived between 2010-2017 
(Rodriguez et al. 2018), which helps explain the perceived fast increase of the international immigrant population 
residing in Chile.  
33 The composition of the resident immigrant population has changed over time and also varies according to region. 
2017 Census data shows that 33.2 percent of immigrants who arrived before 1990 were born in Argentina. Of those 
who came between 2000-2009, 47.6 percent were born in Peru. Between 2010-2017, both groups’ relative 
percentages decreased, opening a space for new nationalities, like Colombia (18.8%), Venezuela (15.7%), and Haiti 
(12.0%) (Rodriguez et al. 2018). Today, the number of Venezuelans working in Chile is 25.9% of the employed 
population, while Colombians represent 17%, and Haitians 8.9% (Bravo 2019) 
34 2017 Census data shows that 4.4% of the population was born abroad but a more recent study, combining Census 
data and the Department of Migration and Foreign Affairs data on resident visas, shows a significantly higher 
number of immigrant resident population, 6.6% (INE and DEM 2018). 
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more severe restrictions for immigrant workers looking for jobs in the United States and 
European countries have diverted migration flows towards Chile and other places that are closer 
culturally and geographically to sending countries (Mora 2008; Thayer 2019).  
Contrary to other South-South migratory displacements, immigration barriers in Chile 
have made direct migration feasible for many workers of the global South. For example, in the 
case of South-Asian women migrating to advanced industrialized nations, most of them must 
follow complicated trajectories, passing through many different nations until they reach their 
final destination (Paul 2018). This “stepwise migration” is very costly and time-consuming for 
immigrants, who most of the time must pay high fees to intermediate agents to find work in 
domestic service. Besides the possibility of one-step migration, expectations about easily 
adapting to the host society (because of a common language and history) and the potential to 
return home more frequently to maintain family relationships, are incentives for interregional 
migration (2008). More recently, restrictive policies in Brazil and Argentina, as well as the 
political and economic crises of Haiti and Venezuela, have contributed to the increase in 
incoming migration flows (Thayer 2019). 
Although recent census data shows higher participation by immigrant women in regions 
other than the Metropolitan area,35 since the beginning of the 2000s, migration studies focused 
on Chile’s experience have highlighted the feminization of incoming international flows and 
have linked this trend to a national – and global – “care crisis”36 contributing to the sprawl of 
                                                        
35 2017 Census Data illustrates how international immigrants are unevenly distributed throughout the country, with 
higher concentrations in the Santiago Metropolitan Region and the northern regions adjacent to Peru and Bolivia. 
The gender composition of the immigrant population also varies according to region. In the Santiago Metropolitan 
Region, half of the international immigrants are women. It is also widely known that there is a higher concentration 
of immigrant women in the most northern and southern regions (Rodriguez et al. 2018). 
36 In front of a deficit in the provision of care, externalizing caring services has become a common strategy, paying 
for the labor that used to be done for free by the women in the family. This crisis is attributed to women’s higher 
participation in the labor market, aging of the population, longer life expectation of the population, the persistence of 
men’s role being away from the domestic sphere, changes in family organization, and the increase of mono-parental 
families with women as the head of the family (Acosta 2011). 
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“global chains of care.”37 Referencing Hochschild’s research on immigrant women doing 
domestic or care work across the globe (2000), authors characterize these chains as global 
networks of immigrant women who take care of the children (or other dependent family 
members) of women in developed or developing countries. At the same time, women who 
migrate to find work in the service sector are replaced by family members (usually other women) 
who take care of their children back home (Acosta 2011; Arriagada and Moreno 2011). 
According to these authors, the Chilean experience of international migration replicates the 
migration of women from the global South: those who can only achieve some social status by 
performing the domestic and caring roles of middle and high-income women in the global North 
(Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2004; Hochschild 2004; Salazar Parreñas 2004). Thus, South-South 
migration has been explained by the movement of millions of women from poor countries to rich 
ones, where they usually work as nannies, maids, and sometimes sex workers. Caretaking has 
turned into one of the main fields of employment for women as a result of the hierarchies 
organizing society at a global scale and, at the same time, it has reproduced those differences 
(Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2004; Stefoni 2011b).  
The feminization of South-South migration has been associated with immigrant women’s 
concentration in the most precarious jobs of the labor market – mostly in the service sector – 
which points to the gender inequalities in sending and receiving countries determining these 
migratory patterns (Mora 2008). It also suggests that these displacements are strategies of 
survival to cover the most basic needs of their families, rather than personal projects (Acosta 
2011; Tijoux 2007). The geographical proximity between work and home – between sending and 
receiving countries – has contributed to the development of a pattern of “circular migration” in 
                                                        
37 Hochschild defines these global networks as the personal connections between people based on paid or unpaid 
services of caring, which are a manifestation of global capitalism. In most cases, these chains are composed of 
women, and they may be local, national, or global (2000).  
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which “migrants live in the country of destination only while employed, and when not employed, 
they return to their country of origin, where their families remain” (Hondagneu-Sotelo 1994: 17). 
The physical separation between work and the family home generates a dynamic circularity of 
movement, a trend of South-South migration (Mora 2008). But because immigrants visit their 
families frequently, these processes are also defined by a fast turnover at work, with pauses 
between jobs to return to the country of origin (2008). While transnational family ties are 
maintained, the discontinuity of employment makes it more difficult for immigrant workers to 
sustain a migratory status, which additionally restricts their job opportunities, giving them access 
to only the most precarious occupations, flexible jobs, or self-managed entrepreneurship in the 
informal sector (Stefoni 2011c).  
Linked to more recent changes in the composition of the immigrant population, the most 
common occupations immigrants take have diversified. Within the largest resident populations,38 
65 percent of Venezuelans living in Chile, for example, hold a professional or technical degree 
of four or more years of studies, and 10 percent are engineers. Most Venezuelan immigrants are 
employed in the service, retail, hospitality, and food industries, or other low-skilled jobs. Unlike 
their Peruvian and Bolivian counterparts, Venezuelans are not significantly represented in the 
domestic labor or construction sectors. To a lesser extent, Colombian immigrants also follow this 
trend.39 Despite these transformations, immigrants continue to concentrate in the most precarious 
segments of the job market. Domestic labor continues to be the most common type of 
employment within the immigrant population: 27% of resident domestic workers and 10% of 
non-resident domestic workers are immigrants (Bravo 2019).  
                                                        
38 The Venezuelan community is approximately 23% of the resident population, while Haitian residents represent 
18% (INE and DEM 2018). 
39 51 percent of residing Venezuelans work in sales for supermarkets, retail, and other businesses; 17 percent work 




Women’s opinions about their embodied labor, when compared to other forms of 
precarious employment they have had, illustrate the magnitude of the debt that the state has to 
the working class in terms of guaranteeing adequate working conditions and social protections 
for workers. Examining the material conditions that define the context within which sexual labor 
takes place underlines the value of the strategies employed to survive in a place of entrenched 
social inequality. The informal network of economies that share a space with sexual labor 
exemplifies the resourcefulness of social actors in how they deal with the struggle of the 
precarity marking their lives. Sex workers’ accounts show how their embodied labor allows them 
to significantly improve their social status, but also that the position they can attain is fragile in a 
context marked by four decades of neoliberal social policy, a consumer culture, and deregulated 
credit. Moving away from shortsighted depictions of sex workers as successful entrepreneurs of 
body capital, this chapter points to the structural conditions in which sex workers live and work 
and which continuously challenges the stability of their achievements. This is necessary not only 
to celebrate the real value of their empowerment in front of profound inequalities, but also to 
highlight how the state, through the denial of sexual labor as work, defines the circumstances of 
precarity that sex workers must endure. In addition to economic scarcity, inequalities based on 
gender, race, ethnicity, citizenship, and bodily attributes all intersect in ‘tinted cafes.’  The 
following chapter turns to the social and symbolic norms producing gender roles, bodies, and 




‘Mothers and whores.’ Norms about gender and sexuality  
 
Precarity beyond economic scarcity: social and symbolic boundaries 
Embodied labor in ‘tinted cafes’ occurs within a context marked by social exclusion and 
entrenched inequalities, as exposed and examined in the previous chapter. Sex workers’ 
narratives reveal lives riddled with economic scarcity, lack of work opportunities, and without 
access to social or cultural capital. Their accounts illustrate how the working class has been 
affected by the consequences of a precarious labor market after decades of neoliberal reforms. 
Within this landscape of social inequality and exclusion, women are made to face greater 
challenges than men, as they continue to be treated as less capable and generally make 
considerably less in terms of wages. Additionally, the lack of legal recognition of sexual labor as 
legitimate work means sex workers are subject to harassment by the police and thus, the 
possibility of losing their job at any moment. This plight of constant vulnerability is even worse 
for immigrant sex workers, whose safety and dignity are additionally threatened by 
discriminatory laws that do not guarantee immigrant workers’ rights.  
In this chapter, I expand on gender-based inequalities, with a focus on the dominating 
gender roles and sexual norms - rooted in the history of colonization and the building of the 
nation-state - that are prevalent to this day. I address these themes from the micro-level 
experience of actors, situating them in relation to the history of sexual labor laws in Chile, the 
stigmatization of dissident sexualities, and colonialism. By analyzing male representations of 
female beauty, as expressed by workers and clients, I study the categorization of bodies based on 
age and appearance, and the ways in which women experience these imposed bodily standards. I 
discuss how sexual discrimination manifests in ‘tinted cafes’ and the ways that sex workers 
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confront stigma in their lives, how it transforms their habits, and self-image; how they see 
themselves practicing sexual labor in front of their friends, partners, and families. 
Departing from clients’ representations of sex workers and their sexual performances, I 
introduce the social norms and expectations operating within ‘tinted cafes.’ Depictions and 
categorizations of women’s bodies come from interviews with clients and anonymous clients’ 
online discussion platforms. In a series of online ‘forums,’1 anonymous consumers of sexual 
services share recommendations and advice, rating the services they receive from sex workers, in 
relation to their bodily attributes and sexual performances. Disguising their identities with 
evocative pseudonyms, users cover the many different types of spaces and sexual labor in Chile 
today: online escorts, massage parlors, motels, and ‘tinted cafes.’ The anonymous character of a 
web platform allows users to be unfiltered and politically incorrect. By presenting them in 
dialogue with my in-depth interviews with clients, I focus on the hegemonic representations of 
racial, sexual, body differences, as manifested by clients’ depictions, preferences and dislikes.  
 “We like them very young”: masculine constructions of feminine beauty 
Blogger A: “I looked around, there were 2 fat chicks, one was a veteran, and with all the 
respect she deserves, I think she should not work in this trade, but who knows how well 
she does. I was welcomed by Leslie, an exuberant woman of approximately 1,70 m, 
wearing heels, with an average contexture, but with such pronounced curves, uffff. Leslie 
is Dominican. Her face is neither ugly nor marvelous, but the woman has a tremendous 
body. The shaking started, very nice, that hard body, her big, firm ass, and her 2.0 tits 
were done really well.” 
                                                        
1 La Camilla. Retrieved June 20, 2017 (https://www.lacamilla.cl/masajes/foro/cafe-con-pierna.html). La Estokada. 
Retrieved June 20, 2017 (http://www.laestokada.cl/foro/index.php). 
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In the entry cited above, ‘Blogger A’ describes his preferences, underlining that he does 
not like “veterans” nor women who are “overweight.”2 He expresses his taste for “pronounced 
curves,” surgically enhanced breasts and buttocks and “hard bodies, without bellies nor the traces 
of motherhood,” he concludes. While Leslie’s body becomes the object of his desire, he labels 
black, older, and plump bodies as unworthy of his attention. As described by the literature on 
embodied service labor (Bernstein 2007; Hoang 2015; McDowell 2009), youth is a fundamental 
attribute for the valorization of sex workers’ bodies and services. Don Juan, a prominent former 
blogger, approximately seventy years old, who has regularly consumed sexual services for the 
last three decades, asked me during an interview: “Ms. Pilar, do you know any women who are 
not mothers in the ‘tinted cafes’ you frequent? We like them [sex workers] very young, without 
bellies nor stretch marks.” Don Juan is not the only client who prefers to be attended by younger 
women. Blogs and interviews reveal an engrained fantasy according to which workers should 
ideally be “hot, young, and degenerate,” always fit, and without traces of childbearing. Andrea, 
one of the youngest workers in Café Lissette, confirms this: “There were many pretty girls in that 
cafe, but it played in my favor that I was only a kid. Men love that: young women, pendejas. 
They fantasize about that. I can charge higher fees because I am younger and I have the body of 
a kid. My pregnancy did not leave any bands.”  
Interviews with sex workers reflect how the popular, male ideal of feminine beauty - the 
notion that they have to look young - matters to them. For Verónica, for example, aging is a 
constant worry since she is about to reach her fifties. “This job is very competitive. Clients 
always prefer younger women. Old men love young girls; they love that! Over time, one figures 
out that this job will not last for too long. I plan to leave next year.” The requisite to always 
appear young intensifies the precarious nature of sexual labor, not only because of the physical 
                                                        
2 He relies on the colloquial expression “entrada en carne,” which means “exceeded in meat.” 
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exertion it involves, but also because the earnings that can be made as a result are limited or 
temporary; as years pass, and with each pregnancy, sex workers’ bodies and their labor is 
devalued. Aging is difficult for sex workers, who, in addition, must also comply with hegemonic 
corporeal ideals that are not easily attainable for everyone.  
In the gallery of Café Sirenas, workers’ clothing, hairstyles, and corporeal performance 
reflect a gendered construct of feminine beauty, which is evident in their use of strategies of 
body production that try to capture men’s fantasies. Workers wear exotic lingerie, and sometimes 
their bikinis evoke iconic figures such as Wonderwoman, the sexy nurse, the naughty schoolgirl, 
the dominatrix, Minnie, or Catwoman. Accessories such as hair extensions, nail art, fake 
eyelashes, and nose lifters are widespread. Workers wear huge high heels despite having to 
spend long hours standing and endure winters freezing in their bikinis – sometimes with a coat 
over – waiting for clients to arrive. Plastic surgery, mostly breast enlargements, has become a 
ubiquitous strategy to increase sex workers’ body capital. Debora, for example, traveled to Peru 
with a friend to have her breasts operated on, and at the same time, most of her coworkers also 
got breast implants. Stacy has wanted plastic surgery for a long time. She repeatedly talked about 
having liposuction done to eliminate her belly fat and to build breast and buttock implants. She 
thinks of these surgeries as a means to escape the precarity marking her life, but the impossibility 
of paying for them causes yet one more emotional strain. When I first met her, Stacy was 
planning a trip to Colombia because operations are substantially cheaper there but, for a long 
time, her project never seemed to materialize.  
The body is inscribed by relations of power inseparable from engrained cultural norms, 
which contributes to the pressure that ‘tinted cafe’ sex workers’ face. Western feminine beauty 
ideals prevail at work, encouraging women to undergo painful surgical procedures to feel more 
confident and comply with expectations about the way their bodies should look. In the ‘tinted 
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cafe,’ business, plastic surgeries are done to produce voluptuous, hypersexualized bodies with 
large breasts and buttocks to make women’s sexual labor more profitable. These practices can be 
situated in broader feminist discussions about the political significance of body modifications, 
which have been intensely debated since the 1980s. Within the multiple circulating discourses on 
the meanings of cosmetic surgery, some consider cosmetic surgery to be a pathology of the inner 
self, while others see body transformations as a sign of personal wellness (Pitts-Taylor 2007). 
Following the transformations of workers’ bodies and their impulse to undergo plastic surgeries 
may evoke the processes of bodily normalization and homogenization characterized as 
fundamental to contemporary body culture in Western societies (Bordo 1993). Moreover, 
surgical modifications aiming to sexualize the female body have been singled out by ‘radical 
feminists’ as the paradigm of gender inequality, because of their double-edged capacity to 
objectify women’s bodies and to silently install its ideology (Pitts-Taylor 2007). Arguing that 
plastic surgery materializes undisputed rules about how women’s bodies should be in order to 
arouse male desire, Susan Bordo has defined surgical body modifications as an example of how 
beauty has become one of the central means to control women, through the production and 
regulation of feminine ideals (1993). 
The impact of surgical interventions on women’s self-image underlines the ways sex 
workers are affected by normative gender, bodily norms, and gendered power relations. 
However, although plastic surgeries do not seem to challenge the prevailing masculine bodily 
norms, they can also constitute forms of self-narration and self-determination in a postmodern 
context where bodies are open to continuous re-inscription (Pitts-Taylor 2003). Understanding 
the significance of these practices requires considering the precarious context in which sex 
workers live and how plastic surgeries may impact the lives of those who rely on them. In ‘tinted 
cafes,’ surgeries are employed instrumentally to increase women’s body capital and, 
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consequently, to increase their social status. Further, plastic surgeries can transform women’s 
self-image and contribute to build and embody confidence and self-esteem in front of others. As 
Stacy’s story goes, after more than three years trying to accomplish her dream, a client paid for 
her surgeries, and she claims she has never been more content. Recently, when she returned to 
work after her operation, Stacy proudly modeled her new body and told me she feels much 
happier because she can stand upright in front of the world and that being fat had made her 
depressed. She also said that feeling confident in her new body would allow her to charge higher 
fees, and now “she could be a real whore.” Stacy’s confidence has to be understood within a 
gendered world that has influenced her experiences, imagined possibilities, desires, and 
decisions. Stacy’s accounts reveal a lot of joy, pride, and personal satisfaction - which confirms 
the pervasive and surreptitious capacity of bodily norms - but also how the body always remains 
open to resignification. The transformation of her personality reveals the power of gendered 
bodily norms. In conjunction with racial distinctions, hierarchies of gender and bodily attributes 
are interwoven with colonialism. Western male ideals of beauty, the Christian heterosexual 
family as a model, and the stigmatization of sexual Others share a common history: The control 
of the bodies and sexualities is a process that begins with a power regime that has dominated all 
spheres of public and private life. The following section explores that history, to situate the 
intersection of categories organizing social life, and impacting the lives of sex workers in ‘tinted 
cafes.’ 
The modern/colonial gender system and sexual Others  
Beginning with a description of a map that resembles an incomplete female body, with its 
sex located at the center of the image, Anne McClintock (1995) evokes how, in colonial 
representations, women’s bodies were depicted as part of nature, but sexualized, available yet 
unknown, signifying the land beyond the occupied territories. In the representations produced by 
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the colonial world, the feminization of the unconquered, ‘virgin’ land persists, illustrating how 
the appropriation of women’s bodies has mobilized male desire and the way sexuality has been 
employed as a metaphor for other forms of power. Despite the map’s fictional character, its 
significance resides in its ability to capture, according to McClintock, the driving forces of 
Western Empires: the control of women’s bodies and sexuality to safeguard male power, a new 
global epistemic order, and the consolidation of imperial commodity capital. In a reading of The 
discovery of America, a sixteenth century engraving by Theodoor Galle, McClintock points to 
how Vespucci is portrayed ostensibly masterful, embodying rationality and scientific knowledge, 
while America is depicted as an inviting, passive, and naked woman. She represents the new 
continent and nature’s invitation to conquest and colonization. Her naked body, similar to the 
unknown white space on a map, is an invitation to the appropriation of a territory and its natural 
resources. These representations of eroticized ‘virgin’ territory illustrate what McClintock 
believes is the hidden order sustaining industrial modernity: the domination of colonized 
women’s sexual and labor power. The expansion of Western empires depended on the control of 
women’s bodies and sexualities, the sanctification of domesticity and domestic spaces, and, in 
direct opposition, the invention of abject bodies and degenerate sexual practices. Although there 
are discontinuities and ambivalences among different places and cultures, McClintock claims 






                                                        




Figure 1: The map described by McClintock was taken from Hagaard’s King Salomon’s Mines 
(2016). The original map was supposedly drawn in 1590 by a Portuguese trader, while dying 
of hunger on the ‘nipple’ of a mountain named Sheba’s breasts. The map guides three 
Englishmen to the location of some secret diamond mines in South Africa. 
 
 
Figure 2: Theodoor Galle’s The Discovery of America. 
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From a decolonial reading of Modernity, the Americas' colonization sustains capitalism 
through the subordination of the colonial world, founded on the hierarchical classification of the 
global population. As introduced by Quijano (2000), coloniality -- the structural order organizing 
society -- remains in place after the building of nation-states, consolidating a social classification 
and stratifying order (gender, class, and race) and maintaining unequal relationships based on 
colonial domination. Therefore, class, gender, sexual, racial, ethnic categories, and boundaries in 
Latin America are connected to European colonization and European understandings of 
difference (Wade 2010). To sustain a global capitalist expansion, the conquest and colonization 
of the Americas became a violent process of primitive accumulation and dispossession, and was 
secured by a social organization of codified distinctions between indigenous communities and 
their colonizers (Escobar 2007). With the building of the nation-states, those distinctions became 
essential to maintain a racialized social structure. Thus, the question of difference became central 
to organizing and exercising control over the recently conquered subjects and territories (Omi 
and Winant 2015). This concept of coloniality builds upon historical materialist understandings 
of inequality, but argues that owning the means of production was not sufficient to secure power 
and governmentality in the Americas. Therefore, controlling the production of knowledge 
became central, and the regulation of gender and sexualities had an indirect function in 
safeguarding the economic power and authority. The colonial order installed sexist norms, 
gender violence, and banal entertainment to numb critical thinking, encompassing all spheres of 
experience to keep subaltern subjects under control (Mignolo 2014). 
 Throughout the Americas, colonialization strengthened the preexisting gender 
organization of indigenous American societies, installing a binary gender system based on a 
‘Universal One’ and its ‘Other,’ that which has been leftover, or that which is anomalous. Rita 
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Segato recognizes a ‘lower-intensity’ patriarchal4 system in the tribal world of Brazil. While she 
recognizes gender distinctions and hierarchies defining differences, understandings of gender 
tend to be more fluid, and transgender expression is common (Segato 2016). Mapuche women 
living in the Southern territories of Chile and Argentina contend that the gender system imposed 
by colonialism has created sexism and hegemonic gender relations in their culture (Painemal and 
Álvarez 2016). Other readings of gender in Latin America sustain that the invention of ‘gender’ 
and ‘woman’ as a category were introduced with its colonization. With this division, women 
became disqualified from all forms of power roles and subordinated to men in everyday life, 
beyond the domination exercised by the colonial rule.5  
Christian evangelization became the colonizers’ most powerful weapon to subject 
Amerindian societies to. In order to ensure power in the conquered territories, the Catholic 
Church imposed tight control over women’s sexuality in societies where reciprocity principles 
sustained complementary gender relations, imposing gender and body conceptualizations of 
medieval origin (Painemal and Álvarez 2016). Across the colonized world, dominant sexual 
ideologies have defined members of certain classes and races as sexually different or inferior to 
the elites’ ‘normal’ and proper ways of doing sex. The colonial order established white, 
                                                        
4 Traditionally employed by early Western feminisms to signal gender inequality and gendered relations, the concept 
of patriarchy has been debated due to its totalitarian, generalizing approximation to difference, which did not take 
other dimensions of inequality into consideration. Gender is not produced similarly in different regions, at different 
times and historical contexts, and it is related to social, racial, ethnic, and regional identities (Butler 1999). 
Considering its limitations, I employ it to refer to differences, norms, relationships, and roles of the modern 
gender/sex system.   
5 For example, Lugones (2014) departs from Oyèwùmí’s ethnographic research on gender among the Yoruba and 
Gunn Allen’s study on matriarchal Native American societies. Oyèwùmí argues that the oppressive system imposed 
on the Yoruba did not constitute an organizing principle and binaries did not exist before colonization, but rather 
were employed as tools for domination. Allen finds that the ‘homosexuality’ and a ‘third gender’ were positively 
recognized in many matriarchal Native American societies, and gender as a differentiating category did not 




bourgeois women as ‘pure’ and ‘passive.’ In opposition, indigenous and Black women were 
conceived as available and associated with aberrant sexualities.  
Although Sexual labor has taken different forms in Chile throughout its history, it has 
been always ingrained in its social practices. In colonial times, it was common for Spanish men 
to sexually attack indigenous women or establish relationships with them, originating the 
Chilean mestizaje. These relations represented indigenous women’s only opportunity to advance 
in social status in colonial society and the exchange of sexual services for other favors was 
common. The barraganía, a colonial institution that allowed men to live with several women, 
perpetuated the conception of women of color as subordinate. After his legitimate wife or family 
arrived from Spain, the colonizer was allowed to constitute secondary families with “his” 
indigenous or mestiza women. His illegitimate wives and children often became trustworthy 
employees.  
After Independence (1810), the elites of the Chilean Republic prohibited this colonial 
family structure in an attempt to eliminate the illegitimate mestizo children, conceived as 
uncivilized remains of a past indigenous culture. After slavery was abolished, domestic service 
operated as de facto enslaved work and the ‘Chinese women’ – the indigenous servants working 
for the elites – had a sell value, and their patrons often sexually abused their servants. Despite the 
disappearance of the colonial concubinage and slavery, interracial sexuality and the engendering 
of mestizo children persisted in cities as well as the rural world (Salazar 2000). In the 
countryside, landowners had the right to a pernada (a piece of a leg), to receive sexual favors 
from the daughters of their renters or inquilinos.6 Until late in the twentieth century, the sexual 
appropriation of domestic workers by their patrons or their sons was also common and well-
                                                        
6 In the Hacienda system, a common feature of colonial Hispanic America, inquilinos rented part of the landowner’s 
agricultural land, usually a small and marginal part, in exchange for their labor. This order was maintained in the 
Latin American Latifundio (the division of land into large estates) until the mid-twentieth century.  
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documented (2000). Throughout the history of the Chilean state, gender, class, and race have 
been interlinked as markers of difference, associated with various, but predetermined sexual 
practices.  
The period between 1780 and 1865 was marked by significant unbalance in the gender 
distribution of the lower class in towns and the countryside. Most adult men were deployed to 
war against the Peruvian-Bolivian Confederation and Spain, or the civil wars. The decay of 
popular small businesses – artisans, weavers, and metal seekers – forced men to wander around 
the country in search of work. While women concentrated in towns and cities, male workers 
mostly lived in mining towns and rural districts, and were transient. A significant group of 
independent women – widowers, single mothers, abandoned and single women – settled in the 
suburbs of towns and cities and built precarious ‘ranchos,’ often on land provided by the state. 
Known as arranchadas, these women managed the commercial activities and food services 
catering to workers passing through. Women’s ranchos, the chinganas, became a central space 
for socialization, popular music, and community-building, as it was the only open convivial 
space for the poor. Women offered food, alcohol, lodging, and entertainment to travelers, 
bringing rural celebrations to urban centers and their suburbs. Although the informal exchange of 
sexual services for food or other favors with clients was frequent, women’s work encompassed 
many more aspects besides sex. The chingana was a substitute home for many transient workers 
and a space for the reconstruction of social and cultural identity in times of emergency. In this 
social space, sexual encounters happened more casually than in the uptight oligarchy. 
Sometimes, independent women even established, out of wedlock, temporary relationships with 
travelers. It was also common for rural women to illegally migrate to mining towns and work in 
domestic service and entertainment. They commonly practiced independent sex work, and 
trafficked alcohol and metals (Salazar 2000; Salazar et al. 2002).  
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The displacement of male workers and independent women’s concentration in the 
peripheries of towns and cities installed a boundary between ‘civilized’ inner cities and a 
‘barbaric’ outer territory. In the 1870s, Vicuña Mackenna’s urban renewal plan consolidated the 
separation between the ‘civilized’ foundational center and the ‘barbaric’ peripheries. He 
conceived an inner loop of green areas separating the elites’ quarters from the “pestilent” 
marginalized land. The Mapocho River marked the beginning of the “barbaric” districts, 
named La Chimba, consisting of agricultural lands and dispersed ranchos. In this neighborhood, 
similar to other town’s suburban land, independent women opened cantinas and chinganas, 
popular spaces of socialization and drinking, where popular music was typical, and frequently 
exchanging sexual services with their customers. La Chimba became more densely populated 
after the Republican military’s defeat against the Mapuche, since most displaced soldiers moved 
to this area. With heavy rains, the river overflowed, leaving it isolated, until late in the 
seventeenth century, when the city built stone walls to contain the river and a steel bridge 
connecting La Chimba to the inner city. 
The most significant rise of sexual labor in Chile is linked to the advance of industrial 
capitalism and the growth of urban centers during the second half of the nineteenth century and 
beginning of the twentieth. With the development of cities and ports, the expansion of 
international commerce, and the arrival of foreign merchants and sailors, sexual services became 
commodified. Foreigners brought metal currency, transforming the informal exchange of sexual 
services and other favors between independent businessowners and creole workers. From the 
1850s onwards, prostitution lost its connection to the rural character of festivities in chinganas, 
and moved to illegal brothels, ‘Chinese coffee shops,’ and ‘date houses,’ which became 
ubiquitous in mining cities, salitreras (nitrate offices), and port cities. In Santiago, numerous 
brothels sprawled near the Central Train Station and the Central Market (near Café 
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Sirenas). Diez de Julio Avenue had a concentration of brothels or casas de remoliendas between 
the end of the 1800s and the 1900s. Nowadays, this street is characterized by a male labor 
concentration in car repair shops and auto parts stores, which coexist with many ‘tinted cafes.’  
Despite these transformations, conviviality and entertainment continued to be a central 
component of the development of sexual labor in the salon of brothels. With the economic crisis 
brought on by the effects of WWI, many industrial workers who lost their jobs had to reinvent 
themselves to maintain their independence, so many began doing sexual labor, integrating 
themselves into an occupation already well installed in the lower-classes. Salazar estimates that 
in 1917, in Santiago, one out of every four adult women practiced sex work and one out of every 
three women was involved in some type of illegal activity. In times of political and economic 
crisis, sexual labor gave poor women the opportunity to be independent as well as access to a 
social network, which saved them from abandonment and isolation in a hostile market that was 
strongly repressed (2002).  
Sex work became widespread in the most marginalized sectors of nineteenth-century 
Chilean society, as part of a form of conviviality rooted in the customs of the displaced lower 
class. Later, it expanded to all other sectors, as sex workers and clients became more diverse. Sex 
work was always associated with an alternate moral order, which operated surreptitiously in 
colonial times, later morphing into part of the gay celebrations in the chinganas, and even later, 
moving to the clandestine brothels, casas de remolienda, and Chinese coffee shops of the 1900s 
to the 1930s. During those decades, it was common for the sons of wealthy families to begin 
their sexual lives in the brothels of Santiago (and cities throughout the country), to preserve the 
sexual purity of respectable women. Married men commonly paid for sexual services to explore 
what they could not do with their wives. In Santiago, sexual labor and the number of people who 
subsisted on it (managers, pimps, and property owners) gave rise to a bourgeoise profiting from 
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sexual labor. The salons of brothels and coffee shops resembled the salons of the oligarchy, were 
characterized by their festive ambience and became associated with other illegal activities, such 
as selling alcohol, gambling, and theft. By the 1920s, prostitution had become “visible and 
invasive” in cities and had turned into a national public health issue (Salazar 2000; 2002).  
Sexual labor and the state 
With the building of the nation-state, motherhood and sexual purity became the 
organizing principles to produce the men who would govern the Nation and the women who 
would undertake the labor of social reproduction. In opposition to the image of the monogamous, 
heterosexual family, the ‘degenerate classes’ were conceived of, differentiating between 
‘normal’ sexualities and those considered ‘perverse.’ The invention of race was central for the 
surveilling of dangerous sexual and racialized Others (McClintock 1992, 1995) and a discourse 
around racial degeneration emerged, associating prostitutes with colonized peoples, interlacing 
racial and sexual difference, sturdily protecting class, gender, and racial boundaries. The 
organization of private space and sexuality in Chile was profoundly different in the oligarchy as 
compared to the working-class mode of life, and a double standard moral and social code 
resulted from this segregation (Salazar 2002). In their intent to repress female sexuality, the elites 
despised the arranchadas -- women living and working independently -- and described them as 
prostitutes or chinas (‘Chinese’ women), indigenous or mestiza women of loose customs who 
hosted thieves. Because of its prosecution and moral condemnation (prostitution was punishable 
by exile), the number of independent women in charge of commercial activities decreased 
considerably towards the end of the nineteenth century (Salazar 2000). 
With the rapid increase of sexually transmitted diseases towards the end of the nineteenth 
century, prostitution became the center of public debate and focus of public sanitary policies. 
Moralist discourses emerged from the elites, stigmatizing and criminalizing sexual labor, and 
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from a public health perspective, prostitution was blamed for the spread of STDs. The 
proliferation of sex workers in public spaces, factories, as well as within domestic labor, 
motivated the country’s first labor laws, sanitary codes, and the state’s protectionist policies. In 
order to eradicate what was considered a ‘barbaric social ill,’ the state began prosecuting sexual 
labor with fines and demolishing brothels. The 1896 ‘Tolerance Houses’ Law of in Santiago 
required that all brothels are registered in the Offices of Tolerance Houses and subject to state 
control. It required prostitutes to carry a health booklet where municipal doctors would record 
their state of health weekly, and that all practices related to prostitution were kept more than 165 
yards away from churches, military barracks, and schools. The law obliged prostitutes working 
in Houses of Tolerance to remain hidden, away from doors and windows opening to public 
spaces. In 1902, this law was modified to incorporate the control of ‘Asian coffee shops’ and 
‘date houses.’ 
In 1925, a new Public Health Code was passed, banning all expressions of sexual 
commerce, ignoring the significance of the brothel in Chilean society. Sexual labor was the only 
sustenance of many low-income women, and central to men’s recreational life. In pursuit of “a 
modern Santiago”, a political agenda commanded the demolishing of brothels and all properties 
that represented uncivilized social conducts. Instead of disappearing, brothels were reinvented, 
disguised behind legal businesses. Authorities realized its impracticability, attributing it to 
citizens’ idiosyncratic nature and “prostitutes’ inherent lack of moral and hygienic control.” A 
1929 police report reads: “It is extremely urgent that the Supreme Government puts an end to so 
much depravation and debauchery degenerating our race.” (Carabineros de Chile quoted by 
Comandini 2014: 83). These assumptions are evidence of the linkage of race, gender, and sexual 
difference in the national imaginary, a subject to be explored in the following chapter.  
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Since the rise of sexual labor in the 1900s, the Chilean state has consistently attempted to 
eradicate it by imposing legal sanctions, as well as with public health campaigns aimed to instill 
terror against syphilis in the population. Despite its prosecution, sexual commerce has not 
receded and instead has continued to be practiced in clandestine spaces. After the failure of the 
1925 Code, a new municipal ordinance in 1929 acknowledged the persistence of prostitution, but 
allowed its practice only when disguised as “cabaret dancing.” Then, due to the failure of these 
previous regulations, in 1931, a new Sanitary Code was imposed, prohibiting brothels or any 
type of business that concealed prostitution, permitting only independent sexual labor. A new 
addendum was incorporated in 1934, fostering the denouncement of subjects propagating 
sexually transmitted diseases, and enforcing punishments. The Code, once again, did not 
succeed, because authorities were incapable of enforcing it. These laws did not consider the 
wellbeing of sex workers but, rather, intended to safeguard morality, control STD’s, and 
enshroud sexual labor, by banning brothels and limiting sex workers’ access to public spaces. 
Because sexual labor was entrenched within customs, sexual practices, and modes of male 
sociability, instead of eradicating its practice, all these laws have displaced sex work to 
clandestine spaces, making streetwalkers and brothels resort to resourceful tactics to avoid 
sanctions. The state’s inability to eradicate the consumption of sexual services led to an 
acceptance of its practice in clandestine brothels as long as they functioned in disguised, to avoid 
sanitary controls (Comandini 2014). 
The victimization of sex workers has not only been useful in securing class boundaries 
and controlling the health and sexuality of the population; it has also been employed to safeguard 
gender roles and a proper organization of the family. Hutchison examines the relationships 
among social control, gender roles, and gender relations at work in her analysis of the Chilean 
labor movement at the end of the nineteenth century. The movement took on the prostitute’s 
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cause and pushed for the abolition of sex work, promising a society where women did not have 
to sell their bodies to subsist. Behind sex workers’ victimization, Hutchison contends, men’s fear 
of women’s sexuality was concealed. The stigmatization of sex workers was exploited to keep 
intact the patriarchal structure, where the man is the agent of industrial capitalism, the provider 
and head of the family, and the woman is relegated to the private sphere under the protection of 
her man (1998). 
The dictatorship’s conservative policies coincided with the rapid sprawl of sexual labor, 
which has been explained by the precarization of working conditions and the abrupt increase of 
inequalities during this period (Godoy 2011). Its practice had to adapt to the night curfews 
imposed by the military regime, and plenty of diurnal clandestine spaces emerged, such as 
topless coffee shops, saunas, massage parlors, and dance halls. In a neoliberal setting, sexual 
labor became a commodified response to a social demand, and became unlinked from its 
popular, rural origins, losing its significance as a form of conviviality. Since the 1980s, despite 
the harsh prosecution of sex workers and the closing of brothels, sexual labor has not been 
eradicated, but instead has transformed and developed hidden behind the façade of clandestine 
spaces. The displacement of sex work to clandestine spaces has ensured the invisibility and 
precarious character of women’s embodied labor. The state’s abolitionist7 approach, materialized 
through fines and the closing of spaces dedicated to the consumption of sexual services, 
reinforces the stigma carried by sex workers.  
The stigmatization of sex workers’ bodies persists in a conservative society where 
women are positioned and valued in relation to norms built upon Christian understandings of 
gender and sexuality, turning into a significant burden for many of my interlocutors. The power 
                                                        
7 Chile follows an abolitionist legal framework, which considers prostitution an incompatible activity with human 
dignity and a symptom of social maladaptation. This approach conceives sex workers as victims, attempts to 
integrate them to the formal labor market and prosecutes pimps. Prohibitionist legal frameworks instead conceive 
prostitution as a crime and prosecutes all parties involved (RedTraSex 2017). 
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of such norms lies in their capacity to impact sex workers’ self-images and how they are seen 
and understood by others. In ‘tinted cafes,’ norms about gender and sexuality are sometimes 
dismissed but oftentimes assumed and followed. The ‘good mother’ / ‘whore’ distinction -- 
rooted in the Christian image of the Virgin Mary and colonial understandings of gender relations 
and sexuality -- defines motherhood as a woman’s mandate, while vilifying sex workers and all 
subaltern sexualities. Next, I examine how the stigmatization of sexual labor affects sex workers’ 
social and emotional spheres, and the strategies that participants rely on to manage stigma. Later, 
I analyze how the state contributed in solidifying women’s identity as mothers during the 
military dictatorship and the transition period.  
“You have to live in a lie”: The stigmatization of sexual labor  
Before meeting Lissette, I visited many ‘tinted cafes’ in Santiago and every worker and 
manager I talked to spoke about sexual labor as if it happened ‘somewhere else.’ While everyone 
denied it, it became clear that sexual services were ordinary in all the lower-status coffee shops I 
visited. When I first met Lissette, she dismissed her involvement in her employees’ sexual labor 
and pretended to allow it in her business only to help her personnel. “I don’t like it and do not 
want to know anything about it [workers doing ‘private’ sexual services in the bathroom].” As 
time passed, she became more frank and my relationship with her and her employees became 
closer, but even so, Lissette continued to explain and deny that she approved of her employees 
practicing sexual services.  
“When I first saw this business, I told myself ‘shoot'! What am I doing? But I am not 
forcing anyone, and if they go work somewhere else, they will be in worse conditions. 
Also, at the time [when the business became sexualized], I had two daughters going to 
school and I had a lot of expenses.” 
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Lissette’s denial is symptomatic of social relationships in the world of sex workers, 
managers, and business owners. As Mónica explained: “My sister and I do not talk too much 
about ‘this’ and nobody knows anything. My partner knows how the cafe used to be back in the 
days, but I haven’t told him that now there is perreo [sexual services] happening.” More 
recently, Mami, who likes to gossip, told me that Lissette, her daughter, used to do ‘privates’ 
(sexual services involving intercourse) a long time ago, but I have never heard Lissette or her 
employees mention it. The stigmatization of sexual labor leads to silence and invisibility and its 
condemnation is secured by institutions, the state, and the legal apparatus displacing it with a 
regime of invisibility. Stigma is also reproduced through everyday social interactions and 
discourses disparaging sexual labor and sex workers. As one manager explained: “people will 
never change the negative way they think about ‘tinted cafes.’ When workers go to a 
supermarket, they know people gossip about them. That will never change in this society. I think 
these women are brave.”  
Although everyone deals with it differently, the stigmatization of sexual labor is a 
common challenge for women who work in ‘tinted cafes.’ In their accounts, being caught by 
inspectors, police, or family members is a constant worry. Besides losing their job if the business 
is shut down, the shame of being signaled as a ‘prostitute’ by authorities impose a considerable 
burden. Stacy says she always feels discriminated against by others; “people treat us as if we 
were infected,” and explains how she hates being called cafetera – ‘coffee woman,’ a demeaning 
word embedded with prejudice. “People have made my life impossible because of this job. The 
father of my youngest son breaks my balls all the time. He says I do not love my children but I 
do! I work for them; I’m not working to buy things for me; everything is for them.” While she 
talks about saving her friend from getting busted by police doing a ‘private’ in the bathroom, 
Stacy assures me she does not wish for that to happen to anyone. “That is the worst part of this 
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job; you have to live in a lie.” Stacy regrets telling her family about her work and the way she is 
treated by her social world is a constant burden. 
“Pilar, now you see us as normal people because you know us. But do you know how a 
close-minded, machista asshole sees us? Everyone gossips about me because I am a 
cafetera. It is hard for a man to see that other men are looking at her woman. Even 
though you are bearing with him, visiting him in prison, you have been faithful to him, 
and you are not screwing8 anyone.” 
Verónica does not care about what others think about her job because she is independent 
and has no one she reports to. However, she is an exception. Most workers do not tell their 
families and partners about their jobs and plan elaborate stories to avoid being discovered, 
judged, and shamed by family and friends. For example, Andrea tells her family she works at a 
lingerie store, Nina pretends to be a cook at a cafeteria, and Cindy says she works in a ‘regular’ 
cafe, the more respectable ones with transparent storefronts, without sexual services. Estrella 
tells her boyfriend that she works in a cafeteria, and she “would rather die than tell her boyfriend 
about the kind of work she does.” Daniela tells her husband she works in a cleaning company 
and to justify her earnings, she tells him she works extra hours. “I have to get some cash before 
he gets out of prison because it will be the end of the month, and he will ask me, ‘did you get 
paid?’ I have to save some cash.” Daniela has raised her son by herself while her husband was in 
prison and yet, she has to lie to him about practicing sexual labor to make a living. The gossip at 
work is that he killed someone, but in this web of exclusions, being a sex worker is considered 
worse than murder.  
                                                        
8 ‘Screwing’ does not have the same double meaning as in English (fucking / causing harm). Thus, Stacy is saying 
she is not ‘causing harm’ to anyone. 
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Sex workers’ inability to fit within social norms and avoiding the stigma associated with 
their labor drives them to come up with a series of strategies to navigate a social context that 
simultaneously leaves them without opportunities and condemns the labor they perform ‘to get 
ahead.’ Most times, lying is the most practical way to deal with stigma. Workers come up with 
creative strategies to keep the secret sphere of their lives hidden from friends and relatives. 
Workers keep their bikinis and high-heel shoes in lockers to avoid stirring suspicions at home. 
To keep up the appearance of more respectable jobs, some stage photographs and upload them to 
Facebook. Women also fabricate excuses to avoid getting picked up by their partners at the cafe. 
Stacy and Vicky took pictures of each other in a nearby cybercafe to tell their families they work 
at a call center. Patty had to buy a white apron and run to a nearby printing shop after her 
daughter insisted on her taking a selfie at work. Daniela feels urged to find a “decent job” 
because “she is afraid of her husband finding out about what she does.” He was recently released 
after more than ten years in prison and now wants to be in control of her movements. She is 
terrified that if he finds out, he will beat her up and leave, “taking their son with him because she 
is a prostitute.” Although staging a ‘decent job’ is the most common and effective strategy used 
to avoid stigma, it does not protect them from feeling ashamed or guilty. For some interlocutors, 
the stigmatization of their labor has become their worst pressure, a feeling many times reinforced 
by their religious upbringings. For example, Debora and Andrea agree that “their job is a sin,” 
but they believe “God understands that they do it for their families, not to spend their wages on 
themselves, partying, or doing drugs.” Vicky asks God for forgiveness every day, but she is 
confident that He knows “this job is only temporary in order to get out of the hole.”  
The power of sexual norms (and other forms of exclusion) lies in their ability to impact 
how sex workers are seen and treated by others, as well as their capacity to impact sex workers 
self-images, making them feel Other. Engrained gendered and sexual boundaries enable certain 
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sexualities and sexed identifications while disavowing others. Women’s narratives of guilt, as 
depicted above, illustrate how social norms are sometimes followed and internalized, causing 
significant strains for them. The shame associated with their embodied work can be intensified 
by the mandate to be a ‘good mother,’ which contradicts the stigma falling upon sex workers, as 
the next section investigates. Afterwards, I turn to sex workers’ experiences and self-image, and 
how they are affected by social norms excluding sexual Others. 
Madres y huachos: Motherhood in the national imaginary  
In this section, I sketch the modern sociohistorical processes that consolidated women’s 
central role as mothers and caretakers. Situated at the other side of the moral spectrum from the 
‘good mother’ stands the ‘prostitute,’ thus establishing the mother/whore distinction as a 
significant organizing principle of society. This symbolic binary with a long history has been 
perpetuated by state laws that have consolidated men’s role as ‘breadwinners’ and laws that 
prosecute sexual labor, further reproducing sex workers’ marginalization. The later section 
moves on to analyzing how women working in the cafés try to resolve this binary, notably, how 
they see themselves as both sex workers and mothers.  
In Madres y huachos – Mothers and bastards. Allegory of the Chilean Mestizaje, Sonia 
Montecino (1991) problematizes the production of the sexes and genders within the national 
imaginary. Using historical, sociological, anthropological, and literary texts, she looks for 
continuities and discontinuities in the position of women in society throughout the nation’s 
history, as part of a mestiza culture made invisible. Montecino argues that one of the central 
inheritances of the Spanish colonization is the frequent abandonment of children by their fathers, 
or the ‘children without known fathers.’ During the nineteenth century, this representation 
evolved into the figure of the “huacho” (bastard), a term deriving from the Quechuan Huaqcha 
(orphan children protected by the Incan government). In the popular imagination, the Virgin 
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Mary persists as the allegory of the single mother and the absent Spanish father. Mary represents 
the mestiza, selfless and hard-working single mother, always trying to compensate for the 
absence of her children’s father, but also exerting her control over them through her protection. 
According to Montecino, the absenteeism of millions of fathers has become a legitimized aspect 
of culture in Chile. The meanings associated with sacred elements, such as the Virgin as an 
allegory for the mother, has impacted the production of identities and contributes to explain the 
nation’s history, the organization of the family, and social life (1991). 
The separation of the public and private realms, consolidated by the building of the 
nation-state, relegated women to the realm of reproduction, leaving few or nonexistent 
opportunities for them in the labor sphere and power positions. Despite working-class women 
contributing consistently to sustaining their families, they have been always conceived of as a 
mere secondary workforce. Until the 1900s, Chilean women could only take the most unstable 
jobs associated with their gender: domestic service, sewing, food preparation, and vending. At 
the turn of the century, they began working in the new clothing, leather, and textile factories of 
Santiago and Valparaíso, but continued receiving only minimal opportunities in terms of wages, 
hours, and working conditions, in relation to men. During the 1920s -1930s, working-class 
women struggled to balance expectations about their domestic responsibilities and class 
solidarity, and the need to make an income (Hutchison 2001). To protect employed mothers, the 
state passed a paternalistic labor code in 1924 to confront the ‘social question,’ reifying men’s 
role as the ‘breadwinner’ and women’s responsibility as the mother and caretaker, further 
restricting the opportunities for women in the labor market. The law neatly defined which types 
of labor were “appropriate to women,” based on an essentialized division of labor by sex, 
“revealing assumptions about masculinity and femininity concerning wage work, family 
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survival, and reproduction” (Hutchison 2001: 13). Working-class women had to challenge the 
gender division of labor to survive in a context of acute social inequalities (2001). 
A modern traditionalism continued to define Chilean society through the end of the 1960s 
and the advance of secularization did not reach all women. A 1968 sociological study claims that 
the family continued to be the primordial organization of society and women were still seen 
fundamentally as wives and mothers, across social classes. Women continued to choose careers 
associated with feminine qualities, such as home and caretaking (Mattelart and Mattelart 1968). 
During the Unidad Popular, Allende’s brief socialist government from 1970 to 1973, women 
played a significant role in political organizations, but traditional gender roles were not 
fundamentally transformed. Not surprisingly, Pinochet’s dictatorship (1973-1989) fostered 
traditional religious values, reinforcing women’s conventional roles circumscribed to 
motherhood and defining the traditional, nuclear family, as women’s natural destiny. Women 
were portrayed as the protagonists of the rebuilding of a great nation, embodying traditional 
moral values (Mora 2006). As the Military Junta declared in an official Declaration of 
Principles: “…the present government feels the whole task it has outlined must rest solidly on 
the family, womanhood finds fulfillment in the greatness of her mission, and thus becomes the 
spiritual rock of the nation” (Junta Militar quoted by Méndez 1979: 43). 
The regulation of women’s bodies became central to consolidate the regime’s social 
control and population policy became an issue of national security (Grau 1997). State policies 
restricted women’s sexual and reproductive rights9 and sexuality was displaced from public 
debate. Nevertheless, once again, the moral tutelage of the state was not able to ultimately 
                                                        
9 In 1989, towards the end of the military regime, therapeutic abortion was banned; it had been legal since 1925. 
Since the return to democracy, no government attempted to depenalize abortion until 2015 when President Bachelet 
submitted to Congress the project Aborto Tres Causales (Abortion under Three Conditions), which was approved in 
2017, decriminalizing? abortion in cases of rape, the mother at risk or external fetal unviability (Nicholls and 
Cuestas 2018). 
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impose itself on citizens’ sexual desires and practices (Candina et al. 2005). After the return to 
democracy, several state policies working towards gender equality were passed, promoting self-
reliance and autonomy as women’s ideals, and incorporating women to positions of political 
power. Sadly, social rights did not comprehensively affect gender politics since redistributive 
demands were focused on economic goals (Mora 2013). The private sphere was strongly 
politicized, and the family became a site of confrontation for the values of ‘tradition’ and of 
feminist discourses calling for the reformulation of social relationships (Candina et al. 2005). 
Transformations in the family, reproductive rights, and sexual diversity were thoroughly 
discussed, however, the transformations achieved have been far off citizens’ demands. The gap 
between demands for gender equality, filiation and reproductive rights, and the transformations 
achieved, reveal the power of elites to influence topics of public matter (Godoy 2011). 
A woman’s position as it was understood in nineteenth-century Chilean society - a 
period of industrialization and ‘democratic ideology’ - continues to linger today. Their unequal 
position is legitimized by what is perceived as different abilities and capabilities, which have 
engendered an ingrained habitus about gendered hierarchical differentiation (Mora 2013; Valdés 
2000). For contemporary working-class women, reproduction is the fundamental role in the 
sexual division of labor and this responsibility rests on them. At the same time, they cannot earn 
enough money by remaining in traditional feminine occupations, especially when they are the 
sole providers for their families. Today, over forty percent of the families in Chile are headed by 
women, and eighty percent of those are single-parent families (Ministerio de Desarrollo Social y 
Familia 2017; Sepúlveda 2017). Meanwhile, material conditions have not significantly improved 
for the Chilean working class.  
Without a robust cultural project for the building of a democratic national identity, 
transitional governments built their programs based on the Nation, the Church, and the family as 
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structuring orders, and the nuclear family became the icon of social reconstruction (Godoy 2011; 
Vega 2005). Relying on the Catholic notion of women as “morally superior, humble, and 
selfless,” women’s identity continues to be inseparable from motherhood (Vega 2005). These 
governments reinforced the ideal of modern women as mothers, wives, and workers. This model 
was reproduced through media; in subtle ways, shows and TV commercials reproduced the 
sexual division of labor where, after their jobs, women went back home to take care of domestic 
chores and their children (Godoy 2005). Although childbearing can been empowering for 
women, this supposition has also sustained women’s subordination in everyday life (Mora 2006; 
Vega 2005). 
The elites’ conservative ideas reemerged with the political transition that began in 1990, 
coinciding with a renewed influence of the Catholic Church (Godoy 2005; Vega 2005). 
Simultaneously, sexual minorities started becoming more visible because of their demand for 
access to equal rights. Civil organizations began to challenge normative heterosexuality and 
dominant forms of conviviality. Sexuality and gender relations have received attention in 
academic research and public debate, taking preeminence as a political tool to fight the programs 
of the conservative right. However, privileging a ‘democracy of consensus’ has resulted in the 
exclusionary handling of social diversity, allowing a homogenous elite (in terms of lifestyle, 
political, religious, and class backgrounds) to impose their regulatory framework as the only 
legitimate option. The two-parent, heterosexual family has dominated social relationships and 
has been the dominant form of conviviality, denying recognition to non-conforming families, 
bodies, and sexual identifications. Elites have been able to impose their power through their 
control and ownership of media, their overrepresentation in political spaces, and their power to 
influence educational programs (Godoy 2005). Conservative sectors, influenced by the Church, 
have swayed discussions about divorce law, the legalization of abortion, sexual education, and 
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the distribution and access to the morning-after pill. Until today, conservative sectors have the 
power to impose their normalizing values and lifestyles, excluding a broad sector of society 
which demands the right to recognition, to form a family, and autonomy over their bodies.10  
In this context, of conservative politics concerning gender and reproductive rights, certain 
sexualities are recognized while others are rejected, and sexual dissidents carry the burden of 
stigmatization. In ‘tinted cafes,’ sex workers’ accounts illustrate how social norms are adhered to 
and internalized, putting strain on them. The stigma around sexual labor affects everyone 
differently, and relationally, in terms of class, gender, racial, and ethnic inequalities. In the 
following section, I explore how women’s central role as mothers and caretakers is prevalent in 
the workplace, how it takes up space and priority in women’s lives and obligations, and how the 
mandate to be ‘good mothers’ often creates additional pressures for women who practice sexual 
labor in ‘tinted cafes.’  
The second sex: Gender roles and sexual labor in ‘tinted cafes’  
On a hot afternoon in mid-February, I found Lizzy, Lissette’s oldest daughter, filling in 
for her mom at the cash register. She had a copy of de Beauvoir’s The Second Sex on the 
cashier’s counter. As I was greeting Lizzy, Andrea approached her to ask for permission to go 
out to do a ‘private’ elsewhere. Lizzy was confused as to why she was being asked this, since she 
did not know what the rules were. Andrea explained that every time a worker leaves the business 
to do a sexual service in a nearby motel, she has to pay ten dollars to the cash register. After 
Andrea left with her client, Lizzy spoke about feeling uncomfortable and contradictory. On the 
one hand, she wants to help her mother with her business but, at the same time, she does not like 
to see the girls doing sex work. “This job is not up my alley. I feel sad for the girls.” Referencing 
                                                        
10 This conservative ideology is being contended by growing feminist mobilizations, which could provoke profound 
changes in discourses around gender inequality and gender violence, sexuality, education, and reproductive rights 
(DW 2018a, 2018b; El País 2018). 
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de Beauvoir’s book, Lizzy explained that she gave it to her mother as a gift and wrote a message 
for her on the cover page, but Lissette never cared to read it. She spoke about her feminist views 
and how those impact her critique of gender roles and sexual labor – “My mom does all the 
housework, without delegating anything to anyone. In this country, if you are a mother, you have 
to be a superwoman.” Lizzy explained her mom spends too much time on domestic chores 
despite working during the day as one of the managers of her ‘tinted cafes.’ Her husband does 
not contribute at all with the chores at home, and he spends most of the time just laying down. 
“It’s so shitty! It makes me so angry!” Lizzy complains. “It has to change! My mom does not 
have time to be his domestic worker. She is still young and should enjoy her life. What will she 
get accomplished? Raising children. That’s all!” After walking out of the cafe, I looked back and 
saw Lizzy reading The Second Sex very close to the storefront window, trying to catch the light 
going in through a hole in the black curtains.  
Lissette raised her two oldest daughters by herself and has two younger kids with her 
present husband, who does not take part in doing domestic chores, according to Lizzy. Most 
participants I met in the field are single mothers and sustain their families by themselves. 
Usually, fathers rarely show up to see their kids, or are completely absent, which resonates with 
Montecino’s suggestion that, in the nation’s popular imaginary, mothers are generous and 
devoted to their children, while fathers mostly remain out of their lives (1991). Workers often 
expressed their sense of responsibility and determination to be good mothers, which sometimes 
extends to taking care of older parents, grandparents, and siblings. My interlocutors’ accounts 
often reflected the internalization of motherhood as a woman’s natural mandate and narratives 
about their obligation to be good mothers were frequent.  
Practicing sexual labor in the context of traditional family values and norms, where it is 
intensely defamed, presents sex workers with additional pressures. Women’s responsibility to be 
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good mothers has a double-edged relationship with the practice of sexual labor and leads them to 
feel guilty when it collides with the stigmatization of their job. Most ‘tinted cafe’ sex workers do 
not tell their children about their job, because it does not fit the national construct of what it 
means ‘to be a good mother.’ But on the other hand, the mothers’ duty to provide for their 
children is the most common justification for the practice of this type of embodied labor. Sex 
workers in ‘tinted cafes’ draw on validations, excuses, and practices that redeem their non-
conformist work. For example, Vicky explains that she and her coworkers sell sexual services for 
the wellbeing of their children: “Some women support husbands or pimps, but in our case, we’re 
doing it for our kids, our families, and our homes. We have higher ethics. We take the money out 
of men; not the other way around.” Women’s assumed responsibility to be ‘good mothers’ 
manifests as a self-justification for doing sexual labor and a reason to judge coworkers who do 
not practice it for the ‘right reasons.’ For example, Stacy compares the way she spends her 
earnings with Darling’s: 
“If she is a grown-up and has two kids, why doesn’t she get out of cocaine? If you work 
here to let dudes finger you, to do blowjobs and ‘privates,’ you can’t do this type of work 
to pay for drugs. I don’t like that crap! I need to work for my children, and my kids have 
everything they need, and I take them out all the time. If she is making jokes about 
‘snorting’ her wages over the weekend, I don’t think she is a good contribution to this 
business.” 
The stigmatization of sex work, as Debora experiences it, translates into her feeling at 
fault. Lying to her kids and internalizing the stigma associated with sexual labor cause 
significant strains.  “Being a mom and doing sexual labor has a huge cost. That’s why one has to 
save money; to be able to get out of this job the day of tomorrow, so it doesn’t weigh on you so 
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much.” She sees shopping and spending time with their children as a common tactic to relieve 
her and her coworkers from their guilt: 
“I think we fill our kids with material things because we feel guilty, because we make the 
bucks moving our asses. It’s not easy to work doing this crap. After it’s over, we all go 
home to take a shower, to get rid of the fucker’s stink, and to enjoy our children. I think 
most of the women who work in this trade are like that.” 
The shame associated with sexual labor and the duty to be a good mother, pushes Debora 
to engage in consumption practices to compensate for her guilt, which contributes to her 
precarity as she will often increase her debt to shop for her children. Her guilt also does not 
allow her to embrace her sexual identity outside of the world of ‘tinted cafes.’ Debora married a 
man who became abusive, but also had three children with him. Since they separated, she has 
been dating mostly women and expresses her sexual and emotional preference for women. 
Recently, she has been dating an Ecuadorian woman who works in a neighboring cafe, who 
would like to establish a formal relationship with Debora. Despite Debora’s claim to feeling 
happy with her new girlfriend, “she could never bring her home,” since her mother and children 
would never understand. “My mother is very old-school and her mind is not capable of adapting 
to these changes; it would kill her.” For this reason, she keeps her relationship secret. Her 
accounts manifest how ingrained gendered and sexual boundaries present challenges for non-
normative sexualities and gender identifications. On the other hand, her attraction for an 
immigrant woman contradicts her racist and xenophobic comments about immigrants, which are 
frequent and very outspoken. Debora’s story also illustrates how desire and affection are not 





Gender and sexual norms place women in a subordinate place in relation to men, limiting 
their opportunities. On the other hand, ideas about conviviality, sexuality and intimacy, rooted in 
Christian tradition, pose additional challenges for sex workers. The mother/ whore distinction, 
which lingers in the national imaginary of gender and gender roles, stigmatizes sex workers 
while simultaneously pressing them to be good mothers. Clients’ representations of sex workers, 
interweaved with an overview of sociohistorical processes, contextualize the hegemonic norms 
operating in ‘tinted cafes,’ which impact both self-images and how they are understood by 
others. Sex workers’ narratives illuminate how they live with the stigma associated with their 
labor and how the discrimination they experience impacts the way they see themselves. Their 
stories point to how the lack of recognition of sex work force participants to split their work from 
other spheres of their lives, and how shame and guilt affect their social relationships and self-
images.  
Social and cultural norms concerning gender, the body, and sexuality impact everyone 
differently and in relation to other markers of distinction. Following recent demographic 
transformations that have taken place, the next chapter looks at the way ethnic and racial 
differences, coupled with the commodification of sexuality, creates social barriers. From a 
sociohistorical perspective, it examines the emergence of racial categories, in relation with the 
history of gender and sexuality addressed by this chapter. Following sex workers’ accounts, I 
look at the ways racial and sexual boundaries are enacted in cafes by sex workers. Based on 
interviews with different actors, I examine the volatile and contradictory character of social 
relationships in ‘tinted cafes’ when considering distinctions of race and ethnicity, racist 




Racialized bodies and sexualities in ‘tinted cafes’ 
 
‘The gallery has gone to shit’: Fear of racial and ethnic Others  
Almost two years after becoming independent in the ‘tinted cafe’ business, Debora 
surprised me with a text message letting me know she had moved back to Sergio’s, the coffee 
shop where she had gotten started in sexual labor, long before working for Lissette. I was very 
surprised to hear it since her new business seemed to be going well, and she had expressed liking 
working independently. I thought her ‘tinted cafe’ was making an adequate amount of money, 
and Debora had made it sound like it was a perfect situation for her in terms of working 
conditions, as she had more flexible hours and control over the business organization. But 
Debora decided to go back to working for someone else because, she explained, the gallery 
where Sirenas is located is undergoing a period of decay and violence. “It has gotten very bad 
with so many Blacks.” She places blame on the many Black clients, mostly from Haiti, who 
recently started frequenting the gallery seeking out sexual services. With the presence of Black 
men gathering in the hallway of the gallery, “the gallery has gone to shit,” Debora complained. 
According to her, with these changes, old-time Chilean clients do not want to walk into the 
gallery anymore, and business has declined considerably.1 She prefers earning less money 
working for someone else but having fewer worries at work, she says. “I put too much effort in 
trying to make that gallery look better, but if the gallery is tacky, it will always be tacky, no 
matter what.” Lately, as I write this chapter, the climate of the gallery feels tense, but the 
aggressiveness I have experienced does not exclusively involve Black men. I have seen loud 
fights among coworkers, workers screaming at Black clients, telling them to move away from the 
                                                        
1 ‘Tinted cafes’ have been traditionally been patronized by a predominantly mestizo Chilean clientele. Only very 
recently, as I was ending my fieldwork, Black immigrant clients, most of them from Haiti, began frequenting one of 
the two commercial galleries in which my fieldwork took place.  
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public corridor of the commercial gallery, and explosive arguments between sex workers and 
clients. Besides the frequent fighting, there have been extensive police raids of the ‘tinted cafes’ 
in this gallery, which has resulted in many of the businesses shutting down. Out of the eight 
‘tinted cafes’ I visited in September and October of 2019, only three remain open: Sirenas and 
the two businesses next door.  
 In Chile, the population of individuals of African descent is scarce compared to other 
Latin American countries (except for Uruguay and Argentina). Throughout its history, the 
Chilean state has deployed racist policies to whitewash its national identity, concealing its racial 
and ethnic diversity. Within the hierarchy of exclusions organizing Chilean and other Latin-
American societies, Blacks tend to be more discriminated against than indigenous people (Wade 
2010). Chile’s relative isolation and successive policies of displacement and dispossession of 
Black and indigenous subjects have made its population less racially diverse than other countries. 
Linked to the national desire to resemble white Europeans, skin color and phenotypical 
variations have played a significant role in society’s social hierarchization, organizing 
individuals’ access to opportunities and resources. Hence, when a considerable number of Black 
immigrants from Colombia, the Dominican Republic, and Haiti became visible in Santiago and 
other regional capitals, towards the end of the nineties,2 the racism and xenophobia 
characterizing Chilean society was exposed. Several studies focused on racism and xenophobia 
in Chile attest to the exclusion that Black and indigenous subjects experience as they try to adapt 
to their host society (Campos 2017; Carrère and Carrère 2015; Tijoux 2014, 2014; Valle 2019). 
As Chapter Three tackled, individuals’ experience of racial and ethnic differentiation operates in 
a situated and relational mode, interlaced with class and gender distinctions.  
                                                        
2 In 1998, Chile changed its refugee policies and started receiving Afro-descendant immigrants seeking asylum from 
Colombia, Cuba, Haiti, Somalia, and Ruanda. After the 2010 earthquake that devastated Haiti, Chile has hosted a 
significant number of immigrants from Haiti (Valle 2019). 
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Debora’s prejudices towards racial Others, blaming Black men for the violence damaging 
her business, exemplifies the normalized racist discourses prevalent in ‘tinted cafes’ and the 
barriers that Black immigrants face. In a social space marked by precarity and violence, she 
blames Black clients for current conflicts as if they were monopolizing violence. Her claim 
exemplifies how the racism of workers responding to the arrival of Black clients are provoking 
new clashes in ‘tinted cafes,’ interweaving class conflicts, sexualities, and ethnic and racial 
difference. Debora’s assumptions illustrate how in ‘tinted cafes,’ immigrants are often blamed 
for the business’ decay. Her racist suppositions are symptomatic of a generalized climate of 
distrust towards immigrants, especially those of Afro-Caribbean descent. Debora’s prejudice 
exposes how racial inequality is reproduced through daily social practices and commercialized 
sexual exchanges. Her discriminatory attitude, also frequent among her coworkers, points to the 
power relations that have defined racial differentiation and exclusion in a nation built upon white 
supremacy, one where there is no space made for Black subjects.  
Following the recent transformations taking place in ‘tinted cafes,’ this chapter examines 
how racial and ethnic difference, together with the commodification of sexuality, complicate 
inequalities for immigrant sex workers. Racist discourses need to be seen within the wider 
historical context and the sociopolitical processes that have installed race as a marker of 
distinction. In this chapter, from a sociohistorical understanding of race (Bonilla Silva 2001; 
Feagin 2006; Omi and Winant 2015), I examine racist narratives in ‘tinted cafes’ within the 
history of race as a social category. I review the social processes that installed race as a mark of 
distinction, and racist state politics since the building of the nation-state. From a micro-level 
perspective, I draw on clients’ contrasting representations of immigrant bodies and sex workers’ 
accounts of their experiences with Black clients, exploring the tensions and ambiguities that have 
emerged from relationships mediated by racial inequality and the commodification of sexuality.  
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Race, sexuality, and the building of the Nation 
The institutionalized racism and exclusion immigrants find in Chile is far from new, but 
rather consistent with a history of racialized state politics. Racism is embedded into the nation’s 
institutions and social organization. During different periods of its history, the Chilean state has 
been a central agent in processes of racialization and racialized dispossession and exclusion. 
After the Pacific War, the Chilean state expelled Afro-descendant subjects from annexed 
territories, while installing the idea that Chileans could not be Black (Campos 2017). Through 
the unequal management of disputes over indigenous land, the state has institutionalized racial 
and ethnic inequality. Relying on ideas of racial dominance, it has consistently favored 
European, white colonizers over mestizos and indigenous communities. Despite these disparities 
and violent actions, race as a social category and racial inequality have been dismissed, and this 
invisibilization is itself a product of the relations of domination (Richards 2013). 
Like in the rest of the Americas, racial categories were introduced with the European 
colonial invasion; thus, they are inseparable from colonial European thinking about difference 
(Wade 2010). From that perspective, opposite to civilized Europeans, were the colonized, 
uncivilized, and irrational indigenous peoples (Lugones 2014). Racial categories were drawn 
based on perceived phenotypical differences, and were worked into essential markers of 
distinction that translated into hierarchized social categories, utilized to include and exclude 
certain subjects. Race installed a social classification of the population and was instrumentally 
used to legitimize the relations of domination imposed by the colonizers. Organized upon four 
axes of domination: labor relations, sexuality, collective authority, and subjectivities, the colonial 
matrix was an effective method to secure domination and hegemony (Lugones 2014; Quijano 
2000). Spanish Colonization ranked people according to racial purity, a caste system based on 
‘blood,’ within which free African mestizos and enslaved Africans were situated at the lowest 
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extreme of the hierarchy. Perceived phenotypical attributes were assumed to indicate innate 
differences, passed on over generations, sustaining racial distinctions with a discourse of 
naturalization (Richards 2013; Wade 2010). 
Chile has had a troublesome past with mestizaje, the mixture of white colonizers, 
indigenous peoples, and enslaved Africans. Its history is overburdened with the violence of 
colonization, which was enacted by white men usurping indigenous women’s bodies. Unlike 
other indigenous civilizations of América, the Mapuche resisted colonial domination for over 
three centuries, maintaining an autonomous territory South of the Bío Bío River.3 While the 
Mapuche negotiated with the Spanish crown and later the Republic, the colonizers dominated the 
indigenous communities of central Chile rapidly. During the 1600s, mestizos became the lower-
class of the rural and urban worlds, the bastard children of Spanish men and their servants or 
secondary women. Because mestizos/as were associated with illegitimate children, the stigma 
they carried reinforced the denial of indigenous descendants and the nation’s desire to be white. 
Moreover, a permanent war with the Mapuche near the border between the Chilean nation and 
indigenous autonomous territory, fostered the development of hostility towards the Mapuche, 
which became internalized by mestizos, who rejected their ancient culture to assimilate 
(Waldman 2004).   
Despite race and ethnicity playing a central role in shaping its social organization, Chile 
has avoided race as a social category, emphasizing class instead (Richards 2013). With the 
formation of the nation-state, slavery and the caste organization were abolished, and ethnic and 
racial distinctions, were rearticulated into social classes. Dismissing the heterogeneous ways of 
life and the regional, social, and cultural customs found across the territory, in the historiography 
                                                        
3 The Araucanía, the territories South of the Bío Bío River, were recognized as autonomous Mapuche territory by 
the Spanish crown in 1640 and remained independent until the end of the nineteenth century. 
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of the nation, traditional essentialist understandings of cultural and national identity prevail. The 
indigenous and Black populations were marginalized in order to create a fictitious ‘white self’ in 
pursuit of collective progress, envisioning and installing homogeneity as a fundamental trait of 
Chilean identity (Subercaseaux 1999; Tijoux 2014). To achieve the whitening project of the 
Nation, historians elided the participation of African people in histories of nation-building and 
expelled African descendants from annexed territories (Campos 2017; Montecino 1991). Encina, 
for example, saw mestizaje as the inferior blood corrupting whiteness, the greater race. He wrote 
about a nation of only few mestizos, who had become modern and civilized, resembling 
Europeans. In his 1953 book, La Historia de Chile desde la Prehistoria hasta 1891, Encina 
contends that enslaved Africans perished because of their inferiority under harsh climate 
conditions, ignoring the role of Black descendants as part of the making of the nation to 
whitewash the skin of the population in the national imaginary. His thinking reflects relations of 
domination and exclusion, linked to a racialized politics for the occupation of the national 
territory.  
Although slavery was never implemented to the extent it was in American countries with 
plantation economies, the Afro-descendant population living in Chile’s present-day territory 
dates from the colonial period. Historical archives show evidence of the participation of African 
descendants in the Independence and Pacific War, and scholars have studied the African 
influence in traditional Chilean music (Campos 2017). Eliminating Black subjects from history is 
itself a product of the white, European-centered model consolidated by the building of the 
nation-state. The whitewashing of its population continued through the mid-nineteenth century 
wars and annexations. Between 1870 and 1900, the Chilean state expanded its territory, which 
involved wars with neighboring nations and violently taking over the Mapuche southern land. 
After the Pacific War (1879-1884), Chile seized extensive northern regions from the Bolivian-
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Peruvian alliance, where many Afro-descendants lived. During colonial times, enslaved Africans 
had been transported to the Peruvian Viceroyalty as part of the transatlantic slave trade, and 
settling in Arica and its interior valleys. When the war ended, African descendants were seen as 
Peruvian, presented as the enemy that had to be expelled. Blacks were prosecuted, harassed, their 
houses marked with crosses, and most families were forced into exile. The Chilean state still 
dismisses Afro-descendant citizens, which is demonstrated, for example, by the national census 
defining Blacks under the category “otro” (other). The state continues to deny Blacks subjects 
recognition while pretending to consider all citizens equally, supported by colorblindness 
discourses. The afro-descendant community of Arica continues to demand the national census to 
consider Afro-descendants as part of the nation (Campos 2017). 
With the eliding of castes after Independence, the protection of indigenous lands was 
eliminated, initiating the most intensive period of usurpation, which displaced all indigenous 
communities in central Chile. The few who remained, were left in poverty and without any land 
to work (Bengoa 2014). In the liberal mindset of the elites, the Mapuche were a retrograde, 
uncivilized population that needed to be educated and integrated to Chilean society. Their land 
was seen as empty territory and an opportunity waiting to be exploited. Between 1880 and 1883, 
the underlying racism of the project of the nation-state becomes installed in the national 
imaginary and instigates the “Pacification” of Mapuche land, to open up space for a superior 
migration, of people prepared to work the land and develop the region. The state colonization 
programs towards the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century established 
sharp distinctions between “desired” immigrants, the white Europeans who received state 
support to colonize southern territories, and “undesired” foreigners: the Asian, Peruvian, and 
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Bolivian workers who came seeking work in the saltpeter mines and guano reserves4 of the 
Northern territories. Operating through the Chilean Agency for Immigration and Colonization in 
Europe, selective migration policies were intended to modernize the nation and foster economic 
development by incorporating workers of ‘a superior race’ into the industrialization process. To 
motivate new colonizers, the state offered money for travel expenses, pensions, and extensive 
plots of land to settle. With the arrival of white Europeans – mostly Spanish, Basque, Italian, and 
German – the state secured the white occupation of the territory, taking over a considerable part 
of the land of Mapuche5 communities in the South (Stefoni 2011a; Tijoux and Palominos 2015). 
The Mapuche became trapped between the expanding central region of productive agricultural 
haciendas and the successful, industrializing ‘German south.’ The lands of the displaced 
indigenous communities were nationalized to secure them for European settlers. The colonized 
lands were extensively used for cattle production and became depleted. During the second half of 
the twentieth century, these lands were planted with pine and eucalyptus for the development of 
the forestry industry (Bengoa 2014). The inequalities created by this colonial usurpation prevail 
to this day with the expansion of corporate tinder plantations in ancestral territory, which 
represent a systematic dispossession of the Mapuche to the benefit of the elites. Labeled as 
‘terrorists,’ politically persecuted, disempowered, and exploited, the Mapuche pay the 
consequences of the nation’s economic development in a global economy (Richards 2013). 
Alongside the usurpation of Mapuche lands, the stereotypes of the Mapuche as drunkards 
and lazy were installed among the population, interlacing prejudices based on class, racial, and 
                                                        
4 Guano, the accumulated excrement of seabirds, was massively extracted from cliffs and rocky coastlines and 
exported as a fertilizer. 
5 After the Spanish settled throughout Latin America, the Mapuche remained sovereign, occupying significant part 
of today’s Chile and Argentina. In Chile, the Mapuche lived south of the Bíobío river and negotiated with the central 
governments, until new military technology allowed the Chilean state to take over the indigenous lands of the south 
during the second half of the nineteenth century. 
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sexual difference. While the national identity heavily incorporated the figure of the noble 
Mapuche warrior as part of a glorious past, the Mapuche were treated with disdain in everyday 
life, and considered an outdated remain of history (Bengoa 2000). Historians’ accounts of social 
life contributed to the production of racialized identities in Chile. Being mestizo became 
associated with being uneducated, immoral, promiscuous, arrogant, undisciplined, a heavy 
drinker, and a thief (Montecino 1991). As a result of this structural violence and discriminatory 
treatment, citizens of indigenous descent were pushed into whitewashing and camouflaging 
themselves, mimicking the culture that oppressed them, and devaluing their own (Memmi quoted 
by Calfio 2016). Most of the displaced Mapuche moved to urban centers and were pushed to 
assimilate, and their bodies were trained and transformed to become productive as “bodies of 
service” and cheap labor: they were taught to sew, embroider, cook, wash, sing, and to read the 
Bible. The state imposed assimilation through its institutions; the military, schools, and churches 
(Calfio 2016). Stereotypes and ideas about racial inferiority linger among the population, and are 
especially strong in the Southern territories, where entrenched racism persists, and the Mapuche 
continue to be constructed as uncivilized people who do not think about progress (Richards 
2013). 
Racial categories have a fundamental role in the structuring and representation of the 
social world. By categorizing different types of human bodies, race signifies and symbolizes 
historical struggles and class interests. Thus, racialized, immigrant subjects embody those social 
conflicts (Omi and Winant 2015). In Chile, the invention of stereotyped racial Others was central 
to the colonial social imaginary and the differences brought on with the building of the nation-
state, a foundational period for the racial and sexual categories that sustain contemporary racisms 
(Tijoux 2011). Founded on a visual reading of Other bodies, corporeal distinctions have become 
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embodied in the ‘national body,’ engendering a habitus6 that continues to reproduce the 
preferences and aversions of the colonial ideal (Tijoux and Palominos 2015). To understand 
social stratification in Chile, like in the rest of Latin America, skin color is an important factor 
since it hierarchizes individuals and limits their access to opportunities. Within this order, white 
individuals tend to have more social and cultural capital than dark-skinned subjects, and Blacks 
are the most marginalized (Campos 2017). 
The concept that race and sexuality are interlaced markers of difference that determine 
social status originated with the colonial invasion, and ever since, those distinctions have been 
employed to legitimize power. The polygamous customs of the Mapuche were seen as a symbol 
of barbarism by the elites of central Chile, where political power has always been concentrated. 
Conceiving indigenous subjects as uncivilized beasts justified the violence deployed on their 
bodies and the usurpation of their lands (Calfio 2016). Since colonial times, the soldiers 
protecting the frontier, crossed the Bío Bío river to attack the Mapuche communities living near 
the border. During those incursions into indigenous territory, soldiers burned down ranchos and 
crops, and often kidnapped small Mapuche girls. As a result of this racialized state war, and the 
historical contempt of indigenous people, sexually enslaving Mapuche women became a frequent 
and established custom known as hacer la china, (‘to do the Chinese’), referencing the shape of 
Mapuche eyes, which slightly resemble Asians’ (Bengoa 2014). The violence deployed on 
indigenous women’s bodies reflects the racist colonial ideology and the devaluing of Other 
bodies justifying it.  
                                                        
6 Tijoux and Palominos cite Bourdieu’s term habitus, a property of social agents, comprising engrained habits, 
skills, and dispositions that are shaped by past events and structures, shape current practices, and condition our 
perceptions of such practices. Also referred to as a structured and structuring structure, Habitus is a mental 
framework that shapes our behaviors by transforming our ways of seeing the social world, and which is created and 
reproduced “without any conscious concentration” and “without any deliberate pursuit of coherence” (Bourdieu 
1984: 170).  
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The colonial ideological and aesthetic imaginary established white women as beautiful 
and well-educated and women of color as ugly, uneducated, loose, and dirty (Paredes, Cerullo, 
and Carcelen-Estrada 2015). Some literary accounts and chronicles of early twentieth century 
Chile captured the continuity of this class and racial order in the national identity and spirits of 
the times. Mestiza women were represented as chinas (Chinese women) during the Republic, 
working in brothels to satisfy the sexual needs of white male elites. The realist depictions of 
working-class lifestyles and customs scandalized the elites, who preferred to not know what was 
happening among the populace. Women were depicted as loose and drunk, mixing racial 
stereotypes and assumptions about Other bodies and sexualities (Montecino 1991)  That is how 
the imaginary of the nation was built, weaving race and sexuality as markers of difference, and 
taking women’s bodies as the raw material for the affirmation of male power. 
The distinctions of the national whitening project are still very present in a society that 
values blond hair and blue eyes as ideals of beauty and signs of intellectual superiority. To 
identify as Chilean, Montecino argues, one needs to distance oneself from being mestiza, and 
most of all, from being a working-class mestiza (1991). Following studies on racial 
identification, Contardo claims that Chileans see themselves whiter than they are.7 “Chile feels 
white, feels blond,” he sarcastically writes,  
“The inner indio hides away. He retreats, conceals, and gags himself because he lives 
under the regime of his subconscious Ku Klux Klan. An unexpected blond baby is always 
better received than a pigmented one. While the blond baby is shown off, the dark-
skinned baby is simply ‘nice.’”  
                                                        
7 More than 80 percent of Chileans are mestizo but only very few identify as such (Bacigalupo quoted by Richards 
2013). 
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The consequence of this negation is that anyone who does not resemble this national, fictitious 
‘white’ ideal will be discriminated against, since they embody that which the nation has 
historically been trying to erase. In an encounter with a foreigner, locals react with mistrust, if 
not repulsion or fear (Richards 2013). Racism’s greatest power lies in the ability to define the 
Other based on racial attributes, and the capacity to mobilize hostility against an unknown, but 
previously defined, subject (Memmi, Appiah, and Martinot 2000).  
The extent of efforts to “whiten” the nation speaks to the power of racist ideologies to 
feed processes of colonial dispossession and selective migration. Remembering how mestizaje 
has been hidden and repressed illuminates the sociohistorical conditions underneath racist 
discourses in Chile today. Historical accounts of nation-building reveal how instrumental the 
stereotypes employed by elites to justify the oppression of ethnic and racial Others has been. The 
resilience and power of such stereotypes can be read in sex workers’ and clients’ essentialized, 
racist narratives. The violence of some of my interlocutors’ accounts underline the urgency of 
much needed discussion on race to provoke a shift in the nation’s politics of race and ethnicity, 
beginning with a revision of its silenced history of racism. 
South-South migration and transnational inequalities 
The arrival of Latin American immigrants has significantly changed some areas of 
Santiago, and Plaza de Armas  – near both commercial galleries where I conducted my fieldwork 
– is a quintessential example of these transformations. Because of the concentration of 
immigrants in public spaces, their day-to-day routines, and the sprawl of commercial activities 
catering to the immigrant community – street vendors, food carts, cybercafes, and money transfer 
offices – the area has been characterized as a transnational enclave (Stefoni 2013). With the 
arrival of workers, cultures, information, and new demands for housing and services, the center 
of Santiago, as well as many other neighborhoods throughout Chile, have turned into 
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transnational spaces where cultural identities are negotiated (2013). Although reactions have 
been diverse, from fear to interest and curiosity, the perceived increase in the immigrant 
population and their visible presence in neighborhoods throughout the country has become a sore 
subject for a significant sector of Chileans, who have struggled to adapt to these changes (Stefoni 
2005, 2011a).  
Despite a lack of evidence linking crime and migration, locals’ attitudes towards 
immigrants have been marked by a feeling of insecurity (Dammert and Sandoval 2019). The 
media has contributed to the image of foreigners as a threat to the stability of Chilean society 
(Tijoux 2011), referring to their arrival as an ‘invasion’ and attributing social problems, such as 
crime and unemployment, to the increase of the immigrant population (Stefoni 2004). 
Immigrants have been envisioned and signified based on their race and nationality as illegal, 
poor, criminal, and untidy (Stefoni 2004; Tijoux 2011). Citizens have absorbed these stereotypes 
and worry about foreigners coming to take their jobs and home subsidies away, but studies 
focused on the impact of migration have proved that this image is far from reality (Correa and 
Flores 2019; Dammert and Sandoval 2019). Racist, xenophobic, and discriminatory discourses 
have become prevalent, severely impacting the experience of immigrants who seek to integrate 
into Chilean society (Stefoni 2002; Tijoux 2007, 2011, 2013). However, beyond the sphere of 
discourse and social practices, racism is engrained into social systems. Racism is founded on the 
social relations and the ideology producing racial inequality, and the state is a central means 
through which structural racism operates (Bonilla Silva 2001; Feagin 2006; Omi and Winant 
2015). 
Throughout Chile’s history, the state has been involved in processes of dispossession and 
selective migration, informed by racist ideologies. These institutional dynamics have not 
changed during the most recent immigration phase, beginning in the early 1990s, when migration 
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once again became a subject of public interest. Recently, the Chilean state has been more 
concerned with excluding foreigners – particularly those who are poor –  than designing 
regulations to protect immigrants, who often find themselves in a hostile place.8 While there has 
been some progress in protecting some specific rights (particularly in terms of accessibility to 
public services) no comprehensive strategies have been implemented to deal with immigration 
(Stefoni 2011a). Institutions have created numerous obstacles to obstruct foreigners to integrate 
into their host society and become residents, complicating the validation of diplomas, the 
emission of visas, and access to public services.9  
Immigrants challenge the cultural and social organization of the receiving nations, 
embodying and making visible its inequalities (Balibar and Wallerstein 2011). Within the 
country’s precarious labor sphere, immigrants are exposed to exploitative treatment and 
inadequate, sometimes degrading, working conditions. Studies on immigrant domestic workers, 
for example, highlight the exclusion women experience at work and address how this type of 
labor reproduces relationships of dominance in terms of class, race, gender, nationality, and 
ethnicity (Stefoni and Fernández 2011). Women’s immigrant status and the identification of 
certain physical attributes associated with racial and ethnic categories, produces their bodies as 
naturally suitable for specific low-skilled jobs, and this severely limits their work opportunities. 
One way that this limitation manifests is the over-representation of Afro-Caribbean women in 
the sexual markets throughout Chile (Carrère and Carrère 2015). Exclusion due to immigrant 
                                                        
8 In 2011, a law on human trafficking was ratified to typify the trafficking of children and adults as crimes, 
establishing rules for its prosecution and sentences. President Piñera’s new Ley de Migración y Extranjería makes 
visas more difficult to obtain for new immigrants, and favors those of higher status, cultural, and social capital 
during this process, while expediting the expulsion of immigrants with criminal records. 
9 Changes in terms of access to public services have been implemented to resolve specific problems affecting the 
immigrant population, such as guaranteeing access regardless of migratory status. These include access to public 
education, public health for pregnant women, public health for all minors, access to a public daycare, and access to 
social services for children whose rights have been violated and women suffering from domestic violence. In 2000, a 
new decree allowed immigrants to request a temporary residency dependent on a work contract, which has enabled 
applicants to work while their permanent residency is processed (Stefoni 2011c, 2011a). 
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status is also illustrated by the high number of immigrants living in overcrowded conditions or 
sharing a room in an old house or conventillo.10 Locals and, to a lesser extent, immigrant 
residents, have taken advantage of immigrants’ marginal social status by subdividing old houses 
or building new additions to existing ones, to make more profits in rent, and overcharging renters 
in desperate need. The social vulnerability, precarious working conditions, overcrowded living 
spaces, and exploitation that immigrants experience are consequences of an old legal framework 
based on national security,11 and which does not guarantee immigrants access to their rights 
(Dammert and Sandoval 2019; Stefoni 2011a).  
Current laws do not guarantee the rights of immigrant workers, who, according to 
subscribed international treaties, should receive the same treatment as Chileans with respect to 
wages and working conditions.12 President Piñera’s government has responded to anti-migration 
sentiment with populist criminalization policies. Chile’s first migration program was 
implemented during his second presidential term, under the slogan of ‘cleaning house,’ as a 
solution to the ‘chaos’ caused by the absence of a migratory law (Thayer 2019). Deferring the 
protection of immigrants’ rights and programs aimed to support processes of arrival and 
integration, his conservative plan has been directed towards the policing of immigrants and 
migratory controls, hardening restrictions to enter the country, dictating specific penalties aimed 
at immigrants, and an extensive program of deportations (Dammert and Sandoval 2019). These 
                                                        
10 Type of collective housing built by subdividing old houses or by building new additions to an existing unit, and 
where an entire family shares a room. According to the 2017 Census data, 10.2 percent of immigrants live in an old 
house or conventillo, compared to 0,6 percent of Chileans. Also, 20 percent of immigrants’ homes are overcrowded, 
compared to 19% of mixed dwellings and 7% homes without immigrants (Rodriguez et al. 2018).   
11 The 1975 Ley de Extranjería and the 1984 Supreme Law Nº597 were passed during the Military Dictatorship and 
a series of hostilities towards other nations are engrained in those laws.  
12 Despite signing most international Human Rights accords, Chile does not have a law that responds to international 
agreements protecting immigrant workers and their families, nor the demands presented by current migratory reality 
(Stefoni 2011a). In 2005, Chile endorsed the International Convention on the Protection of Immigrant Workers’ 
Rights and their Families’. Despite this, an increasing pattern of South-South migration is the vulnerable 
condition of immigrant workers in front of their employers, due to their migratory status and marginal 
position in social hierarchies of the receptor nation (Mora 2008; Stefoni 2011a). 
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policies have contributed to increasing the public’s fear of immigrants and tendency to blame 
them for problems that really derive from the failures of neoliberalism (Thayer 2019). 
Like in other sectors of the labor market, in ‘tinted cafes,’ immigrant sex workers are the 
most vulnerable to abuse and the ones who experience discrimination most often. The presence 
of undocumented immigrants or immigrants without contracts in ‘tinted cafes’ allows authorities 
to shut down businesses and charge high penalty fees. Cops frequently harass immigrant sex 
workers, requesting their sanitary IDs, even though they are no longer obligatory.13 Authorities 
usually take advantage of the Law 20,507, which characterizes the illegal traffic of migrant 
workers and lays down rules for its prevention and the prosecution of criminals.14 This law gives 
authorities the power to detain anyone suspected of trafficking and to seize their property as 
evidence, exposing sex workers to abuses of power (RedTraSex 2017). For this reason, 
immigrant women are usually the only ones who have labor contracts in ‘tinted cafes.’ On the 
other hand, the requirement to provide a contract and pay for workers’ social security functions 
as the perfect excuse for some business owners like Lissette to avoid hiring immigrants.  
Similar to Chilean nationals in the industry, migrant sex workers are prosecuted with an 
abolitionist legal framework that conceals sexual labor, relegating it to clandestine spaces and 
precarious working conditions. Due to the lack of an adequate migratory law that protects the 
rights of immigrant workers, they are exposed to exploitative treatment from their bosses and to 
authorities’ arbitrary searches and detentions. Instead of supporting the integration of 
immigrants, the state contributes to a climate of insecurity, associating migration with crime, 
sexual exploitation, and fostering racist attitudes in a trade that is already being condemned and 
                                                        
13 The1896 Reglamento de Casas de Tolerancia regulated the organization and functioning of brothels and the 
required health controls of prostitutes. Sex workers were obliged to carry an ID or sanitary booklet at all times, with 
the weekly sanitary examination results, signed by a doctor.  
14 Law that defines the crimes of human trafficking and establishes norms to prevent and more effectively prosecute 
criminals. Library of Congress. Retrieved May 14, 2020 http://bcn.cl/1v15w. 
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stigmatized. The following section explores how racial and ethnic Others are described by sex 
workers and clients, reinforcing existing racial, ethnic, gender, and sexual boundaries. I begin by 
addressing the fears of Chilean sex workers as brought on the arrival of immigrant sex workers 
and clients to the ‘tinted cafe’ industry. Later, I move on to explore the state’s role in 
perpetuating racial and ethnic inequalities, through a politics of national identity-building. 
Racial and ethnic boundaries at the workplace 
Very few immigrants worked in the five ‘tinted cafes’ I frequented the most, which I 
considered a direct reflection of the habitual separation between immigrants and locals in many 
social spaces. This segregation significantly impacted the course of my research, providing me 
with close access to racist discourses, but less information about Black sex workers’ experiences 
of racism.15 Within everyday conversations in the workplace, discriminatory, racist narratives 
about immigrants are frequent and naturalized. Locals often blame immigrants for the 
sexualization of ‘tinted cafes,’ revealing stereotypes about foreigners’ looser sexualities and 
risky sexual practices. It was the Peruvian-owned neighbor cafe in the commercial center who, 
according to Lissette, started to offer sexual services in the commercial center where her coffee 
shops are. After more ‘tinted cafes’ sexualized their services, clients asked workers for similar 
services, and the opportunity to make more money seduced them, Lissette explains. 
Consequently, “she had no other choice” other than redesigning the space, moving the bar 
counter from the middle of the shop towards the wall, to allow for direct contact between clients 
and workers, and installing a black curtain covering the storefront window. 
Foreign sex workers are also blamed for the economic decay of the ‘tinted cafe’ industry, 
and this assumption provokes frustration among Chilean sex workers and business owners. For 
                                                        
15 The under-representation of immigrant women in these five ‘tinted cafes’ is accidental and represents one of the 
disadvantages of snowball sampling. Since I reached out to participants through Lissette and her employees, and 
workspaces are socially segregated, I had considerably more access to the experience of Chilean workers. Although 
I did meet immigrant women who work in neighbor businesses, I had more sporadic conversations with them.  
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example, Daniela attributes decrease in service fees to the competition of immigrant women in 
the industry. She reports noticing the prices going down while working in a ‘tinted cafe’ near 
Sirenas, before she came to Café Lissette. Invoking racial attributes and associating them with 
sexual conducts, Daniela marks national, sexual, and racial boundaries; “People say that Black 
immigrants began bringing the prices down. Currently, shit is crazy because you can go to that 
gallery and get ‘everything’ for twelve bucks, hotel included. There is no doubt that men are 
going to seek that out.” Lissette, like other Chilean business owners and managers, attributes the 
devaluation of sexual services and the decay of the ‘tinted cafe’ business to the arrival of 
immigrant women to the competition. “For foreigners, this currency has much more value in 
their countries, and they send remittances. We have to enter the game; if we don’t, there is no 
business for us. If you go next door where Black, Colombian girls work, you can get oral sex for 
five bucks. How can we compete with those prices?” Similarly, many other sex workers 
complained about immigrants bringing down the cost of sexual services, detrimentally affecting 
their earnings. “Do you know how much one of these Black girls next door charges for a fuck? 
Ten bucks! Despite being whatever age, ten bucks is nothing. Imagine. You are giving out your 
body,” Verónica grumbles bitterly. 
Most immediately, business owners and workers fear the arrival of immigrant women to 
work in competing businesses, threatening their earnings. Blaming immigrants for the decrease 
in business and wages may also be in response to a declining sexual market, with the advance of 
escort sites and the intensified prosecution of clandestine spaces for sex consumption, but is still 
a consequence of racial inequality. Dismissing other possible causes, Stacy, one of Lisette’s 
employees, was quick to complain about Black immigrants working in competing ‘tinted cafes’, 
blaming their arrival for a dramatic decrease in her earnings. She thinks clients prefer to be 
attended to by Dominican sex workers because of the low price of their services and their 
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mastery of sexual performances. Employing a series of contradictory stereotypes, Stacy resumes: 
“Clients prefer Dominican women because they are warm, they fuck nicely, they have undergone 
plastic surgery, and they let their clients put their dicks in without wearing a condom.” Her 
assumptions about Dominican women, as careless and sexually unrestrained, illustrate some of 
the circulating stereotypes about racial and ethnic Others. Besides racialized assumptions about 
Dominicans’ sexual performance, their supposed willingness to perform sexual services without 
any protection has caused a decline in earnings, which upsets Stacy. Despite marriages with 
foreigners being very uncommon,16 Stacy’s perception is marked by the fear of immigrant 
women threatening her opportunities, both at work and in the dating sphere. “I get angry because 
they [Dominican sex workers] live well, and I am living in a shithole. I am mad! I’m doing the 
same job they’re doing. Do you know how many Chileans have married Dominican women? 
Men treat them like queens!”  
Lurking beneath my interlocutors’ recurrent assumptions and reliance on stereotypes, is 
fear towards ethnic and racial Others. Their discriminatory depictions of immigrants reveal 
distressing expressions of the national imaginary of racial and ethnic difference. As a result of 
longstanding racial inequalities, real or imagined physical characteristics have become the 
foundation for justifying or reinforcing social differentiation between individuals (Omi and 
Winant 2015). Perceived racial and ethnic distinctions are evoked as justification for structures 
of inequality and help to reinforce others’ subordinate status, expressed as differential treatment. 
Racial categories continue to influence all ambits of the social, from sexual desire to social 
policy. Interacting with other forms of distinction, racial discourses have an impact on 
                                                        




discussions on national identity, and are decisive for the design of migratory laws (Richards 
2013). 
Sex workers and business owners’ narratives about immigrants reflect the class, racial, 
and sexual inequalities cutting through Chilean society. The significance associated with racial 
categories and specific differences have been constituted through historical processes and are 
constantly challenged by political struggles (Omi and Winant 2015). Chile has a painful history 
in regards to its cultural, ethnic, and racial diversity. In the pursuit of a European-like national 
identity, the state has not only marginalized people of color in the distribution of land and 
resources, it has also denied its indigenous past and erased Black subjects from official historical 
narratives. Such historical revisionism obscures the systematic dispossession that racial and 
ethnic Others have withstood, with long-lasting material and symbolic effects. The following 
section looks at the social processes that installed race as a marker of difference and how the 
state has played a significant role in consolidating racial and ethnic inequalities through the 
seizure of indigenous land and selective migration programs. Recalling these processes shows 
how racism is not a new phenomenon and it has always been intertwined with other oppressions.  
Racialized sexualities in ‘tinted cafes’  
In ‘tinted cafes’ – transnational workspaces where the commodification of emotional and 
sexual services intersects with ethnic and racial differences – unchallenged racist assumptions 
are frequently deployed by Chilean participants, and manifest in contradictory ways. The 
interlacing of sexual desire and racial difference has led to ambiguous relationships that range 
from the exoticization and sexualization of Other bodies, to their denigration. In some cases, 
ambiguous expressions of sexual desire and rejection overlap. This section explores those 
contradictions, drawing from sex workers and clients’ narratives about ethnic and racial Others.  
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Although sex workers’ assumptions about racialized sexualities are contradictory, 
stereotypes about the sexualities of ethnic and racial Others continue to justify their exclusion 
(Nagel 2003: 56). Racist and xenophobic narratives are often built upon generalizations that 
“exceed reality.” Stereotypes, Bhabha suggests, operate through a passive finalized identity, 
making subjects predictable according to the colonial imaginary, dismissing the ambivalent and 
impermanent character of identification processes (Bhabha 1994:100). Stereotypes are collective 
representations that project characteristics on subjects, which tend to be organized around 
binaries, constraining the defined identities by the categories circumscribing them. Thus, sex 
workers cannot be ‘whores’ and ‘good mothers.’ Black women have to move and perform 
according to stereotypes about people with that skin color, Colombians are loud and 
irresponsible, sex workers have pimps that exploit them, and worker-client relationships are only 
defined by exploitation and violence. Lissette justifies not hiring foreigners in her businesses 
because “they are problematic and mafia-types. Peruvians and Colombians, especially. They 
come from countries with a lot of corruption. These people will kill you for ten bucks, and the 
police won’t say anything.” Lissette also resents immigrants’ dangerous work practices: 
“Colombians are totally loose. You never know when they are not going to show up nor do they 
care if you warn them about inspectors walking into the cafe. They are dauntless,” Lissette 
explains. For this reason, only two Peruvians “who do not seem to be Peruvian” work for her, 
referencing their Chilean-like accents, their white skin, and their polite social behavior. 
Stereotypes based on alleged biological attributes are interwoven with assumptions about 
immigrants’ temperament and comportment. Racialized, immigrant bodies are still conceived as 
differentiable according to their skin color, smells, or cultural attitudes. Fixed constructions 
about Other bodies turns Black subjects into noisy, violent, and promiscuous thieves (Tijoux 
2014). In ‘tinted cafes,’ I found blatant, blunt expressions of racism, including statements based 
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on perceived appearance, skin color, and phenotypical differences. “Guácala! It smells like 
Peruvian around here!” screamed Debora while walking across the bridge over the Mapocho 
River, towards the Central Market. The sidewalk was filled with vendors, most of them 
immigrants, making me uncomfortable and embarrassed as she continued insulting foreigners. 
“Peruvians have a different skin pH and eat different food, that is why they smell so strong.” 
Patty, Debora’s coworker, supports her claims that foreigners smell bad because of their 
countries’ different climate and eating habits.  
Some of my interlocutors’ narratives bring to light fears triggered by assumptions that 
replicate the civilized/uncivilized distinction installed with colonization and intensified by the 
building of a pseudo white national identity. Often, Chilean participants’ depictions of 
immigrants reveal an idea of Chile as far more developed and civilized than other Latin 
American countries. For example, Manuel, a frequent client of Vicky’s, is concerned about 
Black immigrant women’s personal hygiene when consuming sexual services, reproducing 
longstanding fears about the sexualities of racialized women:  
“Since I am a maniac for cleanness, I ask myself, do they have the same sanitary 
standards as locals? Has their government worried about vaccinating them? Frequently, 
these girls come from countries lacking health controls and have a series of problems in 
terms of hygiene. In fact, some Haitians bring tuberculosis, diseases that we do not longer 
have around here. Therefore, one has concerns. If I go to a ‘tinted café’ and find Black 
girls, it’s not about being classist or racist, but I personally try to avoid them.” 
In Chile, being Black is associated with crime, violence, and sexual potential. The general 
discourse in ‘tinted cafes’ is that Black men are responsible for the violence and insecurity sex 
workers and managers are experiencing. Patty vehemently claims that “Haitian men are 
terrifying,” sustaining her violent argument with a story about a client who walked into Sirenas 
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with a machete to get his money back because he was not able to ejaculate despite paying for the 
full service. Haitian immigrants have become the most vulnerable segment of the population and 
prejudice against them is not exclusive to Chileans. In the hierarchy of exclusion, immigrants 
from other places also contribute to reproducing stereotypes about immigrants from Haiti. 
“Haitians are bad,” endlessly repeats Vanessa, a Dominican sex worker in her late forties, “That 
is why, in my country, we do not even open the door to them.” For Vanessa, national boundaries 
prevail over potential alliances based on shared exclusions, such as racial difference or migratory 
status.  
In the national imaginary, race and sexuality are inseparable and the Black body is often 
hypersexualized. Stereotypes about racialized women’s sensuality and sexual availability are still 
very present among the population (Tijoux and Palominos 2015). Anonymous bloggers 
frequently depict Afro-Caribbean women as “exuberant” and “horny.” Gonzalo, a ‘tinted cafe’ 
blogger, presents himself to his fellow colleagues, asking for advice: “I would like to locate a 
‘private’ in which I can find Black women, whom are my debility: Colombians, Ecuadorians, or 
Dominicans. They must be hot and charge small fees.” In his request, the Black, female body 
emerges as a point of weakness that cannot be resisted and it is this desire itself which inscribes 
difference from the racialization of the erotic. Marta, a big, Black Dominican woman working 
next door to Sirenas, complains that she cannot walk in peace because Chilean men frequently 
catcall her or attack her, grabbing her buttocks. While she rightfully complains about male 
assumptions, she teases her coworkers by dancing sensually, squatting, and shaking her butt. 
Debora screams “to the bottom” and claims that it is unfair competition because Marta’s skill 
comes with her blood.  
The intersection of ethnic differences and the commodification of sexuality in ‘tinted 
cafes’ reproduces “ethnosexual boundaries,” which according to Nagel, can be exotic, but also 
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conflicting. Those boundaries define, who is ‘pure’ and who is ‘impure,’ they shape views about 
ourselves and others, and generate notions of sexual desirability, establishing sexual preferences 
for some and aversions to others that appear as ‘natural’ (Nagel 2003). Those boundaries are 
evident in participants’ narratives about racial or ethnic Others, whose tastes and sexual 
preferences reveal the history of racial differentiation. For example, Verónica (like Debora) is 
worried about Black men seeking sexual services in the ‘tinted cafe’ where she works. 
Interlacing racial, gender, and bodily distinctions, Verónica makes many assumptions about 
Black men’s sexualities, repeating longstanding, colonial understandings of race and bodily 
difference. “This gallery is now full of Haitian clients. All Black! No way I am going to fuck 
with only Blacks! Their dicks are too big, and they will screw up my pussy.” Verónica has 
always felt this way, she says outspokenly, without any concern for the effects of her words. “I 
never had a feeling with Black men; they make me disgusted.” Verónica exemplifies the 
pervading force of racial prejudice based on essentialized notions of Black men’s sexualities. 
Since the question of race has not been sufficiently discussed, and problematized in many social 
spaces, locals are not aware of how wrong and violent their statements are. 
Additionally, different expectations about the types of services offered and payments 
involved cause a lot of anger in sex workers. Whereas Black, immigrant clients have access to 
only the most precarious jobs in the job market and tend to have less purchasing power than most 
local clients, Chilean working-class clients do not want to pay much for sexual services, either. 
Still, sex workers immediately assume that their disagreements with clients are a matter of racial 
difference, not class. Additionally, the system followed in ‘tinted cafes,’ in which there is a 
preamble of dancing, flirting, touching, and small payments, allows sex workers to collect a 
significant amount before having intercourse, and many often foreplay and prescind from 
intercourse all together. According to sex workers, this mode of selling sexual services does not 
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meet the expectations of some foreigners. They insist that Black clients will not pay more than 
ten bucks and always want to go straight to intercourse. Local workers’ and immigrant clients’ 
different expectations about the type and cost of sexual services reveal deep discrepancies 
between the social and sexual imaginaries of clients and workers. In the gallery where Sirenas is 
located, immigrant men, mostly from Haiti, often walk by the ‘tinted cafes,’ offering ten bucks 
for sex, trying to find someone willing to do the service for that tiny amount of cash. I have seen 
most of my interlocutors turn away Black clients when they were soliciting sex. Foreigners’ 
public and straightforward mode of bargaining for the cost of sexual services contradicts the 
performed flirting that characterizes the functioning and atmosphere of ‘tinted cafes. When the 
fictitious flirting has been eliminated, the embodied labor women perform becomes devalued, 
since it is resignified as exclusively selling sex. The devaluing of women’s embodied labor is not 
only material, but also symbolic, since they are downgraded from being “artists,” as they usually 
call themselves, to straight “prostitutes.”  
Since racial and ethnic categories can become deeply engrained, unconsciously absorbed, 
and incorporated into our lives (Omi and Winant 2015), their naturalization allows them to 
remain unchallenged in many social spaces such as ‘tinted cafes.’ This not only disempowers sex 
workers, impeding them in building alliances across ethnic and racial boundaries, but even 
sadder, those boundaries have the capacity to become internalized, resulting in self-denial. For 
example, Estrella, one of the few Peruvian women who work for Lissette, not only lies to her 
boyfriend about working in a ‘tinted cafe,’ but she has also not told him that she is from Peru. 
Since she moved to Santiago at an early age, she learned to speak with a Chilean accent and 
hides her nationality, pretending to be Chilean. She is ashamed of Peruvians and the only thing 
she likes about Peru, she says, is the food. Despite hers perhaps not being the most representative 
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case, it powerfully illustrates the potential impact of racism and xenophobia on subjects’ 
identities and self-images.  
Conclusion 
Participants’ accounts of racial and sexual Others make visible the hierarchies that have 
deepened with the arrival of working-class, immigrant clients to the ‘tinted cafe’ business. 
Despite the, seemingly recent, eruption of racial difference as a source of conflict, notions of race 
and racism have always been predominant in Chile but have been dismissed and erased from 
writings on the history of the nation. Class, race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and the Nation as 
markers of distinction (justifying the exclusion of Other bodies) were implemented with the 
colonization of the Americas and the building of the nation-state, and continue to safeguard 
coexisting differentiations. Racial distinctions are evoked to justify structures of inequality, 
which take form as differential treatment and discriminatory practices, and helps to safeguard 
others’ subordinate status (Omi and Winant 2015). 
In Chile, immigrants embody the nation’s silenced history of mestizaje, that which the 
nation has attempted to erase, through processes of selective migration and dispossession and 
building a story about racial Others to justify their exclusion. Whilst situating contemporary 
racist narratives within broader sociohistorical episodes, this chapter reveals a continuity in the 
discrimination and the deployment of violence over Other bodies and sexualities. In Chile, 
racism takes many forms and occurs at many different scales, from the state’s longstanding and 
systematic discrimination to quotidian racist practices, discourses, and microaggressions. Sex 
workers’ and clients’ narratives highlight how ethnic and racial boundaries are also gendered and 
sexualized.  
Racialized and gendered representations of immigrants reaffirm the interlaced 
inequalities defining the social context of local sexual economies. Racism manifests in 
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ambiguous and contradictory ways since subjects’ emotions and attitudes towards the Other are 
ambivalent. In a workspace where commodified sexual practices develop in a space marked by 
racist thinking and practices, and where sex and violence, desire and money, power and affection 
intersect, sexual desire and rejection may happen simultaneously. The following chapter looks at 
the ways sex workers contend with social boundaries and exclusions while turning their labor 
into an instrument for empowerment. Contraposing interviews with clients with sex workers’ 
accounts about the way they see their labor, the chapter follows how sex workers rely on a series 
of strategies to make their job easier to bear, or more enjoyable. By performing the role clients 
expect of them to their advantage, sex workers’ accounts about their relationships with their 





Embodied labor: working with the body and emotions 
 
Embodied labor in ‘tinted cafes’ 
In Santiago’s ‘tinted cafes,’ women’s embodied labor is situated at the intersection of 
inequalities based on class, gender, race, nationality, and body capital. The previous chapters 
addressed how structural inequalities, reinforced by social norms and cultural attitudes towards 
difference, impact the lives of sex workers. Based on sex workers’ experiences, this chapter 
explores the embodied dimension of sexual labor and the ways sex workers turn their labor into a 
source of agency. In dialogue with sociological literature on embodied labor and sexualized 
labor, I examine the challenges sex workers confront when performing sexual labor, but also 
point to the strategies they have designed to better cope with their job. Sexual labor requires 
workers’ bodies to contend with other bodies, emotions, and sexualities, demanding intense 
emotional work to manage their clients’ desires. Worker-client relationships demand 
communicative and bodily interactions, even if those connections are ephemeral (Wolkowitz et 
al. 2013). Client’s performance of social status, race, ethnicity, cultural differences, and physical 
appearance matter for sex workers in terms of how they experience the embodied aspect of their 
work. Unlike other types of jobs, women cannot desexualize their labor. The embodied 
exchanges with clients are mediated by gender roles and different ingrained social hierarchies, 
which become essential in worker-client relationships. Social and cultural norms make some 
bodies more desirable than others, and those notions change over time. As Hardy explains, “[s]ex 
work encounters are produced contingently and relationally, as they are shaped by historical and 
material conditions, which delimit the possibilities and predilections of the bodies involved” 
(2013: 50). Because of this contingency, relations between workers and their customers are 
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defined by contradictions and ambiguities. In this chapter, I juxtapose sex workers’ narratives 
with clients’ accounts to demonstrate that power in this context is not unilateral or stable.  
The usual dichotomous framework of agent/victim in the debate about sexual labor falls 
short of understanding the many contradictory ways sex workers experiences of their labor differ 
(Miller 2004). Whether workers feel exploited, victimized, happy, empowered, if it results in 
their denigration or helps build their self-esteem depends on each worker, their social location, 
the type of sexualized work, and other situated conditions (Weitzer 2010). Following feminist 
debates on sexual labor and its political implications, this chapter examines the different ways 
that literature about embodied labor has conceived of it. Among different, opposing visions, sex 
workers’ agency is underlined as what is most at risk, as structural inequalities and 
discriminatory social practices permanently threaten it. The significance of those different 
approaches lies in their capacity to impact understandings about sexual labor, and inform laws 
and social policy.  
After reviewing how different paradigms have thought about sexual labor in feminism, I 
turn to sex workers’ accounts of embodying sexual labor and physically working upon other 
bodies. Their descriptions are indicative of the challenges and obstacles they face, and how they 
can be resolved through different means, that range from psyching themselves into the job to 
tricking clients to make their labor easier and more cost-efficient. While sexual labor represents 
the workers’ tool for economic empowerment, its embodied practice also brings many strains, 
demanding creative strategizing and determination. Sex workers’ accounts address the 
difficulties they must deal with when performing sexual labor in ‘tinted cafes,’ as well as the 
creative tactics they use to make their work more enjoyable and efficient in terms of the labor-
power invested. The methods women employ to improve the embodiment of their labor are 
diverse. They include the design of creative exchanges and negotiations, the continual use of 
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humor, mind power, self-care practices, stigma management, and refusal to work. Roleplaying, 
performing gender roles according to dominant ideas about femininity, and manipulative 
seduction are also common. 
Feminist approaches to embodied, sexualized, labor  
Within the context of the ‘sex wars’ in feminist debate,17 conceptualizations of sexual 
labor have been radically conflicting and contradictory, and scholars have questioned whether 
sexual labor is a legitimate form of labor or merely a demonstration of patriarchal oppression and 
exploitation (Alexander 1987; Duggan and Hunter 2006; Outshoorn 2005). Radical feminists 
have contributed to the latter understanding, adopting a ‘sexual domination’ argument, which 
takes sexual labor as a social problem that operates against women’s dignity and which allows 
men to exert their power over women’s bodies and sexualities. The ‘prostitution contract’ defines 
a relationship in which the sex worker is always under the client’s command, and thus, her body 
becomes a body-object (Barry 1995; Brock 2009; Pateman 1988). From this perspective, 
exploitation and the subjugation of women is intrinsically linked to sexual labor, regardless of 
the specificities of time and place, the type of sexual labor, and sex workers’ personal 
experiences (Weitzer 2010). Identifying the global conditions of sexual exploitation – the 
commodification of bodies and bodily practices under capitalism, uneven distribution of wealth, 
and the normalization of ‘prostitution’ in the West – some authors have characterized sexual 
labor as a form of slavery that deprives the workers of dignity and respect (Barry 1995; Pateman 
1988). The radical feminist view is, to some degree, consistent with the practices of state 
institutions, which have prosecuted the practice of sexual labor to preserve the morals of 
                                                        
17 During the 1980s, a series of political and cultural debates over issues of sex and sexuality took place in the US 
and divided the feminist movement. Opposing attitudes towards pornography, sexual labor, legal protections for gay 
people, safe-sex education, reproductive rights, and dissident sexual practices (for example, sadomasochism) 
became the focus of public debate (Duggan and Hunter 2006). 
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populations, maintain public order, control sexually transmitted diseases, and to protect sex 
workers. Based on many assumptions about the experience of sexual labor, the practice has been 
constructed as an outdated social ill. For example, Davidson argues that because prostitutes must 
conceal their identities from their clients, they are “socially dead” and their condition resembles 
that of the slave (1998: 134). 
Critics of this perspective argue that there are many different ways autonomous sex 
workers understand their labor and their relationships with clients. Indeed, more sympathetic 
studies of sex work argue that when these dynamics are deeply explored, manifestations of 
reciprocity and authenticity in client-worker relationships can be found (Bernstein 2007; Chen 
2018; Lever and Dolnick 2010; Ortiz 2019). Furthermore, the lack of recognition of sex work as 
a legitimate form of labor has resulted in the victimization and degradation of sex workers, 
denying them the possibility for self-definition and leaving no space for workers’ agency to 
emerge. Engrained in institutions and society’s attitudes towards sexual Others, the unrecognized 
status of sexual labor as work further marginalizes sex workers, intensifying the exclusions they 
have to dispute in their lives. 
Abolitionist legal frameworks, such as that adopted by Chile’s state, tend to limit the 
practice of sexual labor in order to safeguard women’s dignity. Framed within Human Rights 
discourses, anti-trafficking agendas portray sexual labor as the outmost expression of sexual 
violence against women, demanding its abolishment and the penalization of anyone who makes a 
profit from the commodification of sexual services, except sex workers themselves, who have 
been depicted as victims.18 Since the 1980s, anti-trafficking laws have reinforced the dichotomy 
                                                        
18 Promulgated on April 1, 2011, Law Decree 20,507 defines as crimes the illicit trafficking of migrants and 
establishes norms to prevent and prosecute human trafficking. The Family Commission in Congress introduced this 
bill to provide a legal framework for human trafficking The Commission declared that in exploratory studies, they 
had found that the country operated as a place of origin, transit, and destination for the labor exploitation of 
immigrants. Retrieved March 26, 2020.  (https://www.leychile.cl/Navegar?idNorma=1024319).  
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between ‘good prostitutes,’ those who have been forced into sexual labor, and ‘immoral’ sex 
workers, those who practice it voluntarily (Outshoorn 2005). The laws have augmented racial 
discrimination by reproducing the distinction between ‘abusive brown men’ and ‘brown women’ 
who need saving. Blaming male sexuality, by asserting it is essentially abusive and violent, 
prohibitionist approaches have produced little understanding about what brings women to 
practice sexual labor or how the industry is organized (2005). This narrow, essentialist 
construction of sexual labor has been employed by conservative political sectors to push for 
severe immigration restrictions, and has allowed authorities to indiscriminately wield their 
power, as the Chilean case illustrates. As expressed by unionized sex workers; “anti-trafficking 
laws question sex workers’ decision over their work and their bodies, when they are ‘rescued,’ 
often against our will, and subject to medical, psychological, and legal processes, to which we do 
not want to be exposed.” Their studies across Latin America have found that anti-trafficking 
laws have given security forces the power to act indiscriminately, endangering the rights of sex 
workers (RedTraSex 2014).  The abolition of sex work has been described as a Western, white, 
middle-class women’s struggle to protect non-Western women, assuming that they will not be 
able to represent themselves, turning into another expression of imperialism (Doezema 2001). 
Critics of the prohibitionist framework, emphasizing the prevalent consequences of racism, have 
argued that sex-trafficking should be addressed similarly to other types of forced labor under 
social, gender, racial, and national inequalities (Brennan 2004a, 2004b; Weitzer and Ditmore 
2010). 
 ‘Pro-rights’ advocates of sex workers have challenged the deviance framework that 
conceives prostitution as connected to crime, drugs, violence, and disease, claiming that its 
prosecution is costly, unproductive, and detrimental for clients and sex workers (Chapkis 1997). 
They have adopted politics of choice rather than of coercion, appealing for the recognition of sex 
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work as a legitimate form of labor and a potentially empowering resource (Boris, Gilmore, and 
Parrenas 2010; Chen 2018; Wolkowitz et al. 2013). While opposing forced prostitution, these 
authors have identified that, in capitalist societies, the body, emotions, and sexuality have always 
been sources of commodification, and therefore, demand the depenalization and regulation of 
sexual labor. Sex work, through this lens, is similar to other types of work in which women 
exchange sex for goods (McLeod quoted by Weitzer 2010) and does not involve risks 
intrinsically greater than other forms of emotional labor (Chapkis 1997). For these critics, a 
problematic issue emerges with the criminalization of sexual labor, since it allows for pimps and 
mafias to continue exerting their control. Thus, the state and its legal apparatus are the primary 
source of power working to oppress sex workers. Together with sex workers’ organizations, 
‘pro-rights’ activists have claimed the right of sex workers to sexual self-determination 
(Outshoorn 2005). Mainstream feminism should move beyond analyzing how sex work 
oppresses women, to how feminism reproduces the exclusion of sex workers, Nagle writes 
(1997). Against some feminists’ ideas of ‘sexual puritanism’ (Ziga 2009), queer and pro-choice 
feminists have celebrated the capacity of sexual labor to radically break into the patriarchal 
structure, claiming their right to autonomy and sex as a tool for liberation (Bell 1995; Ziga 
2009).  
 As addressed in the Introduction, this ‘pro-choice’ perspective has informed depictions of 
sex workers as successful neoliberal entrepreneurs (Hofmann 2010; Rivers-Moore 2010), 
dismissing the structural inequalities driving sex workers to practice sexual labor and neglecting 
the negative experiences of their labor (Weitzer 2009). On the other hand, ‘post-porn,’ pro-
choice claims – embracing sex as empowerment and a tool deployed to ‘heal the world’ 
(Sprinkle et al. 2014) – do not fit within the context of multiple exclusions and pervasive social 
norms. As explored in Chapter Three, hegemonic ideas about gender and sexuality are often 
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internalized by participants, making them feel guilty about the sexualized labor they practice. In 
my fieldwork, the only explicit claims to sexual labor as legitimate work were expressed by 
members of an NGO that pushes for the rights of sex workers in Chile and which is organized by 
former sex workers.19 Otherwise, in the context of non-unionized sex workers practicing in 
‘tinted cafes,’ the norms that exclude sexual Others are not usually disputed; many times they are 
assumed to be legitimate and absorbed by participants. 
Arguing that sex work needs to be addressed in the same manner as any other type of 
labor, other thinkers have left behind the question of legitimacy and the 
victimhood/empowerment dichotomy. Instead, they have turned their attention to the inter-
subjective relations involved in worker-client exchanges, the embodied experience of sexual 
labor, and the challenges and strains that arise when working on bodies and sexuality. Claiming 
that most research on sexual labor and other forms of work involving other bodies has failed to 
address bodily knowledges and practices, these authors have turned to postmodern theories of the 
body to focus on interpersonal contact and embodied experience involved in bodywork (Chen 
2018; Lea 2019; Wolkowitz 2002; Wolkowitz et al. 2013). As Wolkowitz explains, the 
‘bodywork’ framework “takes the body as its immediate site of labor, involving intimate, messy 
contact with the (frequently supine or naked) body, its orifices or products through touch or close 
proximity” (2002: 497). She calls for attending to embodied knowledges, from the perspective of 
actors practicing bodywork, and analyzing how worker-client embodied relationships show clues 
about power relations (2002). Thus, sex workers’ and clients’ embodied experience should be 
situated within the intersection of inequalities where sexual labor takes place.  
                                                        
19 Fundación Margen, as part of a Latin American network of sex workers’ organizations, works to protect the 




Under different nomenclatures (the ‘polymorphous paradigm’ and the ‘hybrid 
perspective’), Weitzer and Chapkis also advocate for a more “empirically driven” alternative, so 
to build a more complex sexual labor politic that considers the many forms of its practice. 
Analyzing client-worker negotiations and acts of resistance yields evidence about sex workers 
agency, and challenges the representations of sex workers as passive objects, but this does not 
imply that sexual labor is risk-free (Chapkis 1997; Weitzer 2009). As Weitzer argues, the great 
diversity of occupational arrangements, power relations, and experiences demands a perspective 
that addresses the complex conditions “shaping the uneven distribution of agency, subordination, 
and job satisfaction” (2009: 215). Therefore, “[v]ictimization, exploitation, choice, job 
satisfaction, self-esteem, and other dimensions should be treated as variables (not constants) that 
differ between types of sex work, geographical locations, and other structural and organizational 
conditions” (2010: 6). 
Although sexual labor in ‘tinted cafes’ could be conceived as reproducing the boundaries 
of heteronormativity and a long history of women’s bodies as the main site for the deployment of 
male power, as radical feminists have claimed, practicing sexual labor has other meanings for 
‘tinted cafe’ workers. My analysis does not assume that sexual labor is automatically 
exploitative, as that assumption reinforces an outside, privileged view of gender norms and 
sexuality. Sex workers’ accounts, as Sanders observes, suggest that how and why sexual labor 
comes into being and is sustained are complex processes that do not necessarily leave women as 
the passive recipients of male demands (2005). Ignoring such complexities, or assuming its 
political significance only as exploitation, would only reify sex workers’ oppression and does not 
do anything to improve women’s living and working conditions. Building upon the latter 
approach, my research does not question the legitimacy of sexual labor, and instead turns to the 
embodied experience of sex workers to see how their labor becomes a tool for empowerment, but 
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also contributes to their exclusion in a context marked by structural inequalities and powerful 
social norms. In the following sections, I address the many ways embodied labor turns into a 
source of agency in ‘tinted cafes,’ paying attention to observable organizational strategies and 
women’s accounts of performing embodied labor. My description of a quotidian scene at work 
introduces the many informal exchanges sex workers rely on to negotiate their social status. 
Afterward, I outline the subjective transformations and the strategies and routines employed by 
sex workers to do their job more easily. 
Sex and pan con palta: the public and ordinary character of sexuality 
On a warm summer morning, I arrived shortly after eleven at #21, Lissette’s oldest cafe. 
Debora had bought fresh marraqueta bread for everyone, and Andrea was smashing a couple of 
avocados on the bar counter. We all sat on stools and had tea and pan con palta (bread and 
avocado), a local breakfast classic. We were still chatting and drinking tea – workers had not yet 
even taken off their clothes – when “Pelao” (bald guy), a young vendor who sells clothing of 
dubious origin, walked in. He brought a huge black garbage bag full of women’s shirts with him 
and everyone started trying on the merchandise. While everyone was changing, a woman walked 
in offering panqueques con manjar (crepes with dulce de leche) and I reflected on the way the 
erotic and the quotidian share a small and intimate space within ‘tinted cafes.’ In Café Lissette, 
everyone eats either by the bar or the cash register, or in the tiny kitchen in the back, often while 
customers are being attended to. I will never forget my surprise when, sitting by the back counter 
eating a bowl of porotos granados20 cooked by Mónica, I realized I was only about five feet 
from one of the workers giving a handjob to a client. Far from exoticized, sex is treated as just 
ordinary business, and it happens simultaneously with many other daily routines. After their 
clients leave, workers return to their waiting habits: chatting with coworkers or on their phones, 
                                                        
20 Summer dish with fresh white beans, corn, squash, and basil.  
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gossiping, being silly with each other, organizing domestic chores, making jokes, taking naps on 
the floor, bored at times.  
The creative resourcefulness of social actors gives this workspace a unique character, 
making sexuality a public, everyday issue, very different from how sex and sexuality are treated 
in other social spaces in Chile. The commoditization of sexuality demands to standardize the 
types of services offered, the labor process, and the bodies worked-upon to save labor efforts 
(Wolkowitz et al. 2013). But, as sexual labor deals with the desires and needs of clients, bodily 
and emotional sensations are part of the transactions, with affective implications for workers and 
their customers. While the standardization of sexual services contributes to the everyday, public 
character of sexuality in ‘tinted cafes,’ it contradicts the uniqueness of bodies, flesh, smells, and 
the affects triggered by bodily traits. This contradiction leads usually to disagreements between 
client’s expectations and workers’ disposition and boundaries. Additionally, performing sex 
work requires dealing with powerful social meanings assigned to the body, intimacy, sexuality, 
and sexual practices, which also demands extra emotional labor from sex workers (Wolkowitz et 
al. 2013). For ‘tinted cafe’ sex workers, dealing with guilt and managing stigma is part of the 
job’s requirements. Justifying their sexualized labor to others, keeping their job hidden, and 
appealing to ethical values are some of the means employed. 
In the following section, I examine the corporeal and emotional challenges women face 
when performing sexualized labor in ‘tinted cafes.’ In dialogue with case studies on sexual labor, 
I interlace the narratives of sex workers and managers to describe women’s experience of 
emotional and hands-on bodily labor. I begin by addressing the challenges workers face when 
performing sexual services and dealing with clients’ bodies, followed by women’s strategies to 
cope with the negative aspects of their job. Women’s narratives point to tactics of self-control 
and self-care, as well as performative strategies to manage their interactions with clients. 
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Managing responses to Other bodies: self-care and goal-focused rationale  
On a very hot, spring afternoon, I walked into Café Lissette, and was surprised to find 
Marta at the cash register, as it was not time for her shift yet. She explained that Lissette had to 
take her smallest daughter to the dentist. The mother of Lissette and Mónica, doña Marta – or 
Mami (mom), as workers usually call her – is about seventy years old, warm and talkative. She 
takes the afternoon shift in one of her daughter’s businesses. It was hard at first to work in this 
business, when the perreo (provision of sexual services) started, Marta explains, but she thinks 
the workers are smart. They work hard; some of them work and study, taking advantage of this 
opportunity. However, she recognizes that the labor involves unpleasant experiences of bodily 
intimacy; “No woman likes to be touched by dudes she doesn’t love, who she doesn’t even 
know…some guys are stinky, and workers complain: ‘uffff, he stinks!’ I couldn’t do this job 
because I have a phobia with sweat, especially armpit smells. I can’t take it.” Although not all 
clients are like that, she clarifies, “you also see young kids sometimes, cute and clean cut.” A bit 
later, Stacy complained about her client’s odor as she walked out of the bathroom – “Guácala! 
He left me stinking! You should write this, Pilar: the worst part of this job are the stinky clients 
who leave you smelling like sweat and cheap perfume.” Mami concludes that these girls are 
courageous to do this job.  
Debora agrees that dealing with clients’ smells is the worst part of her work. One day, she 
had to attend a man whose penis was fetid, and after he left the cafe, she started making jokes 
about telling her clients to ‘wash their dicks.’ The women laughed extensively about the incident 
and Jocelyn suggested hanging a sign over the bathroom door that reads “vaya a lavarse la tula” 
(please wash your dick). Verónica says she does not want the same life for her daughters because 
of these hardships:  
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“There is a client who likes to put lotion on his hands and touch me. It is unpleasant! I 
look around and tell myself, please God, let this be finished soon… It is not easy to kiss a 
man who you do not like, to let him suck your breasts; it is not easy to let him penetrate 
you.” 
The embodied nature of the job makes working in ‘tinted cafes’ preferable to doing 
‘privates’ in a nearby motel, as workers can better regulate how much emotional and physical 
resources they invest in every service. As Estrella explains, she prefers working in the cafe than 
going out to a motel. “Here, I do it quickly and in the dark. Instead, if I go out, I have to see the 
face of the dude, I have to lie on a bed completely naked, and it is not nice to stay with a man 
touching you for a whole hour. I only did a couple of privates a while ago and it was a lame, 
horrible experience.”  
Sex workers’ accounts point to the resilience and determination they develop in coping 
with the tasks their jobs entail. As intimate bodily interactions develop, sex workers may 
experience different levels of disgust and negative emotions when they have physical contact 
with their clients. The sensory and emotional character of worker-client relationships involves 
touch, taste, and smell, as well as visual and emotional interaction (2013). Cultural and social 
norms of affective embodiment determine the way bodies are perceived and valued, affecting the 
experience of paid sexual exchanges (Chen 2018). Thus, embodied responses illustrate cultural 
attitudes towards gendered and racialized bodies, which are performed through paid sexual 
encounters. Since body status and the experience of embodied labor are deeply connected, class, 
race, and other distinctions become significant in the ways in which they are personified. 
Therefore, Other bodies are likely to smell, touch and feel different and the desirability of sexual 
clients varies according to their social location and bodily attributes (Twigg 2000). The 
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embodiment of pleasure and desire is intensely demanding for sex workers since it requires their 
sexual engagement, and they cannot desexualize their clients’ bodies (Wolkowitz et al. 2013). 
Maintaining boundaries and ‘exclusion zones’ has been sex workers’ strategy for being in 
control of their relationships with clients (Cheung 2013; Sanders 2005). As other authors have 
claimed, sex workers maintain exclusion zones as boundaries or as a control mechanism. My 
interlocutors claim to establish those boundaries, with ‘no kissing on the mouth’ being the most 
basic rule they keep. Workers claim to use condoms whenever there is flesh-to-flesh contact as a 
way to prevent STDs but also as a way to deal with working upon an unknown body, its bodily 
fluids, and smells. Practices of ‘self-care’ are another way of safely and more comfortably 
dealing with their job. After attending to a client, workers wash specific body parts in the 
bathroom and change into new bikinis to get rid of their clients’ smells. “I clean myself, brush 
my teeth, and put on makeup again,” explains Vanessa. Debora adds, “all the workers do the 
same; washing themselves all day and putting perfume on, so the men who walk into the 
business find them pretty and good-smelling.”  
Workers invent a range of strategies to control their reactions (Cheung 2013). In ‘tinted 
cafes,’ sex workers develop abilities, such as goal-focused orientation, automation, detachment 
from the present moment, and dissociating from one’s body, to manage their embodied 
responses. Most sex workers claim not liking practicing sexual services and having to come up 
with tricks to cope with their job. Many resort to dissociating themselves from their embodied 
labor when attending a client, entering a “mental state.” As Estrella explains, “When an old man 
arrives, what does one do? You put your mind on the money and keep on doing it mechanically.” 
For Vicky, this means preparing and timing her show in advance to perform without thinking 
about what she needs to do. She plays the same tracks and knows when to offer more services 
and to ask for more money. “When we are halfway through the song, I know it is time to look at 
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him in such a way and let him know that there are other ways to please him. Towards the end of 
the song, I offer him a blowjob.” She is not the only worker who points to self-mentalization as a 
tool for coping with the embodied character of the job. Verónica explains that after so many 
years, the job “has made her skin thick,” and she has become oblivious. Focusing on making 
ends meet gives her the will to practice sexual labor “without being present,” by focusing 
exclusively on her goals. Her determination to earn an income allows her to do the best work 
possible without thinking and escaping the embodiment of sexual labor as she performs it. 
“It doesn’t matter if he has ‘it’ big or small, if he stinks or if he doesn’t. You leave the 
disgust behind. I did not want to kiss that client because he had bad breath! Gross! It feels 
like an eternity when you are doing a private with him. While you do it, you have to think 
about other stuff. In my case, since I am not going to give him his money back, I just 
think about the money. If you have goals in life, and if you don’t want to be hungry 
again, you encourage yourself and just do it.”  
Focusing on goals and material needs, the automation of services, detachment from the 
‘present moment’ and allowing for a state of disembodiment are some of the tools employed by 
sex workers to handle the embodiment of their labor. Other strategies, perhaps less conscious, 
are deployed to manage the stigma associated with sexual labor. This includes disidentification: 
most workers claim to practice sexual services ‘in the meantime’ as opposed to seeing 
themselves as sex workers. As other research suggests, sex workers can adjust their identities, to 
be in and out of the sex industry, and this shifting position means they can deflect the stigma 
away from the core of their identities (Wolkowitz et al. 2013). Besides practicing sexual labor 
temporarily, sex workers usually justify their performance of embodied labor with the wellbeing 
of their children and families. The reasons and goals behind everyone’s decision is judged 
against an ethical scale that condones the “good whore,” who is devoted to her children and 
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family, distinguishing her from the “bad whore,” the one who parties and spends her money on 
herself, or drugs and alcohol. Doing the job for the right reasons helps sex workers protect 
themselves from guilt and works as a self-justification mechanism against stigma.21  
Despite the challenges associated with their labor, sex workers do not identify as victims. 
They value the fact that their job allows them to fulfill their material needs and deal 
pragmatically with the aspects of their job that they hate. Sex workers’ efforts to cope with the 
negative aspects of their job demonstrate their creative resilience. Using the capacities of the 
mind helps sex workers to confront the difficulties presented by working upon other bodies. The 
most basic tactic depends on forgetting about the present moment – the disembodiment of 
emotional labor – and afterward, relying on practices of self-care and self-talk, erasing the guilt 
associated with the practice, forgetting the smells and memories associated with the provision of 
sexual services. Another form of escaping the ‘present moment’ is the use of ‘anti-work’ 
practices: humor, bypassing managerial rules, and the pursuit of fun, as the next section explores. 
The continuous pursuit of fun as anti-work resistance  
On a spring afternoon, I walked into Sirenas and found a party happening. The entire 
gallery smelled like a cantina and was playing loud reggaetón music. Debora, Andrea, and Nina 
were drinking beers and comparing the size of their nipples. Ema was dressed as a sexy Minnie 
Mouse, with a low neckline that showed the tattoo across her chest, which reads “carpe diem” in 
big gothic letters. When I asked about its meaning, she explained it means to “seize the day.” Her 
tattoo represents an attitude that I repeatedly encountered in cafes, that of enjoying the present 
moment and leaving problems behind. The party ended when a neighbor stopped by to warn 
them about inspectors approaching, and they turned the volume down and started picking up the 
empty beer cans. 
                                                        
21 For a more in-depth discussion on stigma, see Chapter Three. 
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When I first started visiting Lissette’s business, at the end of 2015, I was told that 
drinking was not permitted in the cafe. It took me a while to figure out that workers sneak in 
alcohol and drink it in teacups to do it discreetly, without their bosses knowing. Although the 
managers probably realize what is going on and pretend not to see anything, the owner never 
approved of her employees drinking while at work. When Lissette was not around, workers 
would smoke cigarettes and weed together in the tiny bathroom, which does not have a window 
nor working ventilation. After smoking, they would try to hide the smell with a sweet-smelling 
air sanitizer. For Debora, Jocelyn, and Andrea, when they became independent from Lissette and 
opened Sirenas, drinking alcohol at work became an everyday and inconspicuous custom. 
Contrary to Lissette’s straight-edge policy, in that gallery it was common to find workers 
drinking and smoking openly in cafes or the public gallery hallway. Since rent is much cheaper, 
– as it is at the edge of downtown in a dilapidated building – most of the businesses in the gallery 
are managed by workers because it is easier for them to afford the rent. When workers co-
manage their businesses, they tend to keep more relaxed norms about alcohol and marijuana 
consumption at work.  
As other researchers have observed in other types of sexualized jobs (Colosi 2010), some 
workers in ‘tinted cafes’ break the norms prohibiting alcohol and drugs as a way to ‘have fun’ 
and to resist authority. When workers manage their business, they make their own rules, and 
those tend to be more flexible. The use of marijuana and alcohol stimulates a happy atmosphere, 
and some workers prefer to do their job much more while ‘having fun.’ For some workers, work 
is not only about making money but also about having fun because “you only live once” (2010), 
and as Emma’s tattoo evokes, you “must seize the day.” The use of recreational drugs and 
alcohol may also help workers manage the embodiment of labor, due to its anesthetic effects, as 
some researchers have hypothesized (Lever and Dolnick 2010). Drugs and alcohol can help sex 
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workers sustain a cheerful attitude, even during difficult times. But it is clear that this is not the 
norm in all ‘tinted cafes.’ Verónica, who works as the manager and also provides sexual services, 
hates the gallery’s party scene because “she takes her business very seriously,” making a clear 
distinction between her and her neighbors’ behavior.  
In the ‘tinted cafes’ I frequented, humor was a fundamental resource, and present in many 
social interactions. On a warm Friday afternoon, I stopped by Sirenas and found Debora and 
Jocelyn, who welcomed me with hugs and clapping enthusiastically. “Ehhh, agarrón!” 
(grabbing!) – They were making fun of me, joking about grabbing my buttocks while doing 
sexual dance moves around me, knowing it would make me uncomfortable. Later, Debora and 
Vicky performed the range of positions and possibilities for having intercourse with a client in 
the bathroom. Debora said proudly that bathroom sink was loose because she has had so much 
sex over it while passing a cigarette and laughing until almost crying. These types of scenes are 
very representative of how games and humor function for some sex workers as tools for doing 
their job more enjoyably and keeping a positive attitude. In Sirenas especially, workers never 
stop making jokes and double entendres, using euphemisms or innuendos, and making fun of 
themselves and the obstacles they encounter. On a Friday evening, the police dropped by to 
request everyone’s IDs. Even in front of the authorities, which only trigger fright for me, Debora 
and her coworkers did not stop making jokes and flirting with the undercover cops as they took 
note of our identifications.  
In a study on lap dancers, Colosi (2010) conceives dancers’ consistent use of humor as a 
“ritualistic pursuit of fun” and a form of “anti-work” resistance. Colosi finds that dancers 
prioritize having fun while at work and motivate their peers to embrace this attitude as a mode of 
resistance to managers’ orders and rules at work. Fun is practiced by engaging in social rituals 
and performing in a pleasant atmosphere, which motivates workers, helps them improve their 
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status as dancers, and may become a form of resistance (2010). Downe (1999) also examines 
how sex workers use jokes as a form of resistance and as a coping mechanism in relation to the 
violence in their lives. By mocking their exclusion and lack of opportunities, sex workers resist 
hidden discriminatory attitudes and reveal social ambiguities and cultural contradictions, by 
exposing them to ridicule. Sanders (2004) identifies the use of humor amongst sex workers as a 
detaching mechanism that allows them to reinforce their power and distance from clients. Humor 
amongst sex workers is also used as a communicative tool to speak in codes leaving clients out, 
and which contributes to building close bonds among coworkers. As a form of resistance, 
Sanders claims, humor helps sex workers cope with the emotions of selling sex when sex 
workers are required to provide intimate body contact through the embodiment of their labor 
(2004). 
Debora and her coworkers distinguish themselves by always trying to keep the mood 
cheerful and by not giving themselves space to be sad or weak. Workers not only seduce their 
clients, they usually flirt among each other and sometimes playfully engage in sexual games at 
work, when the business is slow. One afternoon, Debora, Andrea, Estrella, and Jocelyn rented a 
motel room and skipped work to enjoy themselves, drinking beers, smoking, and having sex. 
Although these practices do not trespass the façade of the coffee shop, at the workspace, 
sexuality is treated very much as a game among sex workers. Jokes and games allow them to 
overcome boredom and to make their labor more enjoyable.22 As Colosi and Sanders have 
observed in very different contexts, in ‘tinted cafes,’ the deployment of humor and pursuit of fun 
are significant strategies for better coping with sexual labor and being poor. The use of humor is 
a self-defense mechanism that allows sex workers to transform their embodied labor into a form 
                                                        
22 Same-sex relationships are common among workers, but very few of them develop outside the world of ‘tinted 
cafes.’ Some workers are married and have same-sex affairs with coworkers. Debora, for example, declares her 
preference for women but cannot pursue a stable relationship because “her mother and children would not 
understand.” 
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of anti-work, similarly to the effects of getting intoxicated (2010; 2004). The workplace, on the 
other hand, offers a space for non-normative sexualities.  
Without a political program or a collective discourse, sexual labor in ‘tinted cafes’ is 
often explained by workers as a refusal of regular employment. As described in Chapter Two, 
sex workers often prefer sexual labor over other types of precarious jobs, not only because it is 
more lucrative, but also because it demands fewer working hours and more flexible working 
conditions. By refusing to let work take over their lives, they evoke the anti-work politics 
advocated by thinkers and activists who aim to challenge some of the structures of power behind 
work and its imposition as a moral obligation. As Kathi Weeks queries; how come the 
willingness to work remains unchallenged, and, more puzzling, she thinks, is people’s firm 
willingness “to live for work,” a central condition to capitalist economies, across social classes 
(2011:2). Drawing from the autonomist Marxist tradition and its central concept, ‘the refusal of 
work,’ Weeks claims that the problem with work, extends to the ways that work dominates our 
lives. The ‘refusal of work’ refers to a mode of resistance to the dominant types of work and to 
the values that sustain them. It also denotes the struggle for a different relationship to work, born 
out of a ‘post-work’ ethic and more non-working time.  
 For most ‘tinted cafe’ workers, precarious living and working conditions drove them to 
practice sex work, more directly than a principled decision to refuse waged labor. Nevertheless, 
having ownership and control of their time is often mentioned as an important part of the job’s 
benefits. As previous chapters have exposed, being economically independent and taking care of 
others is a source of pride. Also, not having to submit to a regular low-pay office job emerges as 
a justification for some to prefer this type of labor. Performance and roleplaying emerge as 
women’s most powerful techniques for coping with their embodied labor. Their goal is to seduce 
their clients into consuming as much as possible while investing the least amount of effort to 
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satisfy them. The following section explores the use of performance to control clients, turning 
sex workers’ emotional labor into their strongest asset. 
Performing emotional labor: The girlfriend experience and faking orgasms 
In ‘tinted cafes,’ workers spend significant time and resources to increase their body 
capital and play characters that conform to the expectations of their male clients. They frequently 
utilize ‘emotion work’ – evoking, transforming, or suppressing feelings within themselves by 
changing their thoughts and acting – to control their embodied responses (Hochschild 1983). 
Although this may be understood as symptomatic to the body/self as a performing self of 
appearance, and endless images instigating new needs and desires in late capitalism (Lever and 
Dolnick 2010), in ‘tinted cafes,’ women deploy their abilities to perform the male, heterosexual 
imaginary of female, erotic beauty instrumentally, to make their job more profitable. For a good 
reason, when not using the expression “maraca” (whore), sex workers call themselves “artists.” 
In It’s just Acting, Sanders (2005) looks at emotion management strategies and the deployment 
of a ‘manufactured identity’ as a business strategy and self-protection mechanism used by sex 
workers to manage the stresses of selling sex. She finds that participant sex workers manipulate 
their body capital and emotional and sexual work to conform to the demands and expectations of 
their male clients.23 In ‘tinted cafes,’ workers similarly embody clients’ expectations to their 
advantage, relying on a masquerade of heterosexual femininity. They play the roles that comply 
with the masculine imaginary of erotic, racialized femininity. Selling a fantasy is, in fact, an 
essential part of their emotional labor. Sanders argues that the performance of the stereotypical 
sex worker character, the “happy hooker,” is a detachment mechanism that allows sex workers to 
                                                        
23 Sanders looks at the UK indoor sex market to contribute to the public debate on sexual labor and to push for a 
shift towards the recognition of sexual labor as work. However, this ability to create a manufactured identity is not 
possible for everyone since it depends on personal experience, social and geographical location, and the specific 
type of work performed.  
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conceal their real identities, by conforming to culturally prescribed norms of femininity that help 
them secure a clientele (Sanders 2004: 282). 
In ‘tinted cafes,’ workers not only dress up to fit cultural ideals of beauty, spending time 
on their looks and money on hair extensions, push-up bras, nose lifters, high heels, and 
sometimes, surgeries; they also “have to be clever,” as Vicky explains, and perform liking their 
clients, being nice and amenable to them. By performing various kinds of emotion management 
(Hochschild 1983), sex workers make clients feel understood and desired. Vanessa explains that 
her job is about seducing men and making clients “turned on” to get more cash out of their 
pockets. However, it also requires listening to their problems and pretending to care for them. As 
Vanessa puts it, “We are the cheapest psychologists in this country! We have to listen to so many 
strange stories and deal with so much bullshit!” Estrella also thinks most of her money is earned 
by being a therapist, listening to her clients: “…too many men are fucked up in the head, and you 
have to listen to them crying about their wives this and that.” In their analysis of sex workers’ 
methods for managing client behavior, Lever and Dolnick (2010) find that “call girls” often see 
themselves as their clients’ psychotherapists. After identifying that many sex workers befriend 
and advise clients and that both pretend that her caring and sexual attraction for him are real, the 
authors conjecture about what it is that “call girls” and “escorts” actually sell, whether an 
“illusion of intimacy” or a lie.24  
In ‘tinted cafes,’ flirting and creating a fantasy for their clients is part of the job. Perhaps, 
for this reason, many ‘tinted cafes’ cover their storefronts with images of Caribbean beaches, 
evoking a paradise out of place. Worker-client encounters often resemble those of dating 
couples, close friends, or romantic relationships. Maintaining the illusion demands acting skills, 
                                                        
24 Lever and Dolnick follow Hochschild’s assertion that “Once an illusion is clearly defined as an illusion, it 
becomes a lie” (2012: 46). 
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the disposition to touch other bodies, and emotional strength from sex workers. As some of the 
literature on embodied labor finds in different contexts, ‘selling the girlfriend experience’ is a 
tactic frequently used in ‘tinted cafes’ to use clients advantageously. Sometimes, long-term 
relationships are built, which allow workers a steadier income and allow clients to buy sexual 
services from someone they trust (Lever and Dolnick 2010; Sanders 2005, 2008). For example, 
Pelao, one of Debora and Andrea’s most frequent and oldest clients, has known them for over a 
decade. He visits them sometimes at the cafe but mostly takes them out after work hours. He acts 
as a special “friend” who takes Debora, Andrea, and their friends out dancing and buys them 
dinner and drinks. Sometimes, they meet in a motel or his apartment to have sex.  
Long-term worker-client relationships blur the boundaries between professional and 
personal relationships. For example, Pelao attends workers’ family celebrations and buys 
presents for their kids. Andrea calls him whenever she has an emergency and spends weekends 
with him and her kid at the beach. For quite some time, he paid her apartment rent. In times of 
scarcity, he lends them money, and the workers reimburse him with sex in weekly installments. 
Similarly, Jocelyn has a “boyfriend” whom she met in the cafe, as a client. She makes fun of 
how he believes her lies, showing off her power over him. “He is like a sub-boyfriend. He knows 
that I work in a ‘tinted cafe’ but thinks that I don’t do privates. I don’t like to spend time with 
him, to go out with him for breakfast. I don’t like it, but I know that if I go out with him and tell 
him a story, he will give me some cash.” Likewise, Estrella has been “dating” a man for about 
two months, and he is now insisting on becoming her official boyfriend. Estrella makes fun of 
him because he is “chubby” and because of his “dark skin.” She maintains the ambiguity in the 
relationship, making up excuses to avoid sleeping with him but keeping him close to reap the 
material benefits. 
“On Friday, he was bugging me about ‘what is it that we have.’ I usually go out with him, 
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we have lunch together, we go out for dinner and to the movies, and he hands me 80 
bucks for hanging out with him, and we do not even talk about it. Also, if we walk by a 
clothing store, I play being dumb and tell him I want something, and he buys it for me. I 
cannot refuse to see him because he would dump me. And I cannot afford it! I have to 
save myself.” 
Performing femininity, sexual pleasure, and desire are effective tactics to make sexual 
labor more efficient or lucrative. Andrea discovered that her clients liked to be watched when 
having sex. “Do you like it like this?” She asks them, looking at the man’s eyes and pretending 
to be excited. She explains, “the hornier they get, the faster they finish, and the more money you 
make.” Faking orgasms is a frequent strategy among workers, and they are prideful of how fast 
they can make their clients come. Stacy cheerily explains her performance to make her labor 
more lucrative.  
“I can move well, and my pussy is shaved; thus, men go crazy! Their wives must be 
terribly boring at fucking. The other day a client told me he could not come. We walked 
into the bathroom, I put a lot of lubricant and told him ‘OK, now you can stick your little 
fingers,’ I yelled ‘harder, harder!’ [performs an orgasm]. Bullshit! I will never feel 
anything with these guys! And he came right away! He did not last two minutes!” 
Debora reaffirms not enjoying performing sexual labor, but pretending to like it:  
“It is typical; men tell you: ‘you are wet’ – They have no idea you have tons of lubricant! 
[laughs] I tell them, ‘do you like it like this? Is it good?’ And I look at them like 
[performs sexual pleasure]. But how are you going to like it? Fucking monkey! Perhaps, 
other women may like it, but for you, a cafetera, sex with a client makes you sick!”  
Debora’s account of her interactions with clients contradicts men’s narratives as 
expressed in their anonymous blogs, where they portray themselves as predators who control 
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relationships and monopolize power. My ethnographic research suggests that women are the 
ones establishing the rules and boundaries. Although sex workers are often the authorities in 
their exchanges with clients, worker-client relationships are diverse. In the following section, I 
examine how sex workers maintain their boundaries in client-worker relationships. 
Agency at stake: Women in power of transactions and services 
On a hot summer afternoon, I walked into one of Lissette’s businesses and witnessed a 
very loud argument. Debora and Cindy were lecturing a client, who seemed small and timid next 
to them. Debora was warning him to not do the same again. “How do you do that! You can’t 
walk into a cafe with only ten bucks. You always bring very little money and then get carried 
away consuming.” Cindy continued, “If you bring ten bucks and invite me to 8 juices, obviously 
you are going to run short of money. Next time, invite me to only two juices or bring more cash.” 
The man said he was sorry several times and seemed meek among these women with such 
resolution and energetic temperament. He agreed to go to a nearby ATM to retrieve more money 
to pay for the services he received. Andrea got dressed and walked out with him to get cash to 
make sure he did not get away without paying. 
Looking at client-worker interactions, negotiations, and workers’ acts resistance and 
subversion, Chapkis rejects the notion of the sex worker as a passive object (1997). Similarly, 
throughout my fieldwork, I perceived that in ‘tinted cafes,’ women are the ones who set the 
conditions and boundaries of interactions and sexual exchanges with clients. For example, as 
Daniela explains, workers conduct how the business operates. “If you allow the man to do and 
undo with you, it’s because you are not dominating the system. Here, it is you who has to be in 
command.” Debora explains how she sets up the conditions and boundaries for clients to 
approach her body: “The limits depend on every woman. If the client is touching my boobs, it 
only happens because I let him do it.” Stacy explains that she does not attend to drunk men and 
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the ones who are too rough at touching. She will not attend to a client who is known for being 
cheap at paying tips. Once, she completely ignored a client who was known for trying to “go all 
the way” with only a couple of juices. She left him standing by the refrigerator holding a soda 
and talked about him as if he wasn’t present. Another time, she asked me to translate to a 
Japanese client to be softer at grabbing her nipples, or she would stop her services immediately. 
She also turned away a client once because “he was sick and makes obscenities.” Stacy is not the 
only one who is determined and has a strong personality. Participants proudly talk about how 
they know how to defend themselves and to take care of each other. Often, women have 
experienced violence in their lives and had to learn how to survive, which has made them tough. 
As Pancho, a taxi driver in his forties told me in an interview; “In the cafe, you are in their land, 
and they are the ones in charge. If you do something they don’t allow, for example, if you touch 
them in a way they don’t like, they will kick you out, and you don’t want to get in trouble.” Eli, 
one of the afternoon managers, confirms this: “Here, women dominate the situation; they 
dominate men. Perhaps he is a dog in his office, but when he comes here, the girls exercise their 
power over him, and he will seem like a small chicken. He’ll do whatever he is being told, and if 
he doesn’t like it, good-bye!”  
Despite their wages depending on tips and consumptions, workers seem indifferent to 
what clients think of them and suspend their performances when they do not feel inspired to 
please them. It is common to see sex workers interrupting a sexual service to talk to their 
coworkers, ask me to send a message to a friend working in a nearby ‘tinted cafe,’ or to greet 
someone, emphasizing not only the ordinary character of sex but also their power in the 
workplace. Workers’ ability to, at any time, interrupt their performance of compliant femininity 
underscores the performative nature of their compliance, and that, at times, clients’ opinions 
matter very little to them.  
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Workers and managers’ narratives express a generalized feeling of disappointment 
towards men. Women look down on clients, most of whom are married, because they are 
untrustworthy, and because their desires and practices are not normal according to sex workers. 
Their own personal histories of abandonment or abuse also contribute to negative perceptions of 
their clients. “Clients are all sick in the head,” Eli repeats, and Lissette says that after all the 
things she has seen in her life, she will never be able to trust a man. Stacy agrees with Eli, stating 
that “Men are of no use. The fathers of my children did nothing for them. Men are useless, no 
more than a decoration.” Debora insists that “men are all worthless” and because they are all 
potential abusers, she never leaves her kids with a man, not even the men in her family. She 
continues explaining her disappointment: 
“Here, men disappoint you. They tell you they come to the cafe because their wives are in 
quarantine and you think, holy shit, when I was in quarantine with my children, my 
husband was there all the time. That’s why you do not feel anything for them in this 
place; they trigger that rejection.” 
This attitude helps workers establish instrumental relationships with their clients. 
However, contradictory feelings sometimes unfold, and workers do not always aim to take 
advantage of customers. Commodified relationships between workers and clients fluctuate from 
illusory to sincerely mutual (Frank 2002). For example, despite Debora losing her patience with 
Pelao because he is too anxious and persistent and doesn’t take his hands off her, she shows 
appreciation and esteem for him. She also feels sorry because he is separated and alone: 
“Nobody loves him, not even his mom!” Many encounters do not repeat, but some turn into 
ambiguous relationships; some take unexpected turns. For example, Katia, who still works for 
Lissette, met her partner and future husband in the cafe. He came to the cafe a few times to spend 
time with her but was more “laid back than most clients,” as he did not request any sexual 
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services. One night after work, he was waiting for her holding a bouquet of roses and told her 
that he liked her. They are still together, and now she is three-months pregnant. Katia’s story is 
unique among my interlocutors, but other client-worker relationships grow over time, combining 
dependence and affection with the exchange of money. Relationships might be multifaceted and 
contradictory in a workplace where conflict and sorority coincide.  
Beyond the strategies of worker-client interactions, workers’ agency is also produced by 
collaboration and solidarity among themselves. Interactions among coworkers show care and 
concern, but also a lot of disagreement and gossiping. Workers listen to their coworkers and 
support each other, but are also critical and get into fights. Lissette and her managers are 
authoritative, but also play a motherly role, often giving the girls advice on their relationships 
and love pains. Lissette always understands when her employees are late to work, if they need to 
miss a workday, or need to borrow money (unless they do not let her know beforehand or these 
practices become frequent). She often tells workers to be smart and save their money because 
this job will not last forever; she advises them to take advantage of the resources available to 
build a career. While Lissette and her family make a living with their employees’ embodied 
labor, this relationship is not exclusively defined by exploitation.  
Conclusion 
Understanding how women make sense of their work in ‘tinted cafes’ can contribute to 
re-signifying the embodied labor they perform, a fundamental step to challenging the socio-
symbolic norms and the prevailing double standards that stigmatize sex workers’ labor, bodies, 
and sexualities. Women’s accounts reveal the challenges they encounter when performing their 
labor but also point to the various modes of handling bodywork as effortlessly as possible. They 
also point to how practicing sexual labor makes them feel empowered because they can become 
independent and help their families, or because positive feedback on their looks and performance 
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may contribute to improving their self-images (Weitzer 2010).  Actors’ accounts also show how 
diverse and unexpected relationships may turn. Although sex workers’ range of experiences is 
contradictory, this chapter illuminates the ways in which sexual labor becomes a source of 
agency in ‘tinted cafes.’ In dialogue with previous chapters, it becomes clear how agency is 
always at risk, since women’s empowerment occurs in a context of prevalent inequalities and 
precarity. In times of crisis, how resistant is sex workers’ agency? The following Discussion 
Section reveals the upheavals experienced by sex workers in times of social conflict and a global 
pandemic, under an agonizing neoliberal model of development. Considering the fragility of the 
material improvements workers have been able to obtain with their embodied labor, illuminates 








On October 18, 2019, a social movement detonated in Santiago after public school 
students called for a boycott of public transportation, protesting successive fare increases, and 
the steep increase in the cost of living. That Friday morning, stampedes of students jumped over 
subway tourniquets chanting “evading, not paying, another way to fight,” and the police brutally 
repressed them. “It is not about thirty pesos, but thirty years,” a sign read, referencing three 
decades of neoliberal reforms after the country’s return to democracy. The students’ strike 
exposed a discontent accumulated over decades of a market-led economy with concentrated 
wealth in the hands of a few, indebting the middle-class, and leaving the working-class in 
precarious living and working conditions, and dependent on credit to pay for necessary living 
expenses. The demands are not new and include an end to the commodification of social services 
and natural resources, high-quality education for all, a significant increase of minimum wage, 
and, most fundamentally, a new Constitution that would allow for structural transformations to 
become real.1 Other requests include sexual and reproductive rights, and a more inclusive, 
plurinational and multicultural nation.  
Massive demonstrations were convocated through social media, turning Santiago and 
some regional capitals into sites of permanent protest and violence. The chaos opened an 
opportunity for the looting and the destruction of public and private infrastructure. Chile’s 
‘awakening’ was repressed with police violence, and the state is responsible for hundreds of 
                                                        
1 The 1980 Political Constitution of the Chilean Republic was promulgated during Pinochet’s military dictatorship 
and enforced through electoral fraud. Intended to preserve a model of “protected democracy,” it was designed to 
benefit the private sector. Limiting the state's role to that of a subsidiary one, it impedes any structural 
transformations that may threaten business interests. 
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severe Human Rights violations. Shortly before the October 18 ‘social explosion,’ President 
Piñera had declared on TV: “Amid a convulsed Latin America, Chile is a true oasis, with a stable 
democracy” (Baeza 2019). His illusory depiction of the country as prosperous and stable has 
been dismantled by the social and economic crisis, exposing an accumulated discontent towards 
those holding to political and economic power. 
In the midst of those tumultuous days, I visited Café Sirenas. I found only a few sex 
workers drinking beers and smoking weed in the public hallway, which was not usual because 
neither one is legal in public spaces, and workers always avoid tickets and penalties. In response 
to the ongoing protests, many downtown streets were closed, and the police were otherwise 
occupied brutally repressing civilians. Downtown businesses were severely hurt with the lootings 
and battles; others had to shut down or limit their hours of operation. The 'tinted cafe' business 
collapsed as clients disappeared. Despite the lack of activity, when I arrived that afternoon, 
workers were having a party. “Aren’t you afraid of the police busting you?” I asked, worried 
about their safety. “No, all the cops went uptown, to Plaza Italia,” Debora explained. “They are 
too busy repressing the marches.” Valery, her coworker, added jokingly, "These days, cops treat 
us like ugly bitches. They completely abandoned us,” they laughed.   
While a social movement demands an equal society in the streets, in Sirenas, these claims 
are not discussed. Sex workers are focused on how the contingency has dramatically affected 
their earnings and has disturbed the organization of their lives. They have suffered the damages 
of burned down subway stations and the disappearance of bus routes crossing areas undergoing 
conflict. They had to deal with the chaotic climate that had transformed the city, especially 
around downtown, where social revolts were repressed with harsh police violence. The ‘social 
explosion’ forced workers to travel hours to work or depend on someone else for a ride, and 
business decreased significantly. In this ‘tinted cafe,’ the historical event provoked generalized 
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hopelessness since they could not see any benefit emerging from it. The central demands of the 
movement, a new Constitution, a significant increase of the minimum wage, and a profound 
reform of the pension system, would not affect sex workers since sexual labor does not belong to 
the formal labor sphere. Most immediately, sex workers have to face the daily struggles of 
navigating a city with destroyed public transportation infrastructure and services, which has left 
working-class neighborhoods more segregated that they already were. While a broad segment of 
society is demanding for the redistribution of wealth and an increase of social protections for 
workers, Debora, Valery, and Patty are concerned about more immediate difficulties, such as 
finding ways to get home and to be able to make ends meet by the end of the day. Despite the 
promised structural demands of the social movement becoming real, sex workers’ labor will 
continue to be marginalized. Why should they be happy about the revolt that turned their lives 
upside down? Their distancing from the social movement speaks about the neoliberal 
individualistic mindset and how in more disempowered social spaces, class consciousness does 
not always happen. It also points to how sex workers understand the stigmatization and exclusion 
of their labor. From their perspective, there is no direct advantage for themselves emerging from 
the social movement. 
The power of social and symbolic norms 
In Chile, the stigmatization of sexual Others remains at the bottom of social hierarchies, 
and, for sex workers, recognition continues to be a challenge. Fundación Margen, an 
organization, led by former and practicing sex workers, characterize the absence of a regulation 
as the central source of the precarity and insecurity they experience at work (RedTraSex 2017). 
Invisibilized by all governments, but mainly by those aligned with the right, sex workers demand 
a legal framework that guarantees their labor rights and obligations and the recognition of their 
work (Jara 2020). As organized sex workers have identified, the absence of a law regulating their 
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labor is the primary source of precarity and marginalization they experience. Recognizing sexual 
work will define labor rights and obligations, guaranteeing adequate working conditions, access 
to social security, health services, and the right to unionize (RedTraSex 2014, 2017). While 
organized sex workers speak and write extensively about their claim to the right to sexual labor, 
in ‘tinted cafes,’ sex workers resent the stigmatization of their work and the discrimination they 
have to endure. Their accounts often evoke distress, shame, or guilt, a reflection of how stigma is 
rooted in the popular national imaginary, and how in many cases, it has become internalized by 
women working in ‘tinted cafes.’ Most workers hide their jobs from their families and justify it 
as part of the mandate to be good mothers or the need to provide for others. Often, workers 
explain they are only doing it in the meantime, while they start something else, or it is only a 
temporary occupation to save money. Very few of my interlocutors show pride in practicing 
sexual labor. Their accounts are very different from organized sex workers’ claims to their right 
to autonomy and the recognition of their work.  
Sex workers’ struggles demonstrate the impact of stigma on their personal lives, social 
and interpersonal relationships, and self-images, illustrating the widespread power of gender and 
sexual norms. Their stories point to much needed structural changes and the need for a radical 
cultural shift towards an authentic embrace of diversity. Cultural transformations take time, 
especially in more resistant sectors, which in Chile tend to concentrate in the conservative elites 
and the working class. For this to happen, the state needs to reframe sexual labor, legitimizing it 
as any other type of work. Recognition from the state is essential not only to provide sex workers 
with labor rights but also to dismantle the social and symbolic norms that exclude sexual Others.  
However, it would be a mistake to put all the blame on the state.  Society as a whole, 
including feminist organizations, academics, and congressional representatives, have contributed 
to the invisibilization of sexual labor. Feminist organizations and representatives in Congress 
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have fought for reproductive, sexual, and filiation rights arduously, usually encountering fierce 
resistance from the conservative elites but winning a few fights. While demands for access to 
abortion, for example, are embraced by the feminist movement in Chile and women in Congress, 
claims to autonomy and the recognition of sexual labor as work emerge almost exclusively from 
sexual dissidences.2 If the constitutional process is receptive to these demands, it could become a 
significant opportunity for sex workers to participate as subjects of rights, with clearly defined 
legal protections. Hopefully, sex workers will be the central actors of that process. 
Agonizing neoliberalism 
Protests continued throughout the summer, turning the center of Santiago into a war zone. 
There was no streetlight, stop sign, light pole, fence, cobblestone, or sidewalk left since every 
solid object was used as a projectile to confront the cops or to feed barricades to impede their 
advancement towards the crowd of protesters. Every business façade was boarded up with metal 
panels, and building walls became covered with graffiti and stencils representing public 
demands. The smell of teargas became impregnated in the pavement, and the destruction gave 
the neighborhood where I conducted fieldwork a feeling of decay and abandonment. After more 
than four months into the crisis, manifestations had decreased in frequency. They continued to 
assemble every Friday evening until the coronavirus epidemic arrived through Santiago's upper-
class neighborhoods in March 2020. The government declared state of emergency, health and 
safety measures were enforced, including restrictions on movement and gatherings in groups. 
With these measures, ‘tinted cafes’ were shut down indefinitely, and sex workers found 
themselves without any work amid a dramatic social, sanitary, and economic crisis.  
                                                        
2 With the support of Karol Cariola, a feminist left congressional representative, a group of feminist lawyers have 
created a draft law to regulate sexual labor and protect the rights of sex workers and introduced it in Congress. 
Organized sex workers have not endorsed the bill, and its discussion is on pause due to the irruption of the October 
2019 'social explosion' and the coronavirus pandemic (Espinoza 2020).  
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The COVID-19 emergency exposed the worst sides of neoliberalism. When the news of 
the virus arrived, innovative businesses provided the state with services, sanitary infrastructure, 
and medical supplies at exorbitant prices. The Labor Ministry dictated a new law to protect the 
business sector, disguising it as an “employment protection law” for small businesses. This law 
relieves employers from the obligation to pay their employees for up to five months. Big-box 
stores and other corporations have taken advantage of this benefit, leaving thousands of workers 
without any income or making them pay themselves with funds from their unemployment 
insurance. The opposition’s legislative projects that seek to protect the most vulnerable 
population have been resisted by the right, arguing they are unconstitutional.3 As a result of the 
government’s neglect, workers have paid for the costs of the epidemic. Those who cannot work 
remotely have had to break curfews to work and get paid, or start an informal business to get 
through the crisis. Numerous non-essential enterprises and services have obtained collective 
permits for their workers, facilitating more outbreaks. After three months of segmented 
quarantines, Chile is among the ten countries with the most per capita cases of COVID-19 
globally (CNN Chile 2020; Piñatel and Saravia 2020).  
President Piñera’s government has managed the crisis clumsily, improvising strategies 
day by day, shifting the direction of health policies frequently, manipulating data, and hiding 
information from the public, all of which have led him to lose credibility in front of the Nation. 
His government’s policies have demonstrated the profound disconnect of the elites with the 
reality lived by most of the country. The authority's handling of the public health crisis has had 
disastrous results in controlling the spread of the virus and has had dramatic material 
consequences for the entire working and middle classes. The extent of the sanitary catastrophe is 
                                                        
3 Pushed by a sector of the labor commission, and after three months of debate in Congress, the Senate approved the 
Postnatal Emergency Bonus. Also, a USD 125 COVID-19 Family Emergency Bonus for the most vulnerable 
segment of the population, with a limit of USD$500 per family. For the middle-class, the state has promised more 
credits, which will be provided by the state.  
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incomprehensible: over seven thousand deaths in a country of fewer than nineteen million 
people, with geographical conditions facilitating its isolation with the closing of frontiers. Today, 
public hospitals are in dire circumstances, collapsed, and without supplies. Nevertheless, the 
country has not paused its productive activity.  
The health crisis made inequalities more dramatic and conditions extremely precarious 
for the most marginalized population, who today do not have access to essential items, such as 
heating and food. As winter begins in Santiago, hundreds of immigrants from Colombia, Bolivia, 
and Venezuela are camping in front of embassies, pressuring their governments for repatriation 
flights. Some returned to their homelands, and others went to local shelters. The working class 
and immigrant population have been the hardest. Since low-income families tend to live in 
denser neighborhoods, overcrowded spaces, and in many parts of the country, without access to 
running water, the levels of contagiousness have been higher in working-class communities. 
Most workers' impossibility to follow quarantines has contributed to a faster spread of the 
disease in marginalized areas. The state has been a lot faster in enacting laws to protect 
employers and criminalizing the poor – for breaking curfews and protesting hunger – than 
providing workers with economic support, feeding people’s frustration and anger. Following a 
long tradition of resistance in working-class neighborhoods and informal settlements, women 
have organized ollas comunes (communal pots), soup kitchens usually done in community 
centers or public spaces, to share available resources among neighbors and provide food for the 
most needed.  
Neoliberal entrepreneurs of body capital? 
Within a dreadful social landscape, sex workers in all types of sexual commerce have 
experienced the crisis's effects dramatically. Some have shifted to provide online services, others 
to providing COVID-protocol sexual encounters, wearing clothes, globes, and face masks. But 
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for most sex workers, their earnings decreased considerably or entirely vanished. Their situation 
today is distressing. Fundación Margen initiated a campaign to provide senior sex workers with 
food baskets to support them as they follow quarantine indications. Soon after they commenced 
that fundraising, organizers recognized it was necessary to help all street and online sex workers 
across the country, regardless of age group. The organization has been active in social media, 
fundraising to provide food baskets, and cleaning supplies. Still, those who work in 'tinted cafes' 
do not qualify for help, since they are assumed to be in less precarious conditions than sex 
workers who work on the street.  
Soon after municipal authorities shut down the 'tinted cafes,' I spoke with Verónica. I was 
happy to find that she was doing well and feeling optimistic about her current situation, despite 
the quarantine restrictions. She had quit her job not too long before the quarantine started, she 
explained, because the sex business had decayed and the commercial gallery where she worked 
had become too violent and dangerous. With her savings and the help of a state subsidy, she was 
able to buy a tiny house in the outskirts of Santiago. She seemed very proud to be well-
positioned, especially when compared to most of her coworkers, she underlined. Verónica feels 
grateful for her resources and sees that all her hard work has paid off. Now, she has her own 
house and some savings to get by while the crisis lasts. She did not lose the opportunity to 
emphasize that the bullying she received from coworkers because she was too severe and did not 
party at work, now exploded on their faces. She compared her experience with her coworkers’ 
who "were sitting on shit, prostituting themselves on the street to survive.”  
Imagining Verónica's coworkers trying to find clients on the street in times of quarantines 
and social distancing orders is distressing since their risk suggests profound need and 
desperation.  
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When the public health emergency started, Debora did not have any savings and found 
herself standing on quicksand. She has never been able to save money, she explains. Without any 
support, Debora has been barely surviving during these months. Besides caring for her three 
children, she supports her mother and a younger brother, and all of them live in her mother’s 
house. In the four years I had known Debora, she never asked me for money, but soon after the 
quarantine began, she talked me into helping her buy an oven to start an empanada business at 
home. Since this socioeconomic crisis will last for many months, and I worry about her situation, 
I contributed the funds to buy a used oven. She was pleased and very sure the business was going 
to be a success. Unfortunately, her neighbors also have been affected by the crisis, and she has 
not been able to sell enough empanadas to cover expenses, less so to make any profit. She has 
asked me for money a couple of times, and learning to draw boundaries has been difficult, as I 
am aware that her needs are pressing. 
Three months into quarantine, Verónica ran out of savings and is now desperate to get the 
Emergency Food Basket from the government.4 She has not received any of the small Family 
Emergency Bonuses given to the poorest segment of the population as a relief from the 
consequences of the epidemic. I researched available resources for Verónica and Debora, like 
communal soup kitchens and food baskets, and have attempted to help them with the application 
to the COVID-19 Family Emergency Bonuses. I got to understand better how the ficha social 
(social file) measures subjects’ “vulnerability index,” qualifying them or not to receive 
emergency state support.5 The system is complicated to navigate, especially for individuals 
                                                        
4 As a response to citizens protesting hunger in Santiago's working-class neighborhoods, the government announced 
2.5 million food baskets for low-income families. The distribution process has been chaotic and has had a lot of 
media coverage, causing a lot of anxiety to the most needed population.   
5 The Social Registry of Homes centralizes data from several state institutions to support the assignation process of 
state subsidies and social programs. Merging state data with information provided by the families, and supervised by 
municipal social workers, the Registry assigns a Socioeconomic Scores to homes applying to state support. Registro 
Social de Hogares. Retrieved June 10, 2020 (http://www.registrosocial.gob.cl/). 
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without the necessary skills and technology. The appealing process is challenging, if not 
impossible, in the context of a pandemic. Moreover, it has become public that a significant sector 
of the population's vulnerability indexes has been modified to exclude them from receiving the 
emergency bonus. The support strategies the Executive has created are not only inefficient but 
also cruel, as they cause more strains and anxiety with false promises, to a population that is 
ongoing terrible needs and suffering. Neither Verónica nor Debora could claim any emergency 
subsidies, despite having no income as independent workers.  
A few weeks after the quarantine started, I was walking the street market, la feria, in a 
small town near Santiago when a woman called me. It took me a long time to recognize Stacy 
behind her face mask. She gave me a long and tight hug against all norms of social distancing. 
She told me that she got married and is now living in this small town. She told me she was 
working with her husband, and I could not avoid thinking she was involved in some illegal 
business. Her boyfriend, when working in Café Lissette, was at the time in jail for drug 
trafficking. The town where we ran into each other has a reputation for being the ‘Far West’ 
where narcos hide from authorities. Sadly, hers is the only story I know of who is doing well 
despite the crisis. She reminded me emphatically about her plastic surgeries while opening her 
sweater and showing off her upper body. She seemed very happy with her new figure. While 
taking my phone number, she warned me never to call her Stacy in front of her husband and 
never speak about her past in ‘tinted cafes.’  
Following Debora and Verónica’s struggles during these critical months illuminate the 
instability of sex workers' social status in a neoliberal context undergoing crisis, most tragically. 
Focusing on their particular experiences is coincidental as those relationships happened to 
become closer during this research. They kept visiting me at home after my fieldwork had 
concluded and continue to check on me frequently. Their stories show how the challenges of the 
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present sanitary, political, and economic emergency have turned sex workers' labor and their 
living conditions extremely precarious. Despite the strategies, performances, and strength 
deployed, their achievements do not withstand in times of crisis. Moving away from other 
studies of sexual labor in Latin America depicting workers as successful entrepreneurs of body 
capital (Hofmann 2010; Rivers-Moore 2012), I follow sex workers’ struggles to uncover the 
fragile durability of empowerment in a context marked by social precarity. Though the 
devastating effects of a global pandemic have intensified existing inequalities, the invisibilized 
marginalization in the neoliberal “oasis of Latin America” constitutes sufficient evidence to 
undermine such conceptualization. Without a critical view of the material conditions where 
sexual labor takes place, the idea of sex workers as successful entrepreneurs of body capital is 
unrealistic and uncomplete. Following sex workers' fate in times of crisis, without any earnings 
and any support from the state, makes unviable any shortsighted idealization of the opportunities 
sexual labor provides in Chile. 
Power, agency, and unresolved tensions 
This dissertation uncovered the invisibilized practice of sexual labor in the ‘tinted cafes’ 
of Santiago. From the study of this phenomenon, it undertakes an intersectional analysis of 
inequalities in Chile. Departing from the narratives of actors, especially sex workers’, this study 
situates sexual labor in a setting marked by interlaced forms of exclusion, underlining the value 
of women’s agency.  Sex workers turn their bodily and emotional work into a tool for social 
mobility. This achievement, and their ability to be independent and sustain others, give their 
children the opportunities they did not have, are often mentioned as sources of empowerment. In 
'tinted cafes,' workers value their working conditions and compensations compared to other jobs 
available to them. They set up the rules and are in command of the exchanges and services they 
provide to their customers, managing clients' different personalities, and establishing clear 
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boundaries. They deploy their bodily and sexual performances strategically to make the most 
profits out of their labor. Despite their job's embodiment, presenting many challenges for them, 
sex workers learn to perform and mentalize to make their work more comfortable and more 
efficient. 
 While ‘tinted café’ workers see many advantages associated with their labor, mainly time 
flexibility and economic compensation, stigma is the huge cost it implies for many. Because of 
the shame associated with sexual labor, ‘tinted cafe’ workers separate their work from their 
intimate and social spheres, illustrating how social and symbolic norms remain solid. In tinted 
cafes, gender norms might be broken for a ‘good reason,’ such as motherhood, or workers 
pretend to follow them. Norms about gender and sexuality are permanently brought up in 
everyday conversations and cause many strains. Social norms can become deeply engrained and 
incorporated into our lives, and remain unproblematized in some social spaces, like 'tinted cafes.' 
The colonial imaginary that establishes hierarchies based on race and sexuality continue 
organizing society around binaries, such as the whore/ good mother distinction that 
impossibilities sex workers to be recognized as worthy subjects.  
  Like other ethnographies about sexual labor in Latin America, I found that worker-client 
relationships are contradictory and ambiguous, mediated by money, dependency, support, 
affection, and sexual desire. At the interpersonal level, power is multidirectional and unstable, 
which would make any generalization inaccurate and unfair. Binaries do not capture the 
gradations within worker-client relations or between business owners and sex workers. 
Unsurprisingly, anonymous online forums provided a very flat and narrow understanding of sex 
worker-client relationships, categorizing and ranking women's bodies and sexual performances, 
unrestrained in their deployment of violence. Interviews with clients revealed more complicated 
and unclear relations, in which power is not monopolized by themselves. 
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In 'tinted cafes,' women hold power, and clients seem completely diminished in front of 
sex workers. Among sex workers, a fierce competition between neighboring businesses does not 
impede them from befriending, date, or having intimacy with next-door sex workers. Work 
relationships are intense since sex workers share a secret sphere of their lives and spend 
significant time in a small space together. In those relationships, often affection and rivalry 
overlap, and connections may turn quickly from love to hate. While it is usual for workers to 
support each other, yielding their rounds to help a coworker in need, conflict, and gossiping is 
common. Solidarity is more valuable in a context that fosters competition among women, as they 
train to improve their performance and emotion management to be chosen by clients over their 
coworkers. 
While business owners and managers make a wage out of women’s bodily labor, those 
relationships are not only defined by exploitation. The business owners and managers I met can 
be authoritative while also playing a motherly role, giving their personnel advice about their 
relationships and love pains. For example, Lissette is always telling her employees to be smart 
and save their money because this job will not last forever. She helps her employees when they 
have an emergency and advises them to use their resources to study a career. However, workers 
do complain about Lissette’s unfair firings and abusive treatment. 
Sometimes, desire and affection can dismiss social norms in unpredictable ways. Debora 
has an Ecuadorian girlfriend, despite her racist and xenophobic mindset. She dared to invite her 
girlfriend to her birthday, but unfortunately, her mother made a disrespectful scene because of 
her homophobic and racist mindset. There is a long way for cultural, ethnic, racial, gender, and 
sexual diversity to become fully embraced and recognized in all social spaces in Chile. Together 
with a much needed and demanded move from the state towards recognition, can desire and 
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affection contribute to dismantling existing hegemonic norms to construct a radically diverse and 
integrating society?  
Embodying ethnographic work 
Chile’s October uprising began abruptly and felt as a shifting point in the history of the 
Nation. Marches convocated millions throughout the country, taking over the streets to demand 
the neoliberal model's dismantling and a new Constitution opening space for a more equal and 
democratic society. I was aware of the extent of the exclusion produced by Chile’s model of 
development, as inequality has been a thread throughout my research, and yet I did not see a 
revolution of this magnitude approach. Doing fieldwork in 'tinted cafes' intensified my sense of 
impossibility, since in this particular workspace, I could see clearly how well the model protects 
itself. Decades of economic precarity, concealing poverty with credit, bad public education, 
trashy TV, disempowered unions, and political parties and the ruling class distant from the 
people and territories, all have contributed to the disenfranchisement and obliviousness of some 
sectors of the working-class. Most participants declared they do not vote and are not interested in 
politics. Some think that "left and right are the same crap," and many voted for Piñera, the right-
wing millionaire who promised that better times would come for all Chileans. Visiting the 'tinted 
cafes' soon after the October protests began, was significant for reminding me how marginalized 
my interlocutors are, without access to any social or cultural capital. I understood how distant 
from the social movement sex workers saw themselves, and I realized I had to write about their 
apathy in light of a political revolt that felt like a historical moment for an important sector of the 
working and middle classes. A few months later, the coronavirus epidemic arrived. 
The sanitary crisis revealed the hidden reality most Chileans have been living, after the 
façade of the oasis of prosperity was dropped. The precarious state of the entire working and 
middle classes, deeply indebted, affected by the loss of thousands of jobs, left a significant part 
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of the population in a profound vulnerability and despair. Talking to Verónica and Debora as I 
followed the development of these events, and thinking about the painful fate of sex workers in 
Chile, more broadly, has impacted the closing of this research significantly. How could I avoid 
speaking about the misery that sex workers are experiencing today? The crisis's effects support 
my distrust of overly celebratory approaches to sexual labor that assume sex workers as 
entrepreneurs of body capital, being astute and neoliberal in a setting that puts the responsibility 
of essential protections on the individual. The marginalization and vulnerability sex workers are 
experiencing evidence that under present conditions, sexual labor as individual empowerment 
that does not resist a crisis.   
Despite the limitations that this contextualization might imply, because of the uniqueness 
of these events, I cannot dismiss the social, economic, and political watershed the country is 
undergoing. I cannot speak from the "oasis of Latin America," as it has been debunked and no 
longer exists. Writing as I follow the development of these events has given me a different 
context from where to think about precarity and has stirred questions about the contributions and 
limits of my research. The urgency of sex workers' circumstances during the pandemic and the 
complete abandonment from the state they have encountered has made it more apparent that my 
investigation has to be accompanied by a political practice supporting the demands of sex 
workers in Chile. The consequences of the crisis have raised ethical issues when asked for 
money from Debora, but the urgency of the situation did not leave space for too much 
questioning. Following the news in Chile as I close this work confirms that, however small, more 
concrete actions are necessary.  
Objectivity in feminism, Donna Haraway says, is not about setting aside one’s political 
views. Instead, it presents a possibility for producing powerful knowledge “to create worlds less 
organized by axis of domination” (192). Objectivity emerges from localized gazes and localized  
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knowledges, which are linked to the body and the realm of emotions. Value-neutrality in the 
search for transcendence is a mirage since within knowledge-producing processes, one’s “vision” 
is not passive, but instead affected by personal “ways of seeing” and “ways of life” (190). 
Learning occurs in the body, which is endowed with senses, connecting the objective to our 
theoretical and political convictions. Thus, one has to take responsibility for the partial 
equipment one has to see what is studied.  
The illegal status of sexual labor in 'tinted cafes' and my relational social location were 
the main limitations I encountered while conducting fieldwork. As I became aware that 'tinted 
cafes' were difficult to access, I followed the only entryway I encountered by chance and met 
most participant sex workers through one initial contact, Lissette. Because in 'tinted cafes,' class, 
ethnic, national, and racial boundaries matter, workspaces are socially segregated. I gathered 
most of my data in Chilean-owned businesses belonging to the lower-status type of cafes within 
the broad spectrum of cafés con piernas in Santiago. My embodiment of class, ethnicity, gender, 
and nationality played a role in how I was perceived by my interlocutors. Being Chilean had an 
impact on the warm reception of participants, most of them Chilean and often racist and fearful 
of immigrants. I was received with suspicion in businesses managed by immigrant women, as 
usual in most of the lower-status ‘tinted cafes,’ regardless of the manager’s nationality. The 
small number of coffee shops in which I was allowed to stay, and which I continued visiting, has 
given me access to a mostly Chilean group of interlocutors who work in the lower-status type of 
coffee shops within a broad range of businesses and nationalities. 
My relative social location was the central limit separating me from the experience of 
participants, who, every once in a while, redrew the class boundary between us by referring to 
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me as a “pelo lais” (straight hair) from the “barrio alto” (upper-class neighborhood).6 When I 
first began visiting Café Lissette in November 2015, I felt very uncomfortable and out of place in 
an intimate space. Like everyone else did when not working, I used to look at my phone, taking 
notes about wishing to become invisible. I did not know where to stand or sit without 
interrupting and was very aware of every movement I made. Over time, the feeling of intruding 
disappeared. My stopovers became celebrated with affection and turned into a time suck as I 
tended to get trapped socializing. Spending time in ‘tinted cafes’ became a significant part of my 
everyday life in Santiago.    
The experience of fieldwork challenged and affected my embodiment of gender. I started 
worrying more about my fashion and wearing makeup when going to Café Lissette, since Katia, 
Stacy, and Debora did not stop lecturing me about my hair and clothing not being feminine 
enough. They frequently dared me to dance more sensually to reggaetón or salsa, which made 
me feel very awkward and pushed me to do the best job possible to escape their bullying. I had to 
be strategic in maintaining a distance while not being a complete nerd. Stacy sent me to buy a 
push-up bra and wear high necklines to "take advantage" of my body to find a husband. Katia 
enjoyed putting makeup on me and seeing me dressed "more femininely," wearing her stockings, 
bikini, high heels, and flashy jewelry, making me extremely uncomfortable in all possible ways. 
She insisted I should try her job to understand her experience truly. Because ethical boundaries 
in scientific research were not sufficient to explain my restraint, I told her I did not have the 
necessary bodily attributes for the job because "I am missing half a leg." The scars I have due to 
a serious bicycle accident became my usual justification for everyone who requested me to 
attend to clients, as I tried to avoid demeaning sexual labor by refusing to practice it myself. 
                                                        
6 After asked where did I grow up, I told them Ñuñoa, a predominantly middle-class neighborhood. I found how 
different were class and city boundaries from my interlocutors’ perspective, as they had never been to that 
neighborhood and considered it part of the barrio alto, the upper-class sector. 
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Showing the scar and missing muscle of my right leg was a way of putting myself in a vulnerable 
place, in an attempt to deal with my privilege and avoid epistemic injustice. 
Unforeseeable futures 
The consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic in Chile, as in other places under 
neoliberalism, have been destructive for workers. Emergency laws seeking to protect vulnerable 
subjects, such as newborns, recent mothers, and the poor have been resisted by conservative 
sectors, under the pretext of unconstitutionality. This impasse evidences that the social 
movement's most significant victory has been an electoral opportunity to throw away a 
Constitution crafted to serve the interests of those holding political and economic power. In 
October 2020, Chileans will decide if they want a new Constitution and the method to elect the 
commission that will write it. This process sustains the only hope that the future has to offer for 
the Chilean working and middle-class. The public discontent built upon increasing inequalities 
and the sprawl of misery during the pandemic can turn into new manifestations when sanitary 
restrictions end. Today, the future looks uncertain.  
Racism and xenophobia can do considerable damage reproducing structures of power and 
mobilizing hatred against unknown, racialized Others. Local workers’ racist statements against 
Black workers are representative of participants’ essentialized assumptions, which shows that 
one of Chile’s urgent revolutions is to debunk the homogenizing project of the Nation and 
embrace its culturally and racially diverse history. The whitewashing project has been 
internalized by the population, a significant sector of which identifies as white. Therefore, 
deconstructing history and reconfiguring the narrative of nation-building is essential to advance 
towards the recognition of the multiple nations and cultures composing the Chilean state. 
The constitutional process presents an opportunity to build a plurinational nation, giving 
real political power and recognition to indigenous peoples or Pueblos Originarios. The 
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Constitution is also a possibility to design a comprehensive migratory law according to the 
challenges of present times, which effectively safeguards immigrants' rights. For a radical 
cultural transformation to take place, antiracist politics should be part of everyday public 
discourse. In the massive October manifestations, the Mapuche flag was overarchingly present, 
becoming the movement's most famous symbol. Although the Mapuche flag is a powerful 
representation of the popular demand for a plurinational state, claims to build a truly 
multicultural society, beyond flags and cultural appropriation, need to become louder and 
effectively turned into recognition, political power, and widespread social practices.   
Sex workers’ struggles demonstrate the impact of stigma on their personal lives, social 
and interpersonal relationships, and self-images, illustrating the pervasive power of gender and 
sexual norms. Their stories not only point to much needed structural changes but also the need 
for a radical cultural shift towards an authentic embrace of diversity. The transformation of 
cultural attitudes takes time, especially in more resistant sectors, which in Chile tend to 
concentrate in the conservative elites and the working class. For this to happen, the state needs to 
reframe sexual labor, legitimizing it as any other type of work. It is uncertain if organized sex 
workers will be able to make their demands taken into consideration by the constitutional 
process, as the stigmatization of their labor remains at the bottom of social hierarchies. 
Recognition from the state is necessary not only to provide sex workers with labor rights but also 
to advance towards the dismantlement of the social and symbolic norms that exclude sex workers 
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